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PREFACE.

I RAD been for some timeengaged in revising

and completing a mass of manuscripts which my
nncle, Mr. Jeremy Bentham, had put into my
h^ds, and in drawing up a general treatise of

the science, when I heard of the publication of

Dr. Whately's Elements of Logic/^ Having-

procured this work, a fii*st glance convinced me

that the author had done much towards divesting

the science of that useless jargon, of those un-

meaning puerilities, with which it had been

loaded by the schoolmen ; and which, being the

only apparent result of their efforts, have- cast

so much opprobrium and ridicule on the very

name of Logic. On a more careful perusal of

the work, Dr.. Whately appeared to me to liave

pointed put, in a very ab]e manitfer, several of
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these errors of iiis predece^rs, aad to have gone

over the field of the science, such as he had

marked it out, witli great attention on his part,

and consequent advantage to the learner. Still,

however, I saw much remaining to be done.

Some errors presented tliemselves to nie in that

part which Dr. Whately had investigated in the

closest manner ; and other topics, which I had

been led to consider as the most important, were

barely touched upon by him. From these con-

siderations, I thought it might perhaps be at-

tended with some use to logical students, were i

to point out the instances where these Elements

appeared to, be susceptible of improvement, in

point of clearness or accuracy, as well as tbosie

wiiene 1 thought the subject might require

further develoimient ; and were I at the same

time, in order to enable the reader to judge the

better of the accuracy of my observations, to

give, on each occasion, a -general analysis of the

principal topics treated of in the larger work I

am preparing. And 1 am the more induced thus

to publisli immediately an outline of the new

system wj^iek 1 purposed developing in that

genenil Treatise, as various circumstances may

render it adviseable that I should delay the com-
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PREFACE. TU

pletion of the lar** er work till my ideas have be-

come more certaio and fixed with regard to some

ofthe details*

In pursuance of this plan, I have not, on the

present occaz?ioii, departed lUciterially from the

order adopted by Dr. Whately, but have endea-

voured to follow him, ste^p by step, comparing

his view of every portion of the field with that

which Mr. Bentham has taken of it in the above-

mentioned manuscripts, in as far as the subject

has been there treated of; and with my own ideas^

in regard to those parts which Mr. Bentham had

left untouched. -

The reader may perliaps consider that 1 have

devoted too much space to the critical examina-

tion of Dr.^Whately^s work, and may ask why 1

have not extended my remarks to other logical

treatises.. My reason for this preference lias

been merely because i look upon the Elements

ill (|uestioii as the last aiid most improved edition

of the Aristotelian system ; that, therefore, it is.

useless to say any thing more of the errors which

he has corrected, or of the superfluities which he

has eliminated ; and that, by criticising whatever

appeared to me still to be defective in Dr.

Whately's work, my strictures would apply, not.
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Viii PKBPACE.

SO much to any individual system of hi«, » to

the Arfatotelian Logic in general, as improved by

this his last commentator.

I have also omitted all mention of French

logical vi^riters, who consider the subject in a

totally different light from that in virhich Bntish

authors have viewed it. Condillac first rejected

the whole Aristotelian theory, and applied the

name of Logic to the enquiry into the mode of

action of our intellectuaHacultiea, Since then

Destutt de Tracy, in the commencement of the

present century, published four volumes of Elo-

ments ofIdeology (including one ofLogic),which

have become the standard to which, the subse-

quent continental writers havegenerally referred.

His principles are founded on those of Condillac

:

he suppresses, not only the theory of syllogisms,

but also all rules for the guidance of any of our

intellectual feculties, confining the science to

" pure speculation,- unapplied to any practical

use. I read over his work some years ago, and

on the present occasion 1 have looked into it

again, for the purpose of comparing his ideas

with mine : but I found his " Logic'' so totally

different from the branch of art and science to

*
which 1 have applied that name, that I thought
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it would be a needless waste of time, were I to

enter into any analysis of his doctrines, more

particukurly as clearness of exposition, order in

the ideas, or systematic connection of the various

principles and theories, are qualities which it

would be vain to search for intm Elements of

Ideology.^'

The above-mentioned manuscripts ci Mr.

Beiitham^s were written chiefly iu the year 1811;

some, bowever, bear a date as old as 1795, and

for the last fifteen years they had not been looked

into, with the exception of such as were revised

for insertion in the appendix to Chrestomathia,
^

published in the year 1817. The subject upon

which they give the fullest details is that which

may be called the tactical part of Logic, com-

prehending the rules of exposition and of me-

thod. The ratiocinative part, or that which

relates to reasoning, which, in the eyes of most

' logicians, constitutes the whole of the science,

had not yet been entered upon by Mr. Bentham.

The rules or systems w liich 1 uiay, in such cases,

propose to substitute for Dr. Whately^s, being

thus entirely my own, are here given with far

less confidence than those which relate to the

tactical part. But with regard to these also,
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X PBBFACB.

Mr. Bentham must not be considered as respon^

aibk for the priaciples I have exhibited. His ma-

nuscripte not having been prepared for the press,

are, in many instances, in a state far fx'om com-

pletion, and, in others, the subject may have ap-

peared to me in a different light from that in

which he had viewed it. It is to myself, there-

fore, that the reader must attribute aoy errors he

may observe in the details of my system ; of

which, however, the leading principles must be

considered as founded oii those of Mr. Benthaui.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTORY REMARKS.

In reading over the elegant expoiition of his

views, which Dr. Whately has prefixed to his

Elements of Logic, i felt that I generally con-

curred in his observations on the utihty of Logic,

in his refutation of the arguments of its detrac-

tors—of those who set up Common Sense in op-

position to Logic,-^d in his remarks on the

erroneous system proceeded upon with regard to

tlus subject in our University Education. The

absurdity ofcomprehending, within the province

of Logic, every branch of art or science to which

it may be applicable, will readily be admitted by

any reader ; but, on the other hand, it may per*

baps appear to him that the author of the Ele-

ments has fallen in some measure into the oppo-

site error of restricting too much the field of the

science. This is a point, however, which will be
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2 CU. I. INTRODUCTORY

more properly considered when we come to the

examination of the definition of Lo^ic. At pre^

sent 1 must devote a few pages to some observa^

tions suggested by the perusal of Dr. Whately^s

Preface.

The author excuses himself for censuring

several of the doctrines and explanations of logi-

cal writers, and of Aldrich in particular. On this

occasionhe appears to me to go farther than is ne-

cessary; and, upon the whole, the commendations

" given to Aldrich^s compendimn are probably

greater than the work is deserving of. However^

I must now apply the same excuses to my own

case. If, in the remarks contained in the follow-

ing pages, criticism will be found to occupy more

space than eulogium, it is not from any desire to

depreciate the value of the improvements here

introduced into the science, but from the con-

sideration ef the greater practical use resulting

from the investigation of tlie matter of disagree-

ment, than from, a detailed repetition of those

doctrines in which my views coincide with those

expressed by the author in question. Should my
remarks be deemed inapposite or incorrect, the

reader may at least have been led, by their means,

to form a better-grounded jud^mient*
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REMARKS. 9

In adverting to the style which he has

adopted, the object stated by Dr. Whately as

that which he had in view, is so strictly what

should be wished, that I cannot do better than

transcribe this short paragraph.

*' With regard to the st)le, I have considered

perspicuity not only, as it always must be, the

first point, but as oue of such paramount import-

ance in such a subject, as to justify the neglect^'

(the comparative neglect, I should rather say) " of

all others. Pn^ixily ofexplanation,—homeliness

in illustration,—and baldness ofexpression, 1 have

regarded as blemishes not worth thinking of,

when any thing was to be gained in respect of

cleamess.^^ Elements—Pre&ce, p. xxii.

Generally speaking, the result answers to the

expectations raised by the above paragraph;

and, not confining himself to the qualifications

which he deems to be neemary^ he has also suc-

ceeded in combining elegance and dignity of

language with that perspicuity which, on sci^-

tific subjects, has the precedence over every other

qualification; he fidls but rarely into any of the

three defects which he very properly describes as

more than pardonable, wherever clearness would

otherwise be sacrjLticed. If his style is in any re-

b3
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4 CH. I. INTRODUCTORY

Bpect to be blamed, it is rather for the occaBional

departure from the precepts which he has thus

laid down, for a disposition to wander into that

elegant rhetorical contusiou which is so apt to

'

lead the reader astray, and sometimes to convey

a notion (an erroneous one 1 have little doubt

of) that the author himself has not always a

very clear idea of the import of his lan-

guage.

Ornaments of style,^^ says he, page 146,

such as metaphor, epithet, antithesis, are

by no means necessarily adverse to perspicuity,

but rather, in many cases, conducive to it/*—

To a certain degree, fiction is not only con-

ducive to perspicuity, but Ho discourse caii be

carried on without it. No operation of themtW,
none of its qualities, nothing that ha^ any rela-

tion to it, can, in general, be expressed but by

^j-A metaphorically comparing them to those which

relate to really existing objects. For ex. My mind

comprehends^ retains an idea ; my idea on the sub-

^ jeei is enlarged, restriciedf cleared up, defined,

&LC. All these are expressions quite as figura-

tive, and (swm more so than that of a veesei-

ploughing the ocean. The mind is supposed to

be a vesselor receptacle, which comprehends (i. e.
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REMARK§« 5

encloses) or retains (i. e. prevents escaping,

keeps in confinement) an idea^ which again is

supposed to be a real object. Again, idea is

supposed to be a collective tarm; designative ofa

set of real bodies ; one of these is defined to be the

one which lies upon another body, which is called

the subject (from subjaceo), and this Lodt^ ^t/ing
'

*

upon another is described as being increased or

diminished in bulky cleared up (i. e. by the re-

moval of objects which hid it from us), defined^

(i, e. by fixing limits to separate it from other con-

tiguous bodies), &c.

This necessary defect in all human languages,

—necessary, because it is the resulted the con-

formation of our minds,—is the perpetual antago-

nist to perspicuity. Obliged to describe as real

what is onlyJiction, and what the narrator intends

should be understood as fictitious, he is in con-

tinual danger of seeing tl^fidea of reality attached

to itby the reader in a greater or less degree ; or

still more so, of seeing the connection between

the two, dilHferently concdved by the difi*erent

minds to which his discourse is directed. Thi^

is the source of most of the deceptions whicli

prevail in every stage of human intercour^ ^nd
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6 CH. I. mnaDucTORT

this it is that renders rhetorical language so easy

an iostnuneiit of delusion and erroneous persua-

sioii. Where correct iiiformation, and conse-

quently perspicuity in language, is the object, the

greatest attention should be paid to employ, in

prrference to others, such figures as haye, by long

use, lost, as it were, their original sense ; or,

where that object cannot be accomplished, to use

such others as represent ideas as analogous as

possible to the particular one intended. To par*

sist in the same figure beyond the point where

analogy ceases between the metaphor and its

type, is directly productive of erroneous concep-

tion ; to represent the same idea by metaphors

derived partly from one, partly from another

source, generates confiision ; to combine figura-

tive expressions in a manner in which the real

types could not have been combined, gives to the

whole an air of absurdity. Yet nothing is more

common among those who, like the author of

the Elements, are apt to give way to a general

propensity for decoration in their style. I do

not deny that most of his figures are good and

appropriate ; but one is apt to be startled at meet-

ing with such expressions as the following

:
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. BXMARKS. 7

Th^ overlooked the boundless field that was

before tbem within the legitimate limits of the

science.** (P»'7.)

' Another instance of inappropriate figures is that

oi building a science. To " build morals into a

science'' occurs in p. 223 ; and again, in p. 24&,

he says that a certain collection of rules cannot be

^> built into a regular science.'' In the latter in*

stance I have not been able to form any clear idea

of his meaning ; for it is difficult to conceive,

that the knowledge of any collection of rules for

the perfonnance of any operation, m* indeed

that the knowledge of any one such rule does

QOt constitute aportion of sdewse.

A slight deficiency in point of perspicuity

may also be observed in another reflect. This

is in the occasional entanglement of sentences, a

species ofconfusion, the source ofwhich may be

traced to the same pursuit of elegance—a most

desirable quality, one with which but few are

really gifted,—but which, in a scientific treatise,

should never be opposed to perspicuity. The

long sentence on plainness, which occupies two •

thiids of p. 146, may serve as an instance of this

defect ; and in general the long parentheses which
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CM. I« IITTRODUCTORY

occur throughout the work, are the occasion of

much straia upon the reader^s attention.

\ The frequent use of the letters t. e. and e. g.^

abbreviations of the Latin words id est and exem-

pli gratia^ is also productive of inconvenience to

the reader. They are usually read lhat is and

far example; words which bear no apparent

analogy to their signs, in the eyes of anyone who

18 not a Latin scholar ; and, even ifthe reader be

'

acquainted with that language, he must perform

the additional operation of translation before he

can pronounce these words. The use of these

abbreviations is of old standing ; but I think

there might b.e much gained by substituting,

for €. g. 9t least, the abbreviation for ex. now

much more generally adopted.

Let not any of my own defects in style be

objected against these remarks : every author

is ready to detect the inaccuracies in the style of

others, and to consider himself as a competent

judge ; but few can be convinced of those of

Ifaeir own writings, and this for a very plain

reason, independent of all self-love : every person

being necessarily more accustomed to his own

arrangeuient of ideas than to that of any other

person.
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RBMARKS. 9

The general arrangement of the sabject-

matter of Dr. Whately^s Elements appears to

be well calculated to answer tbeir professed object

""Atst, the introducing into the field of syllogistic

reasoning one who is as yet wholly unacquainted

with thescience^and the giving a moredetailed in.

struction to the scholar who has already acquired

some general notions. With this view, after hav-

ing, in the intioduction, deiiiitd the science, and

dissipated in a great measure the clouds in which

former logicians have wrapped the whole subject,

the author proceeds to givean Analytical Outline^

calculated to convey a general idea of the end-in-

view and of the subject-matter, in as clear and in*

telligible a manner ascan bedone withoutentering

intominute details. The several elements of the

science are next investigated, and gradually put

togetiber and combined in that part which he has

denominated a Synthetical Compendium; and the

remainder of the work refers to subjects which

he considers, not as appertaining to Logic, but as

being so intimately connected with it, as to

require the entering into some details for the

purpose of exhibiting the distinctions by which

they become excluded from the held.

In the Treatise which, as above mentioned, I
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10 CH. I. INTBO017CTORY UMARKS.
•

am preparing, I have followed a plan in some

reBpectB analogous to this one ; but, as I ha^e

extended so much further the limits of the field,

and as I differ from him as to the comparatiye

importance of its seveml parts, correspondent

modifications will be seen in the details of my
plan. Those subjects which lie considers iis con-

nected only with the field, are, by Mr. Bentham,

included within it ; and the subject-matter of Dr.

Wbately^s last chapters are therefore interwoven

with tlie lest of the treatise. On the present

occasion, howeyer, for the purpose of &cilitating

the comparison of our respective systems, 1 shall,

with few exceptions, follow the arrangement

adopted in Dr. Wfiately's Elements.



11

CHAPTER II,

DEFINITION OF LOGIC.

In every treatise, whether for the purpose of

elementary instruction, or for that of completing

and methodizing the stock of knowledge already

acquired, it is most important that the author

should begin by distinctly stating his object and

subject—the end that he wishes to attain, and the

^ mbject-matter on which he purposes to work.

By this mode of proceeding, the reader, having

in view the same end as the author, is enabled to

keep pace with him during the whole course of

his progress, and the author himsdf is the better

assured of not wandering from the paths which

lead to that end. Thus, in these Elements of

Logic, Dr. Whately sets out by a definition of

the art-and-science he treats of, according to his

ideas on tlie subject, together with a critical

examination of the extent ascribed to it by former

logicians.

Though this definition be not given in that ri*

gorous and precise mannerwhich might have been
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12 CH. II. DEFINITION

wished, yet the aulhor^smeaning, upon the whole,

may be ascertained with tolerable clearness. He
has in particular brought to view one very im-

portant &ct, overlooked by all his predecessors,

though so obvious, when once exhibited, as to

make us wonder that it should not have been

remarked : viz. that Logic is a science as well as

an art. The universally prevailing error that hu-

man knowledge is divided into a number of

parts, some of which are arts without science,

and others sciences w ithout art, lias been fully

(exposed by Mr. Bentham in his Chrestcunathia**

There also it has been shown, that there cannot

exist a single art that bas not its corresponding

science, nor a single science which is not accom-

panied by some portion of art. The Schoolmen,

on the contrary, have, with extraordinary effort,

endeavoured to prove that Logic is an art only,

not a science, and, iu that particular instance, Dr.

Whately is, I believe, one of the first who has

ventured to contradict this ill-founded assertiqn.

• Chrettomathia, A-c. by Jeremy Bentham^ LondoD, 1815

and 1817, Part I, p. 8; and " Essai sur la Nomenclature et la

Classification des principales Branches d'Art et Science."

Parigy 1S9$, p. 83. The latter is a shmrt Essay foundedon the

finner work^ and which I published In French in
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or tooic. 13

Next, as to the field appertaining to this art-

and-science, there is a wide diUference betweeo

the extent ascribed to it by Dr. Whately and that

which appears to me to be best suited to the ordi-

nary acceptation of the word Logic, In the

Elements, the science in question is restricted

to mere correct reasoniiig*, or (in the precise

language adopted by Mr. Bentham) to the opeiu>

tion of ratiocination^ and, yet further, to that

ratiocination alone which can produce absolute

conviction, viz. to syllogistic ratiocination or

deducHan—^to the rules for the correct perform-

ance of this operation, and to that scientific know-

ledge of its subject-matter and object which is

necessary for the purpose.

Mr. Bentham defines Logic to be—^'Mfaat

branch of art-aud-science which has for its object

or end-in-Tiew, the giving, to the best advantage,

to the human mind, direction, in the pursuit of

every branch of human knowledge a definition

founded upon that of Saunderson— Ars instru-

mentalis dirigens mentem nostram in cognitionem

omnium inteiligibilium/^

Neither of the above definitions answer tothe

idea I should be disposed to entertain of the sub-

ject in question. That of Dr. Whately confines
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CH. II. DBFINITION

it to matter which, of itself, appears to me of so

little importance, that it may be very doubtful

whether eyen all the eloquence he displays on the

occasion, together with his practical siuiplificatiou

of the science, can ever bring Lo^c into genml

repute ; and, upon some occasions, he may per-

haps himself be found to have used the word in a

more «rtensive and, at the same time, more ordi-

nary and less obnoxious sense. Mr, Bentham's

definition, on the other hand, might he so con-

strued as to comprehend every othte branch of

art and science ; thus rendering Logic synony-

mous to universal knowledge. In the endea^

vour to avoid these opposite defects, I had defined

Logic to be—^'the branch of artwd-science

which has for its object the advantageous applica-

tion of the human mind to the study ofmy irthrr

branch of art^d-science.''-

If accurately analyzed, it nia} be found that

this definition eannot infer the extension of the

science to any spot which is the exclusive domain

of any other branch, but to such only as are com-

mon to all. It does not imply such a system

of universal knowledge as should ius^uct us

in the full meaning or meanings of every term,

and the truth or £Usity,-*certainty or uncertainly»
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OF LOGIC. 15

—of every proposition, thus superseding ail

other studies but relates merely to directions for

attaining and transmitting any such knowledge

or instruction. It does not refer to particular

subjects, but to such modes of proceeding as are

universally applicable to art-aud-science, what-

. eyer be the subject-matter in question.

In Dr. Whately's preface, p. x, the subject of

Logic ii^ supposed to be expressed by the answer

to the question, *' What is the most appropriate

intellectual occupation of Man as Man mean-

ing, as it is evident from the subsequent develop-

ment of the question: what is the univmal

occupation of man (as distinguished from brutes),

whateyer be his particular pursuits? The

author answers, " Evidently in Reasoning*.** I

should say, In the exercise of his intellectual

faculties." Knowledge, it is true, cannot be

made use of unless belief be attached to it;

and the producing that belief is certainly one

of the important operations of the mind; but

it does not constitute the whole of that universal

occupation which distinguishes man from brute

—which constitutes the Animal rationale. Has

any one of the brute creation been observed to

define^ for instance, or to class objects under
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Id CH. IX, DBKXNITION

genera and species?—or are these operations less

universally applicable than the deduction of a

conclusion from two premises -

On this occasion, one might be led to sup-

pose that the author had &llen, in some measure,

into the error with which he very properly

rqiroaches Locke—that of confounding reason

with ratiocination--.reason in its ordinary sense

(Tiz..tliat use. of the mental Acuities which dis*

tinguishes man from other animals), with ratio-

cination as above defined (that is, the process of

deducing or inierring one proposition from one

or more others). Thus it is that he probably

considered that man, as man, is endowed with .

reason; therefore reasoning is the characteristic

operation performed by man*.

But Logic is to be still further restricted.

It is not to. the whole field of ratiocination that

the word reasoning is to be applied ; but it

is henceforth confined to syllogistic argument, of .
•

which mathematical argument is a species. It is

true that this alonecan, strictly speaking, produce

absolute conviction: but how few are the case?

* Xhit is a fidlacioiu .aigument, refenible to the head

denominated hereafter. Fallacy of Paronynity. See Ch»
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OF LOGIC*^ 17

where such reasoning can be put in practice?

How much are we not,every day, every moment of

our life, obhged to reason by analogy ^ for in-

stance? The latter species of reasoning is indeed

more subject to fallacy than any other: there is no

teat to prove absolutely that any one argument*

founded on analogy is nol fallacious
;
but, is that

a reason for discar^ling it altogether from the field

of ratiocination ? If we cannot prove, otherwise

than by analogy, that food will satisfy our hunger,

should we therefore dispense with food? The

force of ea€h/Mirftcie/araigument is founded, it^

is true, upon the nature of the particular observa-

tions made with relation to it, and is therefore the

subject-matter of the application^ not of the science

of Logic ; but, so much of the mode of operation

as can be abstracted from particular cases, in this

case; as well as in that of syllogistic reasoningy

is.a^uredly contained in the answers to the above-

mentioned question, and is therefore equally

entitled to be classed under the head of Logic.

But moreover, reasoning, whether deductive

or inductive, is not the only universal intellectual

occupation of man. Whatever be the subject-

matter of his thoughts, in order to derive any

d^^ of advantage from them, he must be able -

c
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to learn and to retain the ideafi of others, and

to comBiiuucate his awn/^-oiid, in order to

derive the greatest possible advantao^e from them^

he must be able to tmprove them; that is, to fom
in his own mind new combiuatioiis, wheiever

inch oombiiiatioiis may be useftiUy made; for

when will the time come when any man may

be assured of having arrived at perfiactioD on any

one subject? All general rules for accomplish*

ing these several purposes, that is, all such as are

independent of any particular subject-matter of

knowledge, form, in my idea, an independeot

branch of art*and-«cience-—one which should

be entered tipon and studied separately, by all

who intend to devpte their time to scientific

puirsuits*^«oine of which the praclkal rules airar

afterwards applicable with the greatest possible

advantage to every art and science, and without

which, in a greater or 1^ degree, no one can

he studied with an adequato use. To this aggre*

gate branch, I have given the name of Logic /

and, among the subdivisions of its field, I include

ratiocination, both deductive and inductive—^

one of which aloite constitutes Logic, according

to Dr. Whately 's idea. Other authors again have

still more extended or restricted the sense of this
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word, but in too vague a manner to render any ex-

planation iieceesaiy on die prasentoccasioii. As to

which of these several subjects should be defi*

intivdy n^farded as thematter ofLogic, this may

be admitted to be a ''mere verbal question,

rdiattingto the exfbrisioni not of the (teience^ but

of the name.'' (Elements, p. 250.) But, do not

let OB odnfotind together the whole with ife part) «

do not let us, for the sake of a word, refrain from

dispelling the thick doad which daricens this

spot,—at a time too, when, in physical science, it

is ttonght advantageous to overwhelm us with a

deluge of hard words on the most insignificant

mfajects.

If th^e be a reason for applying any deno-

mination, become vague and indeterminate by

long and ever-varying use, to om of its senses

more than to another, it is in favour of that

sense in which its use is at once the most ordinary

and the most appropriate*. And thls^I tfainky is

^e case with the word Logic, as applied to

* Eyen tho8«I/igidaiii whoooiifmethescicnoe witl^

narrowest limits, though they avowedly exdode every thing

bat fatidcmaticm, yet, in tfaeir treatises^ de/tmHok, ntethod,

&c. are toadied upon, although it be but slightly. Dr.

Whatcty» as will b6 aeen^ has, as wcH aa others^ « aection 06

of lliote 8ul!||e8liii

e 2
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the extended sense above alluded to ; and to this

I
one therefore I should attach it;—^not includiiig

any application of the science to particular pur-

\
po8es,-»but merely the general abstract part of

^
it,—like Mathematics, which treat only of such

. ' general abstract properties of form and quantity,

as are always the same, whatever be the nature of

• the subject-matter. If the above definition of

Logic be not adopted, I should propose the total

suppression of the word, on account of its con-

tinued misuse. The general science might then

take the name of Noology, given to it by Mr.

Bentham; and the particular operation of rea-

soning, that of ratiocinatiim (to, avoid the con-

fusion of reasoning with reason) ; this operation

would be subdivided into dedueiian or syllc^'stic

ratiocination, and induction or analogical ratior

dnation.

A clearer idea may perhaps be. obtained of

the extent of the field of Logic or Noology, as I

have defined it, by the following enumeration of

the several topics of which it may be said to

consist,

I. Exposition of the object or end-in-viewy

viz. the advantageaus application of the human

mind to the study of any branch of art-and-

science.

/
4
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2. Analysis of the subjeci'^maiier^ viz. the

humaa mind, with the classification and descrip-

tion of its several powers or faculties.

3. Exposition of the means by which the

subject-matter may be applied to the object.

These are—1. The ti*ausference of knowledge^

comprehending, on the one hand, learnings

on the other, teachings either narrative or proba^

Hve^ to the exclosion of excitative^ communis

cation, which belongs to Rhetoric; 2. The im-

provement ofknowledge, including self-teaching.

4. Analysis of the operations performable

with relation to those means, and rules for their

due performance. These operations are—1. Ex-

position in all its various modes ; 2, Methodization,

including perhaps observation, generalization,

&c. ; 3. Induction ; 4. Deduction.

5. Analysis of the instrument^ viz« Language.

This includes the theory of Universal Grammar,

in as fer as it relates to the process by which our

thoughts are expressed, and the order and modes

in which such process is best suited to its object.

In the hasty review of the several writers,

ancient or modem, who invented, or have since

made any important changes in, the system of

Logic, Dr. Whately (units to mention any of the
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commentatoPB or editoni of the Aristotelian

system ia modem times; but, in the course of

thewo^k, it is toAldrich's Compendium which he

commonly refers. T^ere is a work, however, by

Bishop Saunderson, which was conmionly in

use at Oxford in the middle of the last century,

and which appears to me to be superior to those

which . have been more recently published.

It contains, indeed, the usual superfluity of nomen-

clature and of systematic ingenuity which charac-

terizes the Aristotelian syllogisms; but, upon

the whole, it is drawn up in a comparatively

clear and methodical manner. It, was this work

which originally suggested to Mr. Bentham his

new ideas on the subject ; and it is to this treatise

in particular that I shall refer, whenever I have

occasion to speak of the Aristotelian system.
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CHAPTER III.

ANALYTICAL OUTLINBw

(WhatiAr* Blcnem^ Cb. L p. 10.)

Tui9 chapter ofDr. Wbately^s isa very lueful

one to beginners. By thus giving them a geuers^

idea of the subject-matter befone the entering into

any detail^ the author k enabled more readily

to point out, as be goes on, the use of thoie details

axid their counedion with the objectm view. As«

' however, thifii has only reference to b^nners^

^very rule and principle being repeated in the

Synthetical Coiiq^endiuni, and as, upon the

whok, this part of the Elements oppeat^ to

be wf^l drawn up, I consider it as heed^

less to enlarge upon the subject at present;

but shall merely have to make a few observations

relating chiefly, to some errors of detail, which,

though EHuall in themselves, may be productive

^ much misconception in their resulte. To these

observations 1 shall add, as a necessary prelimi-

nary io the scieilipe of Logic, a general dassiflca-
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tioa of the various sabject-matters of thought

and discourse.

The author's remarks on the ambiguity of

words, and on the very great degree in which it

may contribute to fallacy in argument as well as

.

in conception, aie, generally spe^iking, just and

appropriate ; but, in some cases, he has not been

very happy in clearing up tins ambiguity. He

adverts (Analytical Outline, p. 25,) to that ofthe

words because and there/ore^ which denote, some-

times the connection of premises and conclusion

(a species ofconnection of logical subalternation),

som^mes that of cause and effect. As an illus-

tration, he gives the example, Yonder is a fixed

star because it twinkles.*' This is a good ex-

ample of a connection of subalternation ; but,

when he reverses it to this form, " It twinkles

because it is a fixed star,'' he fails in giving an

instance of the relation of cause and effect. A
star does not twinkle because it is fixed, any

more than it is fixed because it twinkles. The

relation, in this case, as in the former, is that of

logical subalteriiation exhibited in another form.

This example is the more unhappily chosen, as

no pliilosopher has as yet ascribed a plausible

cause for the twmkling of a star. If he had
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laid, I no lon^ see the star, beoause a cloud

is interposed between it and my eye/' this

would have been an apt illustration of the use of

because^ expressive of the connection between

• cause and effect.

And here I may advert to another kind ofinex-

aeto^s^hich frequently occurs. Though he has

expressly confined the first part ofhis work to de-

duction or syllogistic reasoning, he is continu-

ally trespassing on the field of induction, as in

this same page (26), in the use ofthe word proof.

Here he plainly refers to inductive proof(which,

not producing certainty, can scarcely be called

proof), as well as to syllogistic. The former

alone is applicable to future events, or indeed

to any particular class of events. 1 he principle,

that syllogisms are entirely independent of the

subject-matter, is one of those which he lays the

most stress upon throughout the book.

Of the whole system, that part, which he has

.

left the most confused and least intelligible, is the

theory of the distribution of the middle term

and that, in a great iiieasure, from the ill-chosen

fiction made use of. The word distribuiion^ it in •

true, is the one used by Latin logicians for this

purpose,and may, in that language,have been,for
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oagbt I kiMNr, very appropri^ ; but this is no

reason for transferring it to our language in that

aense, wben it jdready has acquiied a (oteliy db£>

fereot one, and that in very common use. Be-

cause a figure is used in one languag^e, it docB

not follow that it mufit be translated into another

by the same figure. Should we have to trmakte

the French expression, Ces iiommes sant utile$

dam le rapport de leur pmsiomee^^' abould we

say, These men are useful in the report of their

power. or translate into French, He visited Mb

relations^'' by the words, visita«£« relations

Dr. Whately has undertaken to divest Logic ofall

those technicalities which have iiitherto rendered

it so formidable to students as compared witii its

use—to render its study easy and its language

fianiliar. For Ais pur[)OBe he has translated the

precepts and rules into our own language. He
should also have translated tiie words, and thereby

avoided the miaconstruetioiis that diHributim^

necessari/, particular, &c. are liable to, in the

caseswhm he uses them.

Distribution, in English, applies only to a

number of objects, either physically placed into

compartments ready to receive them, or ficti-

tiously ranged ufuler theseveral classes to which
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they belong* hogidm call die dklributioo of

a tena the saying that it i»umai to be applied toa

whole clafis, (or to ev^ry object cokitoiiied in

«

class, according to the sense in which you take

the word eiass), and not to one part only of

the ckss. When a man has had frequent ocoa^

*8ion to nse the word in its foimier sense, what

time, what labour, what efforts does it not re-

quire to accustom his mind to the latter one

!

, As ibr myself, long as I have been acquainted

with this logical sense, 1 own tiiat it still puzzles

me on every occasion.

Would not the words universal and partial

answer the purpose } they are not as appn^^Hriale

as one might wish, but they are better at any rate

than duiribuUd and wm^istribiUed \ for, at

least, they convey no perplexing or erroneous

ideas* A term is distributed,^' says Whately,

when it is taken universally, so as to stand for

every thing it is capaUe ofbeing applied to,'' and

consequently undistributed when it stands for a

portion only of the things applied to it. Here, in

my opinion, is as good a definition of universal

and partial as could easily be given. Substitute

these adjectives to the above-mentioned partL^'
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dpIeB wherever th^ occur, and you will dini-

pate no small part of the confusion which still

predominates in this part of the Elements.

Referring to p. 77, the words universal and

particuiar (or partial)^' are there applied in this

same sense to propositions ; and the being univer"

9alotparticular^ is called the quantity(or extent

)

ofthese propositions. I do not see why the same

locutions might not have heen applied to the

terms also ofa proposition, and thus have obviated

the confusion above alluded to. But here again I

cannot approve of the anglifying the Latin words .

instead of translating them. Dr. Whately liim-

self has perceived that extent is in this sense

the translation of quantitas^ and partial that of

particularis : then why persist in saying quantity.

and particulars—in speaking Latin disguised

under an English mask, rather than plain, honest,

intelligible English ?

Some iq^uracy is also perceptible in the.

syllogistic formula which he mentions here—

^

inaccuracy resulting from the confounding in

general the substantive with the adjective form

of the predicate, and the not defining its extent

in the case of the former. But, as syllogisms are
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but sligrhtiy touched upon in this chapter, I shall

refer these considerations to the time when,

we come to their detailed explaaation.

The remainder of this Analytical Outline

is devoted to the definition of the processes of

abstraction and generalization, which are here

very aptly disting uished, and to the very useful

exposure of the conunon error of ascribing real-'

ity to generic terms. This should have been

carried still farther; he should have exhibited

the pernicious effects resulting from the realizO'

Hon of those subject-matters which D^Alembert

first called etres fictifs^ and which Mr. Bentham

has described under the name of JkHiious «n-

tiliea, lie should have pointed out the constant

but unavoidable fictim which must enter into the

composition of any discourse, and should have

given some indications by which error, in this re-

spect,may be guarded against. To give, in as few

words as possible, a general idea of Mr. Ben-

tham's view of the matter, I must devote a few

pages to the general classification of Entities.

This subject does not striqtly belong to the field

of Logic, but rather to that of Ontology (com-

monly called Metaphysics). It is, however,

so important for the logical Scholar to bear
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in mind the leading principles upon i^hich that

ekesificalion is founded, that i hatwe intnidiioed

a^chapter of considerable length on this subject,

Hhe Tresttise on Logk ta which 1 bore already

adverted.

• In thai woik, the word Entity and mmt of

its species being incidentally explained in the

course of the chapter on the Mind and its opera«>

tions, the general systematic eaposS is deferred

till the end of the work; as it there serves as

an exeinplification of the rules of exposition

and methodiMkm. On tbe present occasioii,

I have thought it more advisable thus to intro-

duce tbe subject at die outset, as niy objectis

only to enable the reader to comprehend anjr

references ,1 may .have occasion to make to tfi^

leading classes of entities.

1 hate said, that this classification' is Mr.

Bentham^s; and so it is with regard to the most

imporCant heads; but it had not been comiirleted

by him; several of the subdivisions and other

dertaib have here beeil added, and, in inany cases,

I have thought it advisable, with reference to the

preset ptn*pose, to make soioe alt^tions in his

system. In other instances, I have been obliged

td stoifr M sb^rt of the point fo which be
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had carried the operation, considering that

any further details would be irrelewit to tbe

present purpose.

The-word Entity is tbst most extensbe and

all-comprehensive term, Tvhich is used to desig-

nate every subjedHDotatter of perception, tbouglit^

or discourse,—erery being, every thing, every

operaiiont every prapertyt whether real» abstract^

or fictitious, whether reckoned as certain, con*

tingent, or impossible, by any mind, at any time,

in any place* Every noun-substantive,—every

substantive expression, in any language, is tlie

name of an Entity,

Entity being tfaerefore the most extensiv<6

term that can be imagined, it has no superior

genus, and cannot be defined per genus et diffk*

rentiam*. Enumeration is the only mode by

which the word can be expounded, and isthe one

which I have attempted. If the above enumerar

tion be 'not^aH-comprefaensive, if ^ere can be

imagined any one thing which be not compre-

hended in it, ft is incomplete, and consequently

the exposition incorrect.

Entities in general may be referred to tbe
*

* See hereafter. Modes of Exposition, Ch. vi.
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fbllowiiig claaies ;
or, in other words, the cum*

mum genus Entity may be divided as follows.

I. A real Entity is one which has physical

existence; that is, one whieh is perceptible by

means of any of our umes, as a roek^ a «lar, a

man, &c. A real entity must , therefore be an

individual^ or a eolieetion of individuals definite

in number, s& a landscape^ an arnty, a man

on horseback, &c. But, if by these expressions,

a particular,c/aM be meant, they are no longer

names of real, but of collective entities, of which

mention will presently be made.

II. An inferential Entity is one which we

believe to have real existence, but which is -

imperceptible to any of our senses; such is,

in relation to every man, the Divinity hewoi^

ships; such is our mind, or the thinking part of

our frame.

III. A fabulous Entity is one which has

been believed in by others, but to the existence

of which we attach no belief. Such are, with

rdation to us, the Heathen Gods, which were

inferential entities with . relation to tliose who -

believed in thra. Between real oi* infeie&tial

and fabulous entities there is no distinct line

of separation, even with relation to one indi-
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Tidual mindy as Mief admits of every degree

from positive to negative certainly.

IV. A collective Entity is the result of the

operations of abstraction and generalization.

Certain properties possessed by one entity, or by

several entities in conunon, are abstracted fix>m

all other properties which those entities may

h«{^n to possess, and an indefinite number

of individuals are imagined as being all endowed

with those abstracted properties; these indivi-

duals form a class^ and are designated collec-

tiveljr by a common name. Every common

name is therefore the name of a collective entity

^

<^*^f an, indefinite number of individual entities

considered with respect of certain properties

common to all the entities so contained in the

class. Where those entities are rea/, the class

which contains them is a physical collective

* entity; where they are Jiciitious, the corre-

sponding collective entities are also JUtitious.

V. A Jictitious Entity is one which neither

has, nor is supposed to have, any real exiateaoe,

but which is grammatically spoken of as real.

We say : colour i$ a property, benevolence if

a quality ; and yet we do not suppose that

colour, property^ benevolence^ or jr«a/tfy, are
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really existing objects. These four words are

therefore names of fictitious entitieB.

Fictitious entities, as well as real, are refer-

rible to clams, which classes may be termed

^collective fictitious entities. Fictitious entities

Ate iadividualized by referring them to real

objects
; as, for example, the colour of that

object^ thai man*i benevolence.

As to the subdivision of these several heads,

it is only in regard to real, and to fictitious

entities, that it appears to be necessary on the

{nresent occasion*

In the case of real entities, tlie summum
genus is commonly designated by the word

matter^ which may be divided into bodies and

bubstances^ acconding* to whether the individuals'

referred to are or are not, for the particular pur-

pose in view, supposed to be limited in configu-
m

, ration. Thus, many tree, home^ &c. are names

of classes of bodies,

—

metal, bone, Jlesh, &c. -

are names of classes of substances.

These two genera, bodies and substances, are

susceptible ofregular and distinctly-characterized

divisions and subdivisions, which may always be

rendered alUcomprehensive; that is, such as that,

when taken together, they shall comprehend
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tevery coamTable real entity. Such an operation,

bowever, is foreign to the present purpose, being

the Bufeject-matter of physical adence.

But fictitious entities can by no means be so

easSy reduced to order. The vague and ind^-

oite nature of the operation of Jictum renders

the classification of its results a very arduous

task. In the following sketch, I have «idea-

voured to refer theiii to a few general heads
;

but,

such is the difficulty of bringing them under all-

compreheusive genera and species, tliat, in some

instances, it will be found that the lowest species

here mentioned, must, for the purpose of exposi-

tion or ulterior division, be consideredm summa

genera*.

L Physical fictitious entities are such as

relate to real individuals.

A real itidividual may be considered as being

cither in motion or at rest. Thence the division

of physdcal fictitiotiB entities into matiom and

stales of things. Physical actions and opera^

iums are species of motions more or less com«

plicated.

* Snch are, fiir enpiple, aome of the jnrisfffiideotial ficti-

tioiis entities, here dewed under Hie Jieed ef Immediate

Reialt0 of Political Operations.

D 2
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States of things or properties may be divided

into absolute and relative. The absolute pro-

perties of a body are such as have place inde-

pendently of any other body, and consist in the

effect which that body produces upon our mind.

The relative properties of a body are such

as result irom its comparison with another body.

The sununum genus of absolute properties

is existence. Its division may be founded on

various principles or sources. Thus, for exam-

ple, wemay divide Existence:

1 . A ccording to the degree of belief attached

to it, into certainty^J contingency in its various

degrees, impossibility, &c.

;

• All the sobithntiTes giveo ezmpks under thishead of

staies of ihingt or properties, are to be reckoned as names

of properties. Some of them are commonly used in other

senaes alao; as, for ei^ample^ orgamzation, which me^na cither

tlie opentifm of orgamzmg at ih6 property of being

It ia m the latter lenae that it is here to be imder8tood«

This is an imperfection in language much Jo be regretted, but

which, I fear, cannot be easily remedied.

There are, in fact» but few instancea^ oomparatiTely speak-

ing, where there ia a substantive in use ftir the designatiaii of

properties; and, on many occasions, it might not even be •

desirable to make use of it, should it exist. Thus the adjec-

tive ia a very common and a very kseful abridged fonn; ia^ for
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2. Aooording to the deg ree of perceptibility,

by any one of our senses, into presence and a6-

sence (that is, the being within or without the

reach of any of our senses), in respect either

of place or of time, or of both. Absence^ in

respect of place, may be subdivided into cUtain^

ability (the i)roperty of being susceptible of

becoming within reach), unattainability^ &c«

A corresponding' division of absence, in respect

of time, is into pa^t andfuture;

3. According to the particular sense by means

of which the properties are perceived. Thus

—

1st, by the sense of sight we perceive colour

and its species, opacity and transparence^ ice, ;

2dly, by the sense of hearing we perceive

example^ when we say that an object is red, we mean that it

18 endowed with redness, a species of absolute properties. If

we say that it is large, we refer to largenett, a spedes of lela*
'

tive properties. Sometimes properties are designated in the

verbal form; as, for example, he can move. By this expression

is understood^ that he is endowed with that species of absolute

properties which cannot be substantively expressed otiierwise

than by some such hard word as loeommteMU^* The words

before, behind, above, belotu, are examples of relative properties

expressed in the adverbial fomi. That langiiage is the most

convenient for use^ in this respect, which enables the writer to

cboosot on each occasion^ that form of expression which is

best suited to his particular purpose.
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sound and its species ; Sdly, by that of tastings

taste and its species ;
4tlily, by Umt of smelling^

^me// and its species; 5thly, by that of feelings

dther alone or combined with that of sights we

perceive form and its species; quantity, ntim-*

ber^and me, and their species ; consistence and its

spedes^snch as solidity,Jiuidit I/, gazeity, &c. &c.

4. According to the intrinsic nature oi the

properties, into organization and inorganizaiiony

animation and inaninuLtion^ &c. Animatifm

compreheiids all the physical powers or Jacuities

whidi are all absolute properties.

Relative properties or relations may be re-

ferred to the following heads:

!• Relations of contiguity and distance in

place. Propinquity and remoteness are d^reea

of distance. 1 iiese relations may also be subdi-

vided into inherence^y exclusion^ the properties of

being relatively above, below, behind, be/ore, &c-

2. Relations of simultaneity and succession in

* By Mereiiee, it is understood that one body it a pari of

another. Absolute identity in place cannot exist (in regard to

real entities, to which alone, it must be remembered, these

properties relate,) without re&renoe to suooession in tim^

and therefixe belongs to die head of idbrtioDSoftii^

combined.

'
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but generally implies duraliouy which also be«

longs to this head. Tomecemcn may be refenoed

j^revioumess aud subseqjuentness^ proprnquittf aad

remoteness iq time.

3. Relations of time aad place combined*

Succession in time may be combined with idea*

tity, contiguity, or distance, in place. Simulta-

neity can only be ccMnfained with contiguity and

diatanoe in place.

4. Relations independent of time or place,

viz. relations of identity and diversity, Simiii^

tude^ dissimilitude^ and opposition^ are degrees of

diversity. These relations are susceptible of all

or nearly all the several divisional operations

which are above performed on absolute, proper-

ties.

II. Tactical fictitious entities. These entities

belong to the cla^Sii ot relations, and are conamonly

termed relations of subalteisiation. Such are

the relations of genus and species, of suhordina^

tion^ superordinUtion^ coordination^ &c.

III. Noological fictitious entities. They con-

sist of such as rdate to the intellect. To this
r

head may be referred,

1. The a6«o/iile properties erf the mind, vixr
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itsp&wen or fmeuhiet^ of which an enumerilioii

is attempted below in Ch. IV.

2. The relative properties of the mind, such

as intensity of its faculties, sanity and insanity of

the mind, &c. But whenever any ezpresrion of

• approbation or disapprobation is conveyed, it
r

does not belong to this head» but to a species of

ethical fictitious entities.

3. The several operaiMn» perfonnable by

means of these faculties, which operations are

also exemplified in the course of the following

pages.

4. The immediate resulie of these several

operations, viz. impressions and ideas^ with .

thdr several species, simple or combined.

IV. .Pathological fictitious entities, which re-

late to the sensitive mind. These are denomi-

nated sensations^ and comprehend pleasures^

pains^ and neutral sensations. Pleasures and

pains have been subdivided into fourteen heads

by Mr. Bentham, in his Table of the Springs of

Action.

V. Ethical fictitious entities, or such as re-

late to desire and wiil^ that is to tiie desirii^

and volitional mind. These may be classed

under the following heads : . .
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1* P»)perties of the desuing mind, wdenre^

and its species. With relation to any event or

object, dmVemaybe divided into positive derive

or hope^ and negative desire or fear ; and either

oftiieae may be subdivided according to its d^eet*

Thus, hunger, thirst, ambition, curiosity, &c;

are species of desire, distinguished by their re-

spective objects, viz. solid food^ liquid food^

eociai preeminence^ aequiremeni of know^

ledge^ &c,

3.' Motives for ethical operations; a species

of entities, intimately connected with the preced-

ing, but which are distinguished by the ad-

ditional intimalaQu of the relation they bear to

operations.

4. Ethical operations^ which are either morale

such as approbation^^ vituperation, entreaty^

xnfusal^ &c. ; or political,^ such as comnw/nd^

empowerment, obligation, punishment, &c.

5. Immediate results of ethical operations.

Such are, 1, with relation to moral operations,

neutral, laudatory, and vituperative qiialifica*

tions of fictitious entities, viz. reputation, virtue^

* By these words must be understood^ on the present occa>«

mm, the cperaiions of approving, blaming, entreating^ refiu-

ing^-commandirig^ empoweiiDg^ obligiiig, pimlahi^g, &c»

not aDj reniftf or^0l» of thoie opeMlibiis.
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and wVe, with all tbeir several species ; 3, with

relation to political operations, command^ obli-^

gaiian^ right, power, &e.

6. Ethical relations. Such are society aad

emuliti&m in life, moral or political. Moral

conditions are those of friendships inimity^ &c.

TPidSitteid conditions' are, trades, professions^

situations^ places^ offices^ &c.

This last head comes yery near to that of

physical relations ; it differs in this, that it is not

by the perceptive, but by the conceptive fecnlty,

that they are attached to the idea of the persons

to which they relate. A barrister, for ex. is

not perceptibly different from a solicitor, like a

tall man from a short one. Barristership and

soUcitorshipzxee^caX fictitious entities ; tallness

and shortness are physical fictitious entities. /

The &rther subdivision and classification of

'• theses^eral heads ofentities,—the completing the

several enumerations of species,—the characteriz*

ing these species by expositions,—are operations

which would no doubt be attended with consider-

able advantage ; but they are irrelevant to the pre-

sentpurpose. Theclassificationof physical entities

belongs to Fhi/siologj/, (comprehending Natural

History and Natural Philosophy, in tbe^rdiaary
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sense of these words) ; that of pathological en-

tities to mentalPathology ; thatof ethioal entities

to Ethics (iiicludiiig Morals, Politics^ JurisjjrU"

dencey &c.). Logic relates to noological entities

alone, and with regai d to this class, some attempt

at m^odizing and expounding them will be

made in the following pages. What I have

thought necessary to say of the others, was merely

with a view to render myself intelligible, when-
4

ever I have occasion to speak of the general

classes to which I have referred them..
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CHAPTER IV,

INTELLECTUAL FACULTIES. .

(Whately's Elements, Ch. II. Synthetical Compendianif

Part L p. 64.)

Wb nowcome toDr.Whately second chapter,

or Synthetical Compendium, which he considers

as a concise, r^^lar, and systematic arrangement

of tlie details of the science, for the use of those ,

who have already made some progress in the

study, its object is to make the student

thoroughly acquainted with every part of the

subject, so as that he may retain, compare, and

.

apply to use every idea which may be Hierein

elicited. Such is evidently the author^s inten-

tion, as implied in the expos^ of his plan at the

close of the introduction. Whether this inten-

tion has or has not been fulfilled—whether the

expectations raised in the reader^s mind, by the

merits of the preceding Analytical Outline, have -

or have not, in this instance, been realized,—is

the subject of the present investigation. Hie
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INTELLECTUAL FACULTIES. 45

result, I feai', as to completeness at least, may not

be found so satisfectory^as might be wished.

This chapter of the Elements is thus di-

vided :

Part I. Of the Operations of the Mind, and .

Tenns.

§ 1 . Operations of the mind.

$ 2 and 3. Terms.

§ 4 and 5. Generalization and its result.

§ 6. Division.

§ 7. Definition.

Part II. Of Propositions.

Part 111. Of Argument.

The compafative importance I am induced to

attach to the several subjects, differing in many

respects from that which Dr. Whately has attri-

buted to them, I have been obliged to alterin some

respects the above arrangement. Thus, this pre*

sent chapter (IV) relates to the intellectualfacul^

tiesj enumerated by him in Part 1, § 1, and in^

.cidentally in ^ 4 and 5.

My Chapter IV, on Terms^ refers to Dr.

Whately's Part I, $ 2 to 5.

My Ch. V, on Exposition^ to his Part I, § 7,

Defimtian,

My Ch. VI, on Methodization^ to his Part I,
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§ 6, Division, and to that part of ^ 5 which re»

My Ch. Vll, on Propositions, to his Part II,

wi^ the exception of the two last sections*

My Ch. Vlll, on Deduction, to his Part III,

.with the addition of sections 3 and 4 of Part II,

aiid of his Sijppleineut on Model Syllogisms

and other Arguments. .

Dr. Whately's Ch. Ill, on Fallacies, is. here

deferred tillafterthe theoiy of InducUm ; which

latter operation is the subject loatter oi my

Ch. IX, and answers, in some measure, to his.

Dissertation on the Province of Reasoning*

OrifiitATioirs OF thb Miirn (Whately's

Elements, Ch. II, Part I, § 1, p. b4). Their enu*

meration, in ss fiir «3 they relate to argumenta-

tion, opens the Synthetical Compendium. On
-tins oocasidii 1 mwt <^ole Htue anthoHs words.

There are three'' (meaning, of course, anl^

three) " oper£d;ionB of the mind which are-con-

cerned in argument: 1st. Simple Apprehension;

2d. Judgment; 3d. Discourse or Reasoning.'*

And, in a note, he says, ^ Logicd writers hare in

general begun by laying down that there are,

in all, three operations of the mind fin universum

iresJ: an assertion by no means incontroverti-
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We/' as will be shortly seen, "and which, if

admitted, is nothing to the present purpose: our

bcniiiess is with argumentation^ and the opera-

tions of the mind implied in that; wluit others^

there may be, or whether any, are irrdevant ques-

tions.^^

As to this assertion, I cannot exactly concur

in the author^s opinion. In the first place, I

should think, that even argumentation cannot be

oarried on without making use of. aii the simple

faculties of the mind; that attention^ memory^

and obBtractian^ to go no farther, are equally

necessary with the three which he enumerates.

And secondly, I have already stated, that I do

not consider argumentation alone as constituting

the science of Logic ; but that 1 also includes-

position, methodization, and other intellectual

operations^ For these purposes, it is necessary to

be acquainted, in as far as possible, with all the

powers or Acuities of the intellectual mind.

In the same note, the author proceeds to say.

The opening of a treatise with a statement

respecting the operations of the mind universally,

tends to foster the prevailing ^rror (from which

probably the minds of the writers were not

ezenpt) of supposing that Logic profess^ to
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teach 'the use of the mental faculties in general

the right use of reason/ according to Watts/'

In one sense of the word, I fear that I must

admit that my mind is "not ^empt from thia

prevailing" error for I certainly suppose that

Logic teaches the " use of th^ mental fiuHiitiea-

in general,**—that is, so much of their use, as

is applicable to any branch of art^and-scienoe,

whatever may be its subject-matter. By this

limitation^ I hope to avoid the threatened danger

of " intruding into the province of Natural Phi-

losophy/' When logical principles are once

generally laid down, they may indeed afterwards

be applied to any one art-and-science—to Ethics,

to Physiology, or to any other ; but it is this

application^ not the generai theory, that has been

improperly ascribed to Logic, in the same manner

as if the application ofMathematiqs to Astronomy

were considered as belonging to Mathematics,

not to Astronomy.

I shall now proceed therefore to the enumera-

tion of the intellectual Acuities, founded on the

general view given by Mr. Bentham in Chresto-

mathia, p. 14S (Essai, ice. p. 35), vrith some

few alterations suggested by ^ closer investigation

of the subject. And, in order to establish fhe
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precise distinction between the intellectaal and

volitional Acuities, I must £rst extract from Mr.

Benthain's MSS. a summary view of the human

faculties in general.

By human faculties^ I mean all those proper-

ties which are either the resulty or the character-

istics of human life—the result, if, by life^ we

understand the cause of the phenomena that take

place in the human frame—the characteristics, if

Itfe be taken fcnr the aggregate of those phenit^

mena.

These fiicultieB are either physical or psychU

caL The physical are those of which the action

is perceptible by our senses ; that is, which take

place in our body: the psychical, those which

take place in our mind (taking this word in its

most extensive sense), and of which, therefore,

the action is imperceptible to our senses. The

study of tt^e nature and operation of the physical

faculties ot the human frame belongs to thatpor-

tion of ZoQ|ogy which relates to Man.

.

The psychical faculties may be divided into

original and derivatim.

The original psychical faculties are r/cAiVeand

wUl; these are tknominated original^ because it

is their successive 9peration that produces that of
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the 6^mta^/i;t^ faculties, whether bodily or mental*

The ethical sciences (moral and political) relate

entirely to the nature and operation of these two

£Bu;ulties.

The derivative psychical faculties may be

considered as either active or passive. The

active, as well as the passive, when unconnected

willi any idea of pleasure or pain, are usudly

comprehended under the name of inlellectuai

faculties^ and constitute that which is generallj

denominated the mind^ or, more properly, mtei"

leei^ when mind is taken in the more extended

sense* I have formerly alluded to. These faculties

alone belong to the province of Logic. The

passive faculties, or- sensations, when connected

with pleasures and pains, appertain to mentd

Pathology.

The following enumeration of intellectual

faculties may perhaps* be yet incomplete: the

analysis of what passes within ourselves is so

difficult an operation, that 1 fear muchAat some

of the more simple ones may not be found suffi-

ciently distinct; and, as to the more complicated

ones, new combinations might very possibly be

. nuide, and corresponding Unities might be

added to this .list. 1 hosCj however, which!
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have here iosei^ted appear to me to 1^ all that

are brought into practical use.

The intellectual faculties, I hare said, are

either pasaive or active.

1. The passive Acuities are

:

1. Perception,—as communicated to the mind

by the immediate operation of the senaesj or of

physical facu 1 ties . The result of perception is an

impression ; that of the operation of any pther

intellectual faculty is an idea.

The difference between an impression and an

idea may be illustrated by the following example:

place an object before your eyes; as long as you

see it, you have an impression of it; take your

eyes off it, there remains in your mind the idea

only of that object.

2. Conception,—diflering from perception in

this, that it is communicated to tlie mind bythe im-

mediate operation of intellectual, not of physical

j&culties. If I seea horse, 1 receive.an impression

• of it by means of the perceptive faculty. If the

word horse be mentioned to me, 1 entertain a cor-

responding idea by means of the conceptive

&cillty. Suppose I read the word horse in a

book, I perceive so many black marks, I conceive

the idea of a h(M^. Perception- is applicaUe

£ 2
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only to real individual entities: conception is un-

limited in its field ; it is applicable to any entities

of any class whatsoever.

Conception is designated by Dr. Whately (in

imitation again of the Latin) by the name of sim-

ple apprehension. He had better have adopted

that of conception, which he inserts in a parenthe-

i^ds, by way of explanation. Apprehension, in

England, is usually expressive of fear; but con-

ception is more generally used in the sense here

given to it.

The division of simple apprehension into

complejc and incompL jc does not appear to be in

Strict conformity to the rules of logical division.

What does simple mean, if it be not synonymous to

incomplex ? and, in that case, what is to be under-

stood by dividing that which is simple into tliat

which i9 and that which is notsimple ? The feet

is, that every conception of any really existing

object is complex ; that of a man, just asmuch as *

of a man on horseback; for each of these is com-

posed of a great number of simple conceptions.

A simple conception is that of a single property,

that of a colour, for ilistanc^ without those of

form, of extent, or any other: it is the result of

an operation of the abstntictive ftcMty.
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Has not the author ofthe Elements, in this in-

stance, been led astray by words ? J)oes he not con-

siderassimple, an ideaexpressed by a singleword,

and as complex, one which is expressed by several

words? For I see no other distinction, in point of

- complexity, between the idea '^cards'' and '^a

pack of cards;" "man/* "horse/' and "man

on horseback/^ In order to entertain the idea

*' cards*' in the plural, we must conceive a

certain number placed in a certain relative

situation,—a bundle, or a heap, or some such

collection of cards; and is either of these less

complex than a " pack of cards?*' In like man-

ner, as a man on horseback is composed of two

separate individual objects, placed in a certain

relative situation, so is a inancomposed of a head,

neck, body, and limbs; all of them separate

individual objects, placed also in a certain rela-

tive situation.

3. Passive Memory,—closely allied with ac-

tive retention. To this head may be ascribed

the ftculty of mental kahit {habitude of French

logicians), more or less of which is displayed

in dreams, involuntary thought, &c.

II. Active intellectual Acuities. The deno-

minations by which they are here designated are,
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universally, the names of the corresponding ope-

Yatioiis ; for om laiigiia^e does not afford single-

worded substantive appellations for the faculties

themselres. When occasion may require that

they be distinguished from the optrdtions, it may

be done changing the termination Itoit into

that of and by adding' the word faculty; as,

for e&ample, abstraction—abstractive &cnlty. *

4. Attention—the giving force and duration

to the exercise of any one or more of the other

intellectual faculties.

5. Retention. If this bedistinct jfrom passive

memory, it may perhaps be the combinaticm of

that faculty with attention.

6. Judgment. This word must not be hare

understood in the sense in which Dr. Whately

makes use of it. His operation of Judgment is

what is Ijcre denominated comparison ; at least

the first part of it, viz. the comparing together

in the mind two of the notions (or ideas) which

are the objects of ap|Hreh^ion.^' The pro-

nouncing that they agree or disagree is, indeed,

one occasion on which the judicative feculty is

called into exercise ; but it is only one. Judg-

ment usually pronounces either the degree of

belief attached by our intellectual mind to,—
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or the degree of pleasure or pain produced in

our sensitive mind by,—an impression or an idea.

It is an instantaneous operation which accompa-

nies, and forms part of, thaX of every other

intellectual faculty. It is affirmative^ negalwe^

or contingent. Each operation of this faculty, if

expressed, is a propositiim; the portion of lan-

guage, by means of which it is expressed, is a

sentence,

7. Comparison—^is the alternate application of

attention to two separate iuipressions or ideas,

with a view to pronouncing a judgment upon the

several relations which they may bear to one

another,—^relations, for instance, of identity and

diversity in time, place, or state, or as to depen-

dence of cause and eflfect, or of logical subalter-

nation, &c« Slc, These several relations have been

further detailed in the general classification of

entities at the end of Ch. 111. of this Outline.

8. Deduction—^the deducing a proposition

from two others,—a conclusion from twopremises, .

This is what logicians designate by the term

reasonings or, more ^correctly, by that of argu*

nientative or syllogistic reasoning ; the expression

of the operation at full length, and in a regular

form, being termed a sj/llogism.
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Dr. Whately^s definition of reasoning upon

this occasioii does not appear to me either cor-

rect or conformable to those which he gives else-

where. Here.he speaks but of one premiss—

" Reasoning (or discourse) is the act of proceed-

ing from one judgment to another founded upon

it (or the result of it).'' This may be applicable

to his Gonyersion of propositions*, (which I have

termed a deductive operation, consisting of two

propositions only'^)
;
but, certainly, not to his

syllogism as defined, p. 88. And the addition,

in the form of a synonym to reasoning, of the

word discourse^ only tends to confuse the mind,

as it refers to an operation totally different. This

is another instance of devotion to Anglo-Latin

words in preference to plain English.

9. Abstraction—^the isolating a simple idea

from all others connected with it,—the consider-

ing separately a single property possessed by one

or more entities, to the exclusion of any others

whiqh those entities may happen to possess.

Thus the idea redness, for instance, is the result

of an opmtion of the abstractive &culty. The

property of being redy is separated from all other

* £leinent8j p.SS.
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properties possessed, at the same time, by the

leveral red bodies that have coma within reach

of our perception. The object of this operation

is the formatioii of new aggregates, by means;

either of the generalizing, or of the synthetical

' fiM^lties.

10. Generalization—has place when, after

haying abstracted one or more properties com-

mon to several individuals, we suppose an in-

definite number of individuals endowed with the

same properties, and give to them a common

name ; that is, a name applicable to any or all

such individuals, in respect of the possession of

such abstracted properties.

The two latter operations of abstractiQn and

generalization are well explained by Dr. Whately,

pp. 68 et seq. pp. 259 et seq. &c. ; yet he has

omitted them on the present occasion, in speak-

ing of the operations of the mind conc^ned

in argument."

11. Syntiiesis*—the combining several indi-

m^MrandiSranofi, are used for the desigiialici&of three dis-

tbct opentions: 1. Pfaygical or real oomlnnation and di-

vision, which is either mechanical or chemical. 2. Mental

combiiutioD and division^ that is^ the tuppoting or imaguiiiig
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iihial ideas or impressioDa, waple.or eeuipli^y

Oiteii, into one definiia indiyidual idea ; for exv

The calling Ltrndon the combination of heuaea,

alreets, &c. which coastitiUe that to^a.

This is probably what Dr. Whately under<*

stands by complex simple apprehension/^ in hia

«xiBiple ofa man on luM^back,'^ the man and

the har§e^ two separate individual (though oom-i^.

plicated) idesu*, are combined into one iiidiyidual

idea, a man on horseback,'^ by a syutheiiical

operation. '

r

12. Divimoii (logical)—^the oonverae of gcae^

ralization. From a general class, constituted by

the combination ofany number of properties, tiiQ

forming subclasses, by tiie additional considera-

tion of other proporties applicable only to a part

«(ftheindividuals to wbich thegenerai class iim^es-

tian refers. Thus, the ^aeammai having been

iounded on the consideration of the prgiper^

ofanimatum^ by the additional coiiaiderfition 49f

4ihe pro^^rty of tatimaliij^^ we form the two sub-

•

two real objects to be combined mechanically or chemically.

It is to these operations that I have apph'ed the denominations

synthesis and analysis. 3. Logical or subalternate com-

bination and division, which are above designated by the

words genefallsation and logical diTision.
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classes of man—consisting ofthoseanimsds which

tare possessed of that property^ andof brutei^-^f

those which are deprived of it. 7 hese subclasses

ere called parts of the general efaun, beeavse they

refer to a part only of the individuals referred to

by that general class ; yet, in both cases, the ui«-

dividuals are indefinite in number, that is, in a

number greater than our mind can efmetm

For a fuller investigation of this operation, see

Ch. VII. Methodization.

W, Analysis—the £0uverse oi s^ uthesis. b
operates on individnal ideais, in the aame xaaimer

that logical divi^n does on classes. Man, for

ex., may be divided logically into Negroesand

Whites. A man may be cmalj^zed (mentally as

well as physically) into his ftead^ mek^ hody^

and limhit.

14. Simple imagination—^the forming, by the

menla/ combination of abstracted properties, an

image analogous to the impression that would

have been created by the perception of soeh

properties, were they really so combined. Thus,

when we are told that a quadruped is an

animal with four legs,^' in order to fix this idea

in our mind, we immediately refar it to some

ittiaginary individual, to which we consequently
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ascribe a nmnber of properties not contained m
the idea of ^' sui aaimal with four legs/' These

imaginary properties may jierhaps belong-, in fact,

to some real individual contained in the class ; but

the images will, much more frequently, be vague

or incorrect: as, for ex. when we have heard

much mention made of a man whom we have

never seen, we figure to ourselves his person and

features ; and how often are we not surprised,

when afterwards we really meet with, him, to

find his appearance totally different from the

image we had formed of him ? It is in order to

obviate erroneom images, that we seek to give

correct and exact ones, by description, a mode of

exposition which will be treated of in Ch. VI.

Observation—^the combined operation of

the perceptive, retentive, judicative, and attentive

ftculties, applied to the recurrence of the same

phenomena, or relations of things in various

analogous instances, and commonly directed to

the accomplishment ofsome particular end.

Observation must not be confounded with C2r-

perimeni^ which is a physical operation, per-

formed for the purpose, and with a view to ob-

servation, and therefore preceding it.

16. Induction. After we have, by observa-
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tion, or by evideace, ascertained the recurrence

of pbenomena, or relations of things in some iop

stances, we pronounce that the same phenomena,

or relation of things, haye recurred, do, or will

cur, in some other instance which wejudge to be

analogous in thesame degree. This operation is

called induciion. It seldom produces absolute

belief in all minds, but merely a greater or lesser

degree of contingent belief, according to the state

of the mind, that is, to its confidence, either in

the veracity of the observation or evidence, or in

the constancy of recurrence of those phenomena

in those instances. See Ch. X. Induction.

Expectation appears to be the immediate

result of the exercise of the judicative fiiculty on

an inductive operation, of which the conclusion

relates to Aiturity. It can scarcely be classed,

however, as an intellectual faculty.

17. Methodizatioit—the arranging* the seve-

• When we speak of arranging ideas in the mind, it is not

meanty that these ideas are real objects actually placed in dif-

fetent puts of the fanin, but that we imagine them (that iB,

their dgna or twrdt) to be ao anranged eiAer on paper or

elsewhere,—to be placed above, below, or by the aide of one

another,—those which are most similar, with reference to the

particular ofcgect in view, beii^ auppoaed to be nearest to-
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pal impresrimm or ideas produced by the exerciss

of aay.oneor more of our iiUfsllectual ^uuiltie^

iu a certain order, with a yiew to (adlitate any

tMhsequeutopei^ou of auy o£ those same &cul«

ties. Distribution aud collocation are species of

H^ethodi^aliQli^ Sone- £Bffth«* details upoia these

operations, with the accessory ones of generaliza-
*

thm, divisim, synthesis, analysis, and obsenrav

tion, will be found in Ch. VII. Methodization.

19i Inyention-nthecombining ideas in a n|aii<

ner th^t has not y^i been done, and with a view •

the attoiiuneiit of some particular end,

19. Cpmmtmicatioo—the communicating an

idea to another person is the cansii^his mind

tQ4)oaceiye.ai|d:to outert^in thatsame idea. Com*

miiniefMion^ inQludef» exposition, the subject of

Ch. YIw of; this Outline.

This last faeulty of communication may ap-

peor^ at first sigl4»' to. he semirphy^ical,: as it

g^ltier in the «trrai^genfi^,—or ihose which follow ono uoliier

in ibtti orc^ of thought, being placed after one another in .the

mipposed pji^ sical order.

It .mnslt be observed, that (he word methodizatim is Jiere

«M44n: Ajawsne linutcd mae than .that whieh is attributed tt^

t|<|i«Qe9ftfr. . Qttttitwoip}4. be dilBctilt to find 4 aynonympua

MVtA iWbi^iil 9fi^MM,P? th? ,Wfi^ ii^qnveni^qe.
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requires tHeaid ofthe physiealfiiei]ltieB<yf speaks

ing or writing to bring into exercise. But, ina»

far as it is mental, it appertains to Logic, and

claims a place in this enumeration. Besides

that, if any one of the others be closely exa-

minedinto^ it will be Ibund that few, if any, canf

be made use of without the assistance of those

fiigtxA which are flitmished by language.

In the above list, 1 have endeayoured to place

the Unities in the order of their complexity; the

latter ones consisting chiefly of combinations

of some of the preceding and more simple ones.

It would not be a very easy task to arrange them

systematically in distinct classes ; there might,

however, be some use in referring them generally

to the following heads:

1. Simple faculties. Attention, retention^

judgment, and abstraction.

2. Tactical faculties. Comparison, observa-

tion, generalization, synthesis, diyision, analysis,

and methodization.

3. Ratiocinatiye Acuities. Deduction and

induction.

4. Imaginative faculties. Simple imagina^

tion and invention.
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*

. 5. CouunimicatiYe ficolties. Commumcap

tion.

These several Acuities would require much •

more explanation and exemplification; but I

should thereby be led away from my present

object. I shall therefore reserve all further de-

tails for my general Treatise, and shall now pro*

ceed to fpUow Dr. Whately in his progress over

the field of Logic,
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CHAPTER V.

ON TERMa

(Whatelj's Element^ Gh. U. Part I. S a> 3» 4^ 6» p. 66.)

Sections 2 and 3 of this part of the Ele-

ments are devoted by the author to the e&position

of language and its several component parts.

" Lang uage/^ he says, " affords the sign* bf

which these operations of the mind* are expressed

and communicated. An act of apprehension,

expressed in language, is called a term ; an act of

judgment, a proposition ; an act of reasoning, an

ai^iiment, which, when r^akrly expressed, is a

syllogism.*'

The enumeration of the intellectual &culties

being no longer confined to that of the three

which are here mentioned, and the sense of the

denominations given to these three faculties

having been much modified in my precedilig

chapter, correspondent alterations are requisite

in the above exposition.

* Simple apprdiflnaop^ jiiclgment» mcl geaflcning* SmIIm

DfAcediiuf chapter.

F
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Language^ I should say» is the aggregate of

the signs by which any mentel operation is ex-

pressed or communicated. An impression or an

idea, when expressed in language, is a term; an

operation of the judicative &culty, a propod^

Hon; thiat of the ratioeinative ftculty, an argu^

ment; that of the deductive faculty, a syllogism.

With regard to the remainder of these two

sections of the Elemente, I have but one observa-

tion to make. The author says*, that, in a propo-

sition (for the purpose of deduction) an adjective

cannot be made the subject, but may be employed

as a predicate. The inconveniences arising from

expressing the predicate m anadjective form will

be ^hibited in the chapter on Deduction; and

there it may perhaps be shown, that this is not

absolutely ^'a question of no piiictical conse-

quence.^*

The next section (4) relates to genia^ differ*

ence, and properties^ which are thus defined:

Whatever term can be affirmed of several

things, must express either their whole essence,

which is called the species ; or a pari of their es-

sence, ijDiz. either the material part whigh is

• Elements, p. 69. .
.
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called ihegenuSy or theformal and distinguishing

party iwhich is called the differentia^ or in com*

mon discourse characteristic) or something

joined to the essence; whether necessarily (i. e. to

the whole species, or, in other words, universally^

to every individual of it) which is called a pro*

perty; or contingently (i. e. to some individual

only of the species) which is an accident.*^

There appears to be some confusion in this

paragn^h, in wjiich again the meaning of En-

glish words is perverted, in order to make them

conformable to the Latin. The differentia or

characteristic is a species of property, not distinct

from it; it is exactly that which belongs neeessa'^

rily to an entity—necessarily, in the ordinary

sense of the word, though in the sense here given

to it (which is that of universally) this may not be

the case. If we are assured that a property is

universal, it becomes essential and characteristic.

If we are not assured of ^is universality , we

cannot consider the property as essential ; though

it may happen to be universal ; and, as long as we

know of nothing to the contrary, we may speak

of it as such.

I should therefore say, that whatever term

can be affirmed of another is either a synonymous

y 2
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term, or it is expressive either of the clsisB (or

was) to which the subject belongs, or ofa property

which appertains to this subject. Tliis property

is either essential (or characteristic), that is, with-

out which the subject would not be what it i| said

to be, or accidental^ that is, such as may or may

not belong to all the in4ividu9ls referr^ to by the

subject.^

Suppose man to be the subject—the predicate

animal is its genus, rational its essential property

or differences the properties of having a white ekin

or i^n fingers^ ^c, are accidentaly though iu

different degrees of^contingency. That of havr

ing ten Jing^rs^ for iostance, amounts almost to

what we should call an universal property ; yet it

is not essentials for, if a man had but nin^ h^

would still be a man.

The accidental and essential prope]:ti^ in^y

. be easily distinguished by applying to them th^

following question: An entity, which has not t^e

property in question, is it, or is it not, thereby

excluded from the subject ia question? If it b^

ao excluded, the property is essential; if not,itif

accidental.

Logically speaking, every class is a genua

whan compared to its sul^lasses, or to the indivi-»
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duals to which it refers; it is also a species when

eompared with the more general aggregates in •

which it is contained. Thus, when we say,

"Whait is CflBsar?** Answer, "a man*;*' we

predicate the genus of Cissar^ in the same man-

dler as when we say, " What isnmn ?** Answ^,
^* an animal we predicate the genus of man.

As to predicating the " whole essence** of a

suhject, in one term, that is impossible, unless

that term be a strict synonym. Dr.Whately does

not appear to have been aware of this; he im-

plies, that, ifwe predicate the genus, we predicate

a pait of the essence ; if the species, we predicate

the whole essence; considering species in the

sense in wiiich naturalists employ the word, in

which case it is, in fact, a logical genus with refer-

encetoindividuals. ^^If Ipredicate,^^ says het, ^'of

Csesar that he is an animal, I say the truth indeed

hut hot the whole truth, for he is not only an

animal, but a man/* But this is not yet the

T^hole truth; for he is not only a man, but a

white man ; not only a white man, but a Roman

;

and so on, till we come to the individual Csesar.

Logical species and genus are only relative, not

Asolute terms, and the die of them always im-

• Elements, 64. t Ibid. p. 6S.
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plies suballernation ; that is, relation, either to a

Buperordinate genuB» or to a subordiiiate species

or individual.
. ,

'

. " fd. Subaltemate genus aud species.^^ Ele-

ments, p. 63. Of summa genera (or genera

generalissima), properly so called, there is bul

one, viz. Entity
; yet, as it may have b^en seen

in the classification of entities, there is a cony^i-

ence in considering as summa genera several

ethical and otber tenns. But it is a great mis-

take in logicians to suppose that there is such a

thing as an infima species^ that is, one which con-

tains under it nothing but individuals. Thenum-

ber of.individuals contained in a Ic^cal agg reg ate

is always indefinite ; when a class, therefore, is

divided and subdivided, each part refers also to

an indefinite number of individuals,—-the very

property of infinity is, that it cannot be sa

divided as to be reduced to nothing but indi-

viduals fi>r then diese individuals would be

no longer indefinite in number. Magnet,^^

says Dr. Whately, is an infima species, (i. e.

only a species). What is meant by the ex-

planation (mly a species,^^ is more than I can

make out ; assuredly this is not the translation of

infinwt species: but let us take these Latin
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words in their real sense, viz. a species of

the lowest degree it may be allowed, that no

two individual magnets are exactly alike in every

respect. Suppose one to be s(^uare, another

tmmd; there may well be ima^ned an indefinite

number botli of square au(i of round magnets.

Here are then two subspecies of an infima

species, two species below the lowest ; and so it

may happen in any case.

With respect, however, to each particular

subject-matter of classification, there may be a

convenience in considering the whole aggregate

of that Bubject-matter as a summum genus, and

any class of the last degree to which it is ad-

visable to carry the subaltemate division, as an

infima species. But this can only be said rela^

Hvely to that particular system : not generally^ as

it is here asserted. As to the particular sense in

which naturalists make use of the word species,

it is very different from tlie logical sense of tlie
«

word, the only one in which it should be mad^

use of on the present occasion.

The great labour spent on the distinction be-

tween differentia andproperty^ p. 65, might have

been spared, if it had been considered that the
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one is but a species of the oilier. The author

himself has, on a subsequent occasion*, made

use of the word properly in that general sense,

which must include essentia.1 as well as accidental

properties.

Accidents (that is, accidental properties) are

next diirided into separable and inseparable, a

division which may not, perhaps, be found to be

in strict conformity to the standard mle, Mem-

bra condividentia sint contradistincta et oppo-

sitat ;''for in the two examples here given (aman

walking and a man native of Paris) I cannot dis-

cover any diflerence in the respective separabiUiy

of the properties in question. What does

the property of a man walking mean ?~Tliat the

man of whom it is affirmed^ was walking, at such

a time, in such a place.—And that of a man's

being a native of a place ?—^That he was bom at

SQch a time in such a place.—The man is no

longer walking in that placc-rTrue^ but he is

no longer being bom either."^You cannot, how-^

• 'Mf one of tW4> prQ{i«rt^ 4ec.*' Mlemmt/h

BHUk be oppo^d" Whstd/t Ekmentp, p. 69,
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ever, take aivay from him his property of having

been bora.—^No : nor can you take away that of

his having^ been walking. Where then is the dis-*

tinction between the separable property of haY-

ing been walking, and the imeparabk property

of having been bom ?
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CHAPTER Vl.

EXPOSITION.
I

^WlMtely*> Etfento, Ch.IL Parti. $ 7, J>efiiiitioii, p. 71.)

Wi: now come to the importaut operations of

Expofiitioiiand Methodization, to each of which I

shall devote a chapter. Dr. Whately commences

'with division, and then treats of definition. I

have reversed this order, considering exposition

to be the more simple operation of the two, and

therefore as presenting itself naturally before the*

other.

In the general Treatise which 1 am prepar-

ing, I have devoted a long chapter to the explana^

tion and exemplification of the various modes in

which exposition may be performed. On the

present occasion, hoivever, 1 can only give a

short analysis of the subject ; my purpose being

merely to enable the reader to compare generally

my view of the matter with the few words which

will be found in Dr. Whately^s Elements, and

other Logical works.
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Exposition is a name, ^vhich may be applied

to the designation of every operation, destined to

enable the learner* to attach, to the word or sen-

tenoe expounded, an idea jNrecisely the same as

that which is attached to it by the teacher.

Any portion of discourse may be unintelli-

gible to him to whom it is directed, either by

conveying to his mind no iciea at all, or by con-

veying to it, a confused, incomplete, or errone^

ousfideBL. The object of exposition is there-

fore either to attach an idea to a word, or to give

deamesB, completeness, or oorrectnesst, to an

idea already attached to it. Exposition is that

which Logicians call definitum^ taken in the

most extensive sense of the word. Expounding

a word may be also termed explaining the idea

attached to that word.

In the following enumeration of die difierent

modes or species of exposition, the order at-

tempted to be adopted, is that in which they

• The "word learner IB heaee made osecfto degjgMte him to

whom diaconrae is addreased,and leacher, him who makes lue

of flodi discouzse.

t By a eorred idea Is meant, upon this occasion, the idea

whidi was intended to be conveyed ; by an erroneous idea,

one which was not intended to be conveyed.
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moM praent themselves for use ; commencing

with that which must be resorted to in the case

where the learner is entirely ignorant of any

word oomprisedy either hi the language to be

taught, or in any other language known to the

tencher.

. 1. Physical designation. In the above-men-

tkmed case» this is the only mode of exposition

that can, at first, be used. It consists in the

designating objects by ngn»^ (as by pointing to

real objects, by performing perceptible operations,

&c.) and at the same time pronoUndiig the name

to be given to those^objects ; this name being the'

W0fd to be expounded. Thus may be formed,

though with much labour and little accuracy, the

mde ooffine of a langi^ consistuig, in the first

place, of proper names only. In process of time

afew common names, adjectives,irerbs, and otiier

expletives may be added ; so as to allow the use of

aay offhefcUowii^ modes, whichmay be termed

logical or discoursual modes of exposition, in ^

contfEMlistinctiQn to tW» phytieai <Mr wm'Ms&aur^

mat mode.

2. Translationr—theexpoundinga locution by

the exhibition of a synonymous locution already

known to the reader; that is, one which already.
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conveys to his miud the idea intended to be

attached to the locution ezpounded.

This mode is applicable either to the case

where die object is to instruct the leumer in a

language unknown to him, or where it is to teach

hiin, in the same language, qmonymous terms;

either because they have been made use of by au-

Hum whom he may ha^e oocasion to refer to, or

because the new term may be more convenient for

some particular use. The ezpreasions Hmnkre

is the Spanish fo|: man^^* The p^dmcle is the

botanical name fiir a flomet stalky" are examples

of exposition by translation.

3. Etymologization—the expesitimi of a

:irord by the exhibition of the graomaatical rela-

tion it bears to another word called its roo#, and

from whence it is said to be derived. Granuuati-

cal relations have place whenever it has been

found convenient to express, by regular mod^car

tions in the form of aword, any reg ular relations

in the sense of two words ; such as of ftW, seje^

MwiAtfr, ice the relation between the operator

and the operation; between a property and its

subject-^natt^, See. as, for ex.: governor, go«>

verneia; actor, actress; write, wrote, &,c. The

exposition of a word by the exhibition of its
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root, may be, on Mine occasions, attended witfa

considerable .clearness and concisenefls; but this

mode is, in general, liable to fallacy; that is, to

erroneous and deceptive exposition, as will be

shown in Ch. XI, on Fallacies, under the head

of Fallacies of Paronymity and of Etymology:

the root and the word derived being" collectively

designated by the name of paronymous words.

The two preceding modes are comprehended

'by logicians under the denomination of nominal

definitions, which they distinguish from real by

saying that the formerexplain the meaning of tlte

term, the latter the nature of the thing. Dr.

Wh^tely observes, that, in most cases, .
*^ the

meaning of the word and the nature of the tliiug

are elactly the same/' Hemight haVe said in all

cases. Yet there does exist a difference between

flie two modes in question, and those which will

follow ; a difference whichDr.Whately had proba^

bly in view, but has not succeeded in explaining

to his readers. It consists in this, that, in what

w&y still perhaps be termed nominal exposition,

the meaning of the word (or Qature of the thing)

is represented at once, by means of a single term

already kno^vn to the learner. In the real* ex-

* It must be remembered that the word real ia here op«
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pofiitioii, the openution is perfonned by the conih

bination of a number of terms, expressive of ideas

different from that which is explained. Thus, it

may be said, tliat, in nominal exposition, words

only are considered ; in real exposition, the ideas

also, connected with the words. >

4. Definition—tfie exhibition of the genus

to which a collective idea belongs, and of the

properties which distinguish it from all other spe-

cies of the same genus. This is that mode which

Aristotelians term Definitio per genus et di£fe-

rentiam,^^ and which Dr. Whately has denomi-

nated Essential Definition/' It is applicable

only to common names, and, when practicable, is

the most exact of all modes of exposition. Ex.

Homo est animal rationale. The characteristic
*

phrases of naturalists are all definitions.

5. Individuation—^the corresponding operas

tion performed on the name of an individual,

viz. the exhibition of its genus and characteristic

properties. This mode differs irom definition;'

because, in this case, the only characteristic pro*

perties are those of time and phtce^ which must

both be exhibited. No other properties, nor y^

powd to imMf a tense diffefent tnm Uiat in whidi I have

useU it on other occasions where it is opposed to ^c/t^iofM.
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one of ihese withoift the other, cBii ever distill*

guish an indiyidual from all others which may

exist, or can be conceiyed to exist. As time and

place are crastantljwying, exposition by indivi-

duation alone, can never enable the learner to

recognize the individual whose name is thus ex-

pounded. Definition, on the contrary, affords

him the means of pronotmcing, on all oocaaions,

whether an individual belongs or not to the genus

of which the name is defined*

Examples of individuation: John is the man

who is sittii^ in that chair. Louis XVIII is the

man who was King of France at the time you

were at P^uris%

6. Paraphrasis. The exposition, by paraphra-

sis, of a fictitious entity, is the combining the

word in question with others, so as to make up

a complete jntyposition, and then translating that

proposition into an equivalent one, composed of

namesof either real or physical fictitious entities*!

These two successive operations may be denomi-

nated pkfweoplerosiB and equivalence. The fol-

lowing examples are expositions by paraphrasis

fii the words obligaHm and right. A man
^

* Set tfat fflMMficatInn ofevMtiti^s^ at te«idiif€k lit
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being under an obligation to do a thing, means

diat he is liable to punishment if he does not

do it.'^ A man having a right to do a things

means that any other person, who prevents him

from doing it, is liable to punishment for so pre-

venting him/^

This mode is applicable only to names of iio

tifious entities; and, atanongst those, itisforthe

exposition of such as may be considered as sum-

ma genera^ ihatit is particnlarly appropriate, and

, indeed the only practicable mode.

' 7« Arehetypation. This is the exposition of

the make of a .fictitious entity by the exhibition of '

Ae name of the physical entity (or archetype)

upon which . the imagination of the fictitious

* entity in question has been grounded. Take for

example the two following expositions, of the

Uim end^ni-mew:

: The end4n^4n0w beaiB thesame relation to a

mental operation, that a physical md^ or place /

which it is wished a body in motion should

arrive at, bears to the motion of that body.*^

i'.Th&idea .of end^tiF^fiem^ applied to a inental

operation, is derived from that of the end which

is the object ofa body in motion ; as, forinstance,

the winning-post in a race-coursj^.^'
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8. Description is a detailed exposition of aC"

eidenial properties ; that is, of those of which the

exhibition is not necessary for the distinguishing

the object in question from all others which are

not designated by the same name* Description

may accordingly become more and more ample to

an indefinite degree. Suppose, for example, a

quadruped to be defined^ Animal manamifer

pedibus quatuor;^^ in the description^ we may

add the properties of liuing mii of waiety having

no wings. These properties belong to the gene-

rality of quadrupeds; they may belong to all;

yet, if a mammiferous animal with four legs be

hereafter discovered or imagined, either living in

water, or possessing wings, this animal would

still be a quadruped.

Such is specific description, or description ap-

plied to logical aggregates or collective entities.

The object of description is, in this case, eitherto

enable the learner to recognize a species, with

greater readiness, or to furnish his mind with an

image such as may fix the collective entity in his

mind. By recognizing a species, must be xmder^

stood, the being enabled to say whether any indi-

vidual thatmay come within reach of our perce|»^

tion, does, or does not, belong to such sp^es.
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Definition is the only mode that can enable us

to determine this with positiye certainty; but the

chai'acteristic properties (which alone are exhi-

bited by definition) are frequently difficult to per-

ceive. Description, in these cases, furnishes us

withmore striking properties, though less uniyer-

sal ; recognition becomes more ready, but less ac-

curate. Description should therefore be always

accompanied, or rather preceded, by definition.

The importance of this rule has been felt in the

case of naturalists' descriptions, for instance,

where the characteristic phrase (which is adefini-

tion per genus et difierentiam) always precedes

the detailed description.

It has been said, in speaking of the imagina*

tive fiumlty, that our mind, in order to retain any

physical idea presented to it, must form to itself

an image consisting of more properties than

those givei^ by the definition. One object of

specific description is to furnish the imagination

with such properties as are actually possessed by

some, at least, of the indiriduals referred to, and *

perhaps by all ; which is better than if the image

were formed of such as were never possessed by

any of them.

Individual description, or description applied

o 2
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to individuals, ia of still more importance ; for,

though liable to the same uncertainties and in-

accuracies as specific description, it is the on/y

one that can serve for physical recognition ; as

the properties exhibited by individuation, viz.*

fliose of time and place, are continually chang-

ing. Portraits, personal descriptions in pass-

ports, particulars of sale of estates, &c. are ex-

amples of individual description.

9. Parallelism, including antithesis.—This

may be considered as a species, or at any rate, as

a slight modification of description. It is appli-

cable to the case where an entity is essentially

distinguished from another by minute or difficult

dhaaracters, (that is, characters which it is difficult

to perceive or to comprehend). By parallelism,

in this case, the two objects are compared with

respect to other properties than those given in the

definition. Relations of simiUtude and dissimili-

tude between the two objects in question, are

thus pointed out. In as much as similitude is

exhibited, the operation receives more especially

the name of parallelism ; when it is dissimilitude,

and more particularly opposition that is ex-

hibited, the operatioh is termed antithesis*

10. £numeration,-^considered as a mode of
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ex^positiouy^—^is thesuccessilve exhibitioa of all the

minor ag^egates comprehended in a superordi-

nate genus^ or of ail the several iMividual^ com*

piehended ita a synthetieal entity, that is to say,

of Ihe^several parts of aa iadividual ; the super"

ordinate genus and the synthetical en^Vy being

in these cases the entity to be explained. Hence

^ the division of enumeration, into specific and m-

dividual enumecation, according to whether itbe

applied to a geriUii or to a synthetical entity. ,

Enumeration can .only senre for ezpoailian,

in as much as it is complete; when inconiplete,

it is mere exemplification. Hence it is that

specific enumeration is seldom accurate.. .For

if yoa expound . the name of the genus* Eqms^ '

by saying that it consists of the four species,

Uorsej AssJ Zebra^ and Couagga, you do npt give

an accurate idea of it ; for there may be other spe-

cies, hitherto unknown, belonging to the,san)e

genus. .Enumeration in this case can only be com?-

plete when the species are formed by the contra-

dictorily bifurcate system hereafter explained

Individual enumeration is exemplified in the

case of catalogues, &c.

4

* See Cb. Vill. Methodizatioii.
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11. Exemplification—is the exhibition ofone

or more individuals oompnaed ia a collective

entity, or of one or more species of a superordi-

nate genus, for the puipose of giving a clearer

conception of the properties ascribed to that col-

lective entity, or superordinate genus, by any

other mode of exposition. Exemplification is

applicable only to the exposition of collective en-

tities, not to that of individuals* Cmar^s hand

cannot serve asan example of C€uar ; but' C€B9ar

is an example of a Roman.

12. Illustration.—This operation inay assist

the exposition of names of fictitious entities, and

particularly those of mental operations. It is

performed by describing some analogous real

entity or physical operation. Its object is to fa-

cilitate conception in the learner's mind, inr^

q)ect of readiness and clearjiess ; but it is liable

to defect in respect of accuracy. It may be said

to have the same relation to paraphrasis and

archetypation, which description hasto definition.

With respect to the classification of the fore-

going twelve modes of exposition, there might

perhaps be some advantage in reducing it to the

form of the following synoptical table
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Ifexporitfon be ocHuridared witfi respect to its

iuuuediate object, it may be divided into Ono-

matopcea^ or the giting a new name to an idea,

and into ExpfmH&n of existing wards.

In following the same principle of division,

exposition of existing words may be subdivided

into Ae following operations >^

1, Substitirtionof a new sense to tlie one in

which a word has already been used, an opera-

tion resembling oncMnatopoea, but attended with

much more practical inconvenience, excepting

where the use of the word in its old seiase be at

once disadvantageous, and of rare occurrence.

2. Elucidation—*where the object is to give

clearness to an obscure term.

9* Disambiguation*—where it is to fix the

sense of an ambiguous term* lliis operation has

been termed dist^tion by some Logicians, and

eoroneously reckoned as a species of division.

4. Ampliation'—where it is to extend the

sense of a term.

5. Restriction—where it is to m/rtcl thesense

of a term.

The above division of the operation of expo-

sition may not at first appear to be attended with

much practical use& Yet there might, probably
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bie found some advantage, lf>ewry writer who

gives ^ new expoBition of a term were to con-

sult this list, and observe to which of the above

spades Usapomttonmaybe referred. He might

thereby be the better enabled to judge whether it

answers the* q>edal purpose for which it was

firamed.

Let usnow proceed*to examine the view taken

of this field by Dr, Whately.

Definition^' (says he) another meta-

phorical word, which literally signifies, * laying

down a boundary and is used in logic tasignify

^ an expression which explains any term, so as

to separdte it from every thing else,' as a bound-

ary separates fields.'' P. 71,

The first part of thn exposition is performed

in thai mode which is above denominated arche^

typaiian^ and will probably be found correct,

though, in this case, it can scarcely su^ice. Let

us submit the second part ta a logical scrutiny,

according to the rules given in p. 74 of the

Elements.

> According to the first rule, '^the definition

must be adequate, i. e. neither too exteiisive nor

too narrow for .the thing defined meaning, of

course, that whatever is designated by the name
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Ae thiiig defined, mint answer to the defini-

tioQy and that whatBoever is not so designated,

must notanswer to it.

A definition is either essential or acci-

dental.^' " An accidental definition assigns cir-

cumstances belonging to the essence, but which

are not constituent parts of the essence e. g:

Philip was a man of Macedon who subdued

Greece, &c.'* Is this definition conformable to

the above rule, and does it agree with the above

exposition of the word de/initionP Does it dis-

tinguish Philip from ever^ thing else? Might

there not, for aught we know, have been another

«<maa of Macedon who subdued Greece It

is true there is an 6fc, ; but you may continue to

substitute properties for the ^e. to all eternity,

without arriving at any certainty of distinguish-

ing Philip firom every other man, unless indeed

you mention time and place; but then the defini-

tion becomes etsentialj not accidental. The fiust

is, that theexplanation heregiven of theword defi-

nition is such as to make it referonlyto.the essen-

tial, not to the subsidiary modes of exposition*.

• Thus, Dr. WlMdfly hu obferved that deacriptum of ipe-

ciea cannotbdongto this head, becMiae the properties amy not

Im universal; that is, that if an individual be deprived of
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The rule also quoted above is applicable only to

the essential moder.

Again, he says that definition is an expression

that explains any ierm so as to separate it from

every thing else/^ So, if we were to define

Logic a term oonsisting of the lette» o,

i, c,'^ it would be separated from everything else:

but is that a definition according to the autfaor^i

ideas? In order to include all tl^e matter which

he probably intended, and no more than that,

he might have said, " any term so as to separate

the idea represented by it from any other idea/'

The second rule is, that " the definition must

be in itself plainer than the thing defined.'' He
explains the expression in itself^' by the word

generally;" that is tP say, that the definition

must be plainer to the generality of the persons

to whom it is addressed than the term (not the

thing) defined. In the above-xnentioned exposi-

tion*of the word definition, it is an expression

that explainSf^' this rule may not be found to be

anymidi pvoporty^ sudi indivkkial ini^ stiU belong to the ape-

dee; but eo it ii in die caie of individnal deecription (time

and place excepited). Thus, if it be discoyerad that there ia

reason to believe tliat Philip was not born in Macedon, he

would still be the man who, at such a time, subdued Greece*
*
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done; for explain^ in this seo0&*> isa mere syno-

nymous word to define. The ^qxMsitioh would

perhaps be clearer and more conect if thus ex-

pressed: Definition is an operation performed

invespectofany term,soa8to,&x2.'' This.would

be a definition per genus et differentiam ;
" opera-

tion'^ bdng ihegemm^ and performed in respect

of any term, so as to, &c.^^ the species.

There are several dirisions given here of the

genus definition ; that is, several classifications of

species, or modes of definition.

The first division is that of definition into no-

minal and real, which has already been examined,

p.78. .

Secondly ; each of^ese is divided inioaeddtn"

to/and essential. With regard to real definition,

these submodes correspond nearly to description

(or rather to individual description only.) and

to definition according to the list above given.

But how is nominal definition divided into acci-

dental and essential ? If it makes no mention ai

all of any ideas, and consequently of properties,

* I have used it in a dififefeiit sense ; considering eaqplan**

tion of the idea as an oj>eration corresponding to expositiQaof

the twrd.
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how can it be divided according to the properties

it lays down? No examples are given of these

submodes of nominal definition; and it might

not be avery easy task to find any.

Lastly, Essential Definition is divided into

physical (t. natural) and logical or metaphyst^

cal: the physical definition lays down the real

parts of the essence which are actually separable:

Thus a plant would be divided physicallyj by

aiumeratiiig the leaves, stalks, roots, ^rJ 'cf

which it is composed**^^ By a plant is meant, I

suppose, the collective entity plants or some spe^

eies of plant, not an individual plant. Now a

species, as is ablyabown in many parts of the Ele-

ments, has no real existence, and has therefore no

real parts. Real leaves, stalks, roots, &c. may

appear at first to be parts of the collective entity

" a plant but this is owing to the iiiaccuracj of

language. The real idea is diis; that to the

genus plant belong all those entities which are

endowed with the property of possessing leaves,

stalks, roots, &c. If these properties are not

essential to the constitution or to the essence

of the genus plant, (as in the case of leaves, for

instance,) their enumeration belongs to deserip-

* Ekmentaiy p. 7^
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tion, notto essaitial definition ; which would thus

be reduced to the second part, viz. logical defini-

tion* In theexample of thePropontion of which

the parts subject^ predicate^ and copula^ are

enumerated, this enumeration is again one ofpro-

perties which, in this case, are all essential ; but 1

do not see any thing morephysicalm the property

pf being expressed by means of two terms and a

copula, than -in the property of expressing an

affirmation or a negation.

These distinctions between Dr. Whately's

several modes of definition may )>e thus ejdiibited

in a tabular form

:

\ . - •
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By comparing this table with that of Modes

of ExpoBitiou givea above, the reader will be

enabled to judge to which aut^ior the following

paragraph may be applied.

" It is scarcely credible how much confusion

has arisen from the ignorance ofthese distinctions

which has prevailed among logical writers/*

Elements, p. 74.
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CHAPTER VII.

METHODIZATION.

(Whately 's Elements^ Cb. XI. Part I. § 6, Division, p. 68.)

Thb exposition of the general principle

of Metkodizatioiiy and of its application, in the

instance of some of the most important subjects,

form a considerable portion of Mr. Bentham's

MSS. on Logic. The following short expose of

the theory is chiefly abstracted from those papers.

As the object of exposition is the conveying a

clear, correct, and complete conception of the

idea represented by a word, so that of tnethodizQ'-

Hm is to enable themind to entertaina dear, cor-

rect, and complete notion of a iiumber of ideas,

either simuitaneousl^ or in suceemon^ in such

manner as to be able with facility to retain, to

compare, or to combine diem with a riew to the

accomplishment of any particular end.

Methodization may therefore be defined, the

H
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pattinga number of objectg together in a particu-

lar manner, directed by design to a particular

end.

Methodization is either physical or logical;

physiealy when the objects metfiodized are real

entities; logical^ when they are ideas. But, as

ideas themselTes hare no real existence, and

therefore cannot actually be placed in any order,

it is upon the signs only which represent those

ideas that logical methodization can operate.

. These signs being words or names of the

ideas, nomenclature (that is, the giving names) is,

as well as exposition, an operation essentially

sntad^rvient to methodization ; and is accordingly

treated of in detail in the MSS. before me.

Mvch has, howerer, been already pul^ished on

this subject, both in Mr. Bentham's Chrestoma-

thia and in my abore-mentioned Essai sur la

NomenclaturcT et la Classification, Slc/^ I do
» * * •

not think it therefore necessary to repeat, on the

present occasion, what has there been said,

Methodization may be divided into two dis*

tinct operations, according to whether it has place

with or without regard to succession; fliat is, to

priority and posteriority. These two modes of

methodization may be termed successive eoUaec^
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tim^ or simply e^lUeaiUin^ and dUinhkiive w
perhaps tabular methodization. The former

rected more particularly to the purpose of facilU'

tatiug conception; the latter to that of i^iatiny

the operations of retention, comparison, and com^

bination.

Conception is produced by commuiiication

;

and this operation hgr means of dascom^. It

therefore upon the elemeuts of discourse that

GoUocation cperatea.

Ideas are communicated in the succession of

time; but, as audible s^naalone can be g^iyanm
the order of time, visible signs, their permanent

i^meiitatiyesy must be amnged in the order of

place^ which, according to certain conventional

rules, isopnsid^nedaaembleiBatiealcrf the order

of time. Thus, priority, with us, is usually

ascribed to tbe top and to the lefiuband of ihe

sheet; but some nations consider the right-hand

sideaa the first: upon some occasions, priority ia

also ascribed to the bottom of the sheet, &c.

The dements of discourse are tsorA, thesigns

(cafher singly or taken t^ether) of sunple ideas«

These words constitute miimee$^ the signs of

propositions. £very discourse is formed <£ th^

copdnnatioD of sentences whicby wtien t^ disv

H 2
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course ts 43( sufficient length, are combiiied inta

more general aggregates termed paragraphs^ sec

tumsy chaptersy &c.

Collocation consists therefore in the arrange-

ment-—Ist. of words in sentences; 2d. of sen-

tences in paragraphs, sections, &c,; 3d. of

paragraphs, sections, &c. in a discourse. The

particular rules of collocation belong to the

theory of language ; a subject intimately con-

nected with Logic, and which will form the

second part of my Treatise; but which might

appear irrdevant, were it further detailed on the

present occasion.

DislributiTe metiiodization has place where

ideas are realized, either in the shape of a whole^

consisting ofa number ofpartSy or ofa reeepiack^

containing a number of other ideas. It is indivi'

dualor generic^ according to whether those ideas

are representative of individual or of collective

entities. In the latter case, it has received more

partieularly the name^of classification.

Thus, for example, when we divide a regi-

ment into battalions^ the regiment is considered in

llie character of an individual whole, consisting

of so many individual parts. But, if we divide

regimewtSj into regiments of infantry^ of eavakf^

s
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of engineers^ of artiileri/y &c. the word regiments

represents a coUecdve entity or genus^ consisting

of so many species^ or collective entities of an in-

ferior order.

Distributive methodization may be performed

by three distinct operations:

1. By dividing a given entity into paris^

This operation has been denominated anafysis^

when performed upon individual entities; logical

dwidanj in the case of colledave entities.

2. By uniting a number of given entities into

H whole: an operation tamed stffUhesis* in the

case of individuals; generalization^ when per* .

formed upon cdlectiye entities.

3. By distribution. For the performance of

this operation, a number of whohs^ as well as

of part8^ are supposed to be already given; but,

as, in the case of real entities, the exhibiting of

wholes and parts might appear to constitute the

* whole of the operation, the figure is now chang ed,

the aggr^te ideas are realized as reeeptaelet^

* Alao, by some logicians, physical division. It includes

boUk the ruobaio and the pariUio of Saunderson's Logic; for

I do not pevceiT^ any distmclkni between lus ^paftes conatl*

totivs" and ^partes hitegnntes." See Saundenon'a Logics

p. 47.
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into which the several given partial ideas are

supposed to be plated or distributed.

Of these several operations, those which re-

late to individual methodization can scarcely be

considered as appertaining to the province of

Logic ; the tactical branch of which science re-

lates rath^ to classification, and more particularly

to division^ as being the inost important, in the

present state ofhuman knowledge. The theory

of generalization belongs chiefly to the logical

history of the formation of ideas and of lan-

guages, which will be attempted, in as ihi^

as it is suggested by c(»(jecture, in a chapter

of the Theory of Language, forming the se-

cond part of my above-mentioned Treadi^e

on Logic. Distribution is so closely allied to

division, that it may not be worth while to con-

sider it separately. A single example may

suffice on the presoit t>ccasion, to shew the med^

of operation of generalization and distribution.
'

A botanist visitB a ooontry with whose pm>

diictions he .is as yet unacquainted ; he sees a

number of plants which resemble one another

very strongly, and which differ considerably frona

any otber plfluols wbich be has 9€en or heard of

;

he discovers successively several of these sets of
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plants, ^nd by geheralizaiion he forms as many

new specUif characterized by the properties he

hsii» observed in these several individual plants.

' On referring to his bodis, he compares the

several properties there given as characteristics

of goieral claases, with those which are possessed

by his several new species, and thus decides to

which of these general dasses thespedes in ques-

tion belong. This may be termed distributing

those species under their superordinate genera.

Suppose that by the addition of these new

species, some one class (or logical genus) may

now consist of so many, as to render it di^uU
to compare than or to retain dieir distinctire

properties without the help of some intermediate

classy ; these classes may be formed either by

dividiagth^ genus into subclasses, or by di$*

tributing the species into gfroups. In this case

division and distribution appear^ to be so closely

allied, as scarcely to be distinguishable otherwise

than by the form of expression.

The operation of logical division has beea

thus characterized in a preceding page : From

4 general class, constituted by the combination

of any number of properties, the forming sub-

classes, by the additional consideration of other
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properties, applicable to a part only, of the indi-
.

Tiduals to which the general clafis in question

refers.*^ This general class is termed sujjerordi"

note with relation to the suhclasses into which

it is divided ; the subcla^sses are subordinate to

die general chusB, and coordmaU with rcffard to

one another.

Dr. WhatelJ, following the example of Ari-

stotelian Logicians, lays down three or four

general rules for division ; but these rules are not

equally applicable on all occasions, nor to all

modes of diTision. The theory of the operation

may be said to consist of five considerations: 1.

The partieulaf end in view, or object of the di-
0

vision. 2. The nature of its subject. 3. The

source or principle; 4. The mode of divinon.

5. The extent to which it should be carried.

I. The first consideration is that <rf the end-

in-view, or purposes which it is intended that the

division should accomplish. These purposes are

either^radical or logical. The practical pur«

poses depend upon the particular branch of art

and science which it is intended to assist, as for

ex. Agriculture, Natural History, the Commis-

sariat-art, &c. (See Elements, p. 68;) The

logical purposes relate to the manner in which it
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18 intended that this assistance,should be g^iven

;

that is, upon the mental operation, for the pier*

formance of which, method is to serve as an in?

itrument; as for ex. for exposition, retention^

invention, &.c.

II. The Logician sbouM next consider the

nature of th^ subject of his division, that is, of

thesummum genus or general aggregate, which

contains the whole subject, with the characters

which separate it from all other aggregates which

may happen to be connected with it, or contig^

ous to it, with' reference to the particular end-in^

Yiew. Thus, ifa Farmer!s stock^^ he the sub*

ject of classification, it is necessary to know what

constitutes aiock^ how it is distinguished from

farm-buildingsy See. &c.

IIL He must choose^the most advantageous

source* of division, that is, the nature of the

properties which are best suited for the cfaarac*

terizii^ the parts or results of division. This

selection of properties depends of course up<^

the end-in-view, and particularly upon the prac?

- * I hftveprefene^ the word lOKree to ihtX cfprme^e,

made use ofby Dr. Whately : the latter word appearing to me
to be too general, and applicable perhaps to the aggregate of

the above five oonaiderationa*
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tical purpose of the classification. Thus the

agrioulturist may diTide Live Stock acoordnig

to the usefulness for cultivation of the diifer-

cnl ' animals, ab compared with the expetue of

keep^ prime cosl^ &c. The naturalist dividea

animab according io their cmfwnuUion ; the

commissary may derive his divisions of ani-

mala from thdriiBefnlneMaayiiriiwAsit^/ooi/, or

aa be(uU of draughty &c.

When two separate diiisional operations

are performed upon the same genus, and are

deriyed from diflerent sources, they may be

tenned coordinate divisions.

IV. The mode of division to be adopted on

each occasion will be found to depend upon the

logical purpose of the operation. If the object

be to give an ^act and comply exposition of

the parts into which the subject is divided, the

only mode whidi can answer the purpose is that

which may be tenned contradictory bifurcate divi*

skm. Where eitherr^Kitiian of the names of Ibe

fipecies and of their reference to the genus, or

ezemplifieation of the genus, is the chief purpose

in view, the loose or irregular multifurcate di-

vision may be found adequate or eyeii moreap-

propriate.
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The contradictory bifurcate mode consists in

ihe diTidtng the g^niifi into two species, accord-

ing to some property possessed by ail the indi-

viduals referred to by one species, and by none

of those referred to by the other. Irregular

multifurcate division consists in the dividing

a genus into any number of species, whereby

this opposition is rendered impossible. The

former mode can only ^tsure what Logidans

call a perfect division ; the latter being- liable to

incompkienes9^ incorreeinese^ cf uutUHneiness

parts.

The rules for diWsion usually given by Lo-

gicians apply to their perfect division. Dr.

Whately gives but three, Saunderson and others

have four, which it may not be amiss to examine

on the present occasion/

1. Membra absorbeant totum divisum.^'

Lei the parts exhaust the wkoie subject. Saun*

derson, p. 47. Ail the parts together must be

exactly equal to the thing divided ; therefim we

must be careful to ascertain that the swmmum
«

genus may be predicated of every term placed

under it, and of nothing else/' Whately^s £le^

]9e«ts, p. 00.

If the divisioa be conformable to this rule,'
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it may be termed complete, and the aggregate of

the species may be said to be aii-comprehensive.

Such a division has also been termed exhaustive ;

but this can only be said of it with reference to

the particular source of division adopted, and not

generally, as eyery genus may be divided accord-

ing to an infinite number of sources of division.

2* " Divisnm esto latins singulis suis mem-

bris ; ad^quatum universis.^ ^ Let the subject be

more extensiye than each of its parts; equal to

them all. Saunderson, p, 47» Here we have two

rules ; the first is thus given by Dr. Whately

:

Each of the parts, or any short of them a//,

must contain less, (i. e, have a. narrower signifi-

cation) than the thing divided,'^ In other words,

ttke rule amounts to this : Let the whole be

greater than each, or any short of all of its

parts.'' Ifany means be found of dividing any

thing so that the whole shall not be greater than

its parts, then the utility of this rule may be dis-

cussed : till then, few persons will derive much

a.dvantage from learning a rule which they caw

not transgress?. The second part of the above

* Dtt Trien (Maimdactio ad Logicam, ed« Lend 18S6ty p.

107], after giving the rule, " Divisum debet plus continere
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rule of Sannderson is bnt a repetition of the first

rule of completeness,

3. Membra condividentia sint contradis*

tincta et opposita ; ila ut confuodi nequeant, yel

coincidere/* Let the condivident members be

contradistinct and opposed r so that, they may

neither be confounded nor coincide. This may

be termed the rule ofcontradistinction and oppo-

sition, or, generally, the rule of dislinclness; con-

tradistinction applying to distinctness in expres-

sion, opposition to distinction in the partial ideas

themselves. This rule is thus given by Dr.

Wh^tely: The parts or members must be op^

posed; t. e, must not be contained in one an-

other which does not appear to me so clearly

expressed as it is by Saunderson.

quam sirijorula membra dividentia," thus exemplifies the cor-

responding defects* Hinc vitUwa est ista divisio, anma-

Hum ttUud MatmUvum, aSud homo, o&uf bffitim : nam jouttf*

fwfn, quod ett wmm e membris divideDtibtis, est oonvertibile

cum diviso." But who is there who would think of dividing

" animals" into " men,'* " brutes," and " sensitive beings ?"

Aristotelian logicians oraally indude the distinction of

die two senses of an ambiguaas word amongst the modes of

division. I should rather redcon it as a species ofexposition.

See above, p. 88.
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After these three rales (the only ones ffiveik

by Whatelj), Sauaderson adds a fourth, which

may rather be oonsidered as an attem{>t to indi-

cate the mode of division best adapted for secur-

ing ccanpletenen and distmctness, than asa gene-

ralralec^ division.

4. Divisio fiat in membra proxima et im-

mediata, et (quam fieri commode potest) pau-

cissima* A proximis porro ad r»noti<Nra et minti-

tiora descendendum per subdivisiones. Dicho-

tomisB sunt laudatiasimae, ubi conmiodi haberi

possunt, noQ tamen nimiiim superstitios^ et anxi&

ubique venandse ; quod faciunt Ramsei*/'

Having given completeness and distinctness

as essential qualities of the ^^divisio perfecta,''

and having perceived that opposition is necessary

to distinetness, and that opposition supposes two

objects only, as our minds can only compare two

objects together at the same time,—Saundersoa

was naturally led to condnde, that, in each

sional operation, the result should be two parts

only. But, upon reflection, he was probably led

* Dr. Whately makes no mention Of diis role: Du Trieu

and others say, " Membra davidaotia mtpmiaL'' Dr. Wotta

haagwtly qancbed the viyienmrf these tajtrmmmiu in Ma
nil^ Let not jour subdiTisiona ba too numcroua willioiit

naoeiMity*
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to congider, that, if the sacoaMi^e bifurcate divi-*

aioDs of logical aggregates were carried ou to

the lowest stage necessary for classificalion, and

if, at the same time, names were given to every

ivne of the intermediate aggregates so fenned,~

tins operation would, on many occasions, be

attended with more labour than advantage, and

would require too great a strain on the memory.

He therefore added the restriction, that dichoti^-

my was only to be made use of when it could be

easily performed ; and that it should not be sought

ottt on all oceasions with that supmtitioas strict-

ness with which the llamaeans followed it.

On this occasion, be Ins not considered that

there are generally two distinct logical operations

which classificatioa is intended to assist: the one

is exposition, which requires the perfecta divisio

performed bycontradictory bifurcation; theother

is retention, which may be better assisted, in many

instances, by multifurcate divisions. The latter

may happen to be as complete and distinct as the

other; but it cannot be mad4 so, nor can any

assurance be had of its being actually so, unless it

be proved by the application of a c<Mitradictofy

bifurcate division to the same subject-matter.

The above principle may be rendered mm
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intdligible by means of an example. Take, for

instance, as a summum genus, or subject-matter

of diviflion, the ckuto of animals called Vertebn^

ta. If the object be merely to give a general

idea of the kind of animate that are compre^

hended in that class, and if it be not necessary,

with refermce to tfiat particular object, to define

exactly the nature of the several subclasses or spe-

cies which it contains, you may divide Vertebra-

ta -generally into Mammifera^ Birds^ Fishes^

Lizards, and Serpents; md you^may thus do-

scribe these several species of animals: Maw^
miferm are those who suckle their young ; Birde

are animals which have wings and feathers; Fish

have fins and live in water ; Lizards are little ani-

mals witli four legs and scaly skins; SerpenU

have no limbs at all, but crawl upon their bellies/^

This classification may answer the purpose of

those who only wish to obtain a slight and general

idea of vertebrated animals; but it cannot suffice

for the naturalist, who must always be assured of

die all-comprehensiveness of his classes and sub-

classes; he must always be enabled to ascertain

precisely to which of them he should refer any

individual animal that comes under his observa-

tion. For this purpose, his classes and sub-
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ddflBesmint'idlbedistiiK^y charoc^ they

must be ail-compreheiisiye and contradistiiict (or

opposed) ; and his divisions must therefore have

been porformed in the contradictory bifurcate

mode.

It may be objected, that, if a genus be dU

vided into any number of species, such characters

nay be giren. to tbem, ais that each shall be dis-

tinguished from all the others, and that, when

taken itogether, they fthall comprehend the whole

of the individuals included in the genus. This

certain]} may be done, and is done; but, if the

process be analyzed, it will be found, in such

cases, to be, in &ct,^ sune mode of oontradicr

tory bifurcation expressed in another form. For

the characters to answer the purpose of distin-

guishing a species, that species must be succes-

sirely compared with all the others, and a pro-

perty must be mentioned by which it is distin-

guished from each of them. The species is then

constituted by the coexistence of these properties,

and all the other species are mentally combined

into one second q>ecies, characterized by the

absence of any one or more of these properties.

Let us 9g9iD. take as an example the above*-

mentioned class of vertebrated animals, and di-

I
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ide inio four subclaaKS or ipecies, thus cfaa^"

racterized

:

Jfamme/<?ra.—Vertebrateendowed withmauu

mae and with lungs.
»

AV<b.—«Vertebrata deprived ofmammm, but'

endowed with lungs and with wings,

JFuft'.—Vertebrata, deprived of lungs.

ReptiUs*—Vertebrata, deprived of mamm«e

^d of wings, but endowed with lungs.

This division is complete and its species are

distinct ; but only because it is, in fact, the result

of three successive divisional operations, earned'

on according to the contradictory bifurcate mode,

as may be seen by reducing it to the foUowiBg

tabular form:

VSATEBlUTAaM
t

"

»

diher endowed with hings^ or deprived of lunga,

these are viz. fish
. . — >

cither endowed with or deprived of

.mamnue, viz., uiamms,
MAmuvBHA th«ae at

i~ *
.

dther endowed or deprived of

nidi wingi^ vis. friBgB,vis.

It must be carefully remembered, that these

observations apply to the logical division of

dollective entities only, not to the analytical divi-'
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sion of individuals. Analysis, not being per*

formed by the attribution of properties, the above

contradictory formula cannot be applied to it; as

was attempted by Reid and Kaimes, when they

endeavoured to cast ridicule on this mode, by

dividing England into Middlesex and that which

is not Middlesex ; that which i^ not Middlesex,

into Kent and that which is not Kent, &;c.

Middlesex^ KetU^ that (that is, that part of Enr

gland) which is not Middlesex^ &c. are not pro-

perties, but names of individual entities.
'

The advantages and importance of this con-

tradictory bifurcate division being fully detailed

and exemplified in the Essays on Nomenclature

and Classification* above alluded to, 1 shall not,

for the present, proceed any further with this

subject.

* In the English work (ChreetoniatfaMi), in a synoptioit

table of the principal branches of art and science, this mode of

diviBi<xa> was pursued to a oonaiderable extent ; and> in the

Frendi Essai, I carried it^ in loaie instances, still ftrdier. At

the same time, single-worded, or, at any rate, two-worded de«

nominalionB were given at every stage to each of the speeiee

finrmed. As these names were necessarily derived firom a

foreign language, (for the purpose of comprising them in the

compass of one or two words), they have, for the most part,

a harsh and barbarous eppeatanoe; a circunntenoe which

I 2
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'

V, The mode of division, as well as iiii

aoDroes, hmig detenmned, tfa6 next and kst con*

BideratioD relates to the extent to which it is ad*

TiseaUe to carry the saocewiye subdiyiaion of

the subject-matter. The further it is carried,

the moire complete is the idea entertained of the

aggregate ; but, at the same time, the labour,

both of ihe ofieration itself, and ofthe ccmception

ftud retention of the distinctive characters of the

sereHal Bpeeies,'is increased in proportion to the

number of those species. The point where con-

tradictory biforclition should cease, ',and innlti-

may tend to throw discredit upon the system of division which

U there adopted, though it be ienlllrely nnedliiiieeted with that

Ifateni* It nigltt loiTe been better, in Snniiig the above*

mentioned table, to have omitted those adjective appellations

derived from the Greek, and usually terminatii^ in tccpic/

ind, in fleme -inetadclB^ even the Mbttantive i^peUationB of

several of the branches do not appear to have been necessary ;

as, for example, Anoopneumatolog^, all those which commence

with P«»«N»«ndProi<AeMO» &c The advantages^ as well of

the ditftinetn^ and aU^oomprehefmveness of the divnioiMl

operations, as of the introduction of denominations, such af

Somakdogjf, Pnamaiologjf, Po§ok^, FAgftmrgictg Jmurgmuy'

logjf,- Neologyt &e, wonid have been more readily perceived^

had these denominations been abstracted from all others whicby

as above> mi^t be considered as superfluities.
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fiircate division (which is, in tact^ mere exem-

plification) take it» plaoe,*-^ well as that where

even multifurcate division should stop alto-

gether,'^- ore coosiderations which must be de^

temined, upon each occieion, with reference to

Ibe particular object in view. Thejr will, of

course, depend upon the comparison of the ad-

witeges gained bgr» with the inmiTei)iakGes of,

the operation^

The species resnitiQg irom the last subdi«
*

visional operation perforated upon any subject**

mattar^ is termed, with nekttion to the SQperor<«

dinate aggr^^tea, the infima or lowest species.

But this can only be said with reference to the

particular object in view ; bt, generally speak*

ing, as it has ahready been diewn^ there is jbo

such.thing as an infima q>ecie99 as any one, how*

ever low, is susceptible of still further subdi^

vision* '
. .

To return to I>r.Wha(lely^8 Elements. In the

view which this authcnr has taken of the present

subject iu the short section * he has devoted to di*

Tincm, hegira tlkreeraleafordivision,which have

already been examined. Ofthe above-mentioned

• See Elements, Ch% U. Fact I. § 6t Division, p. 68.
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Are neccsBary condderations, he mentions but the

source of divisioa with reference to thepurpose in

iew. 1 can discover notbii^ which rdates to

methodization in general, nor to any particular

modes of divisim, except that be generally dis-

tinguishes Logical from Physical (or analytical)

- division.

As to his explanation of the figuratiye expres-

sion of the " genus containing its species*/*,

it might perhaps be considered in a somewhat

different light. The names genus and speciei

are not usually given absolutely to the aggre»

gate of characteristic properties (as it is im-

plied by Dr. Whately), but figuratively to

the
,
aggregate of the individuals possessed of

diose properties, and considered with relation to

those properties only. In this sense the genus

(that is, the indefinite number of individuals re-

presented by tlie name of that genus) is formed

of the sum of the several species (that is, of the

several indefinite numbers of individuals repre-

sented by the names of tiiose species), and it

therefore may well be said to contain those

species.

* See Elemental p. 70*
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CHAPTER VIII.

ON PROPOSITIONS*.

(Whaldy^fl ElemenUy Ch. II. Part It On PropcMitioii^ |i. 75.)

Wb now come to the theory of Ratiocinatioii,

and other subjects intimately connected with it.

On this occasion I must claim additional indul-

gence with regard to any errors that may be de-

tected inmy observations, as the ratiocinative part

of Logic iiati not yet been entered into by Mr.

Bentham, in the above-mentioned MSS. 1 have

on that account felt greater diffidence in exhibit-

ing new systems wherever those established by

Logicians appeared to be .defective, and have

been induced, on some occasions, to enter into

* The reader must bear in mind that it is Logical propo-

aitioiit only that ara here spoken of. Mathematicians ^ve

the same name ofpropotkkm either to the whole of a mathe-

matical argument^ or to any particular assertion which they

undertake to piove.
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more details than the nature of the suliject might,

.

perhaps, otherwise have warranted.

Before entering upon the theory ofdedoction

(or syllogistic ratiocination) Dr. Whately devotes

the second part of his synthetical compendium to

the exposition and classification of the various

species of propositions, which are also the sub-
ft

jeqt of the present chapter*

The author defines a proposition—1st, a

Judgment expressed in words.^^ 2dly, a
** seutence indicative/^ excluding demands and

questions, I should rather say that ^Wgnrnif,

in the sense in which it is here used, is synony-

mous toproponiiany and that 9L9€nieneej not ajvro-

* position, is a " judgment expressed in words.**

A proposition, I have already said (in speakinjg

of the mental faculties), is the result of an exer-

cise ofthejudicatiye faculty, which &culty is also

occasionally designated by the same name,

meni, A sentence is the enunciation of a propo-

sition by visible or audible signs. The tw,o ap-

pear to me to be exactly coextensire In sense,

only that in one case ideas are referred to, in Uie

other case words only. But as ideas cannot be

represented but by words, we are obliged, in

speaking of a proposition, to have before our
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eyei. the very Mme olject which we abo call a

seoteace, Tbence antes the coufu^ioa between

tfaoBe two words ; ^ut a careAil attentioii to the

cases wliere each is loade use of, will, I belieye,

jproYe thi^ in oidinary practice, when the tVcs is
^

meant to be understood, the word propasitian la

made use of, and when the physical expremon of

the idea is referred to, it is by the word ientence.

To borrow an example from the work before

us, let us take the proposition or sentence an.

intemperate man will be sickly/' p. 77. Call it

a proposition, and we should say, it coosists of

three parts, viz. a subject, an intemperate man^

a pralicate sickly^ and a copula will be* Speak

of it in the character of a sentence, and you

would say that it is composed of six words, tis*

an article a», a substantive man, two adjectives,

imtempfrate and #fcMy, an auxiliary yerb wttf

,

and a verb in ^e infinitive be.

A sentence,'* says Dr. Whately, is the

^'genus^' ofaproposition,and,consequently,m(»:e

extaisive in signification. This genus of hift

appears to contain ibxe^ species, the indicaiiife.

(that is, the enunciative), the imperative, and the

imterragutii^e* To the first of these alone he ap-

pliesi the ttiriu proposition.
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FurtheroD, he divides the Baine g^mufl *'aeii«

tence," into two species, the absolute and the

hypaihehcal; a diviaioii which he says is alao

plicable to propositiojos, became it is a species of

sentenoe. For the eicpoBiuHB of the fidlaciousness

of this ai^ument, it may be necessary to quote

the author's words, by means of which anoAer

conclusion may be drawn, directly contradictory

to the above-mentioned limitation of the sense of

the word proposition.

Since the substance (t. e, genus^ or material

part) ofa proposition is, that it is a sentencei and

since every sentence (whether it be a proposition

(NT not) may be expressed either, absolutely^ (as

Caesar deserved death''), or under an ht/polhtsis

(as if Csesar was a tyrant he deserved death^^),

on this we found the division of propositions ac-

oording to their substance ; viz. into categorical

and hypothetical,^^ Elements, p. 76.

In the same manner we might say

:

Since the substance («• e. genus or material

Pfurt) of a proposition is, that it is a sentence : and

since every sentence (whether it be 2^proportion

or not) may be expressed either affirmatively (as

Csesar deserved death,^^) or under an interroga-

tion (as did Caesar deserve death ?'^), on this we
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foimd tfae divittim of prqmitioiiB according to

tbeir substance^ viz. into affirmative and interrO'

gaHfge.** Andwhatthen beoomeBof the exdosioii

of questions?

The fidlacy ofthe above argmnents may be

more easily detected by reducing ibtsm to tiie

. following form*

:

A praporitm is a species of sentences.

A uatence may be divided into two apedes, die ahaobiU

and fhe hffUhelkids

A proposition may be divided into two species^ the abso*

lute arid the ht/poihetical,

.This fidlacy (aceording to my classificatiott,

Ch. XI of this Outline) belongs to the head of

Obscure expresnon and to the species which I

have denominated Fallacies in extent/'

• Or in the ample abitiactfinm bcraftef explained. Let

X be a propoaitionf Y a sentence, A an hypotlietical thing, B
an absdate thing, we have

tX= pY madfpia tXspT
pYsrpA pY = pB
tliefefimB dietelbpe

pA=pX pB=pX
Hm it may be aeen that no such oondiision can possibly

be drawn flom the pfemiBCii^ as notfanig shews that it is iJie

M«w part of Y that is ivftrrcd to in bolli pnmis^
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If propoailioiia be ctefined, m above, ^^ the

iuLimediate result of the exercise of the judicative

fiicuity/' quesdonawoukk^ofonine, be indiided

;

as they are, in fact, the enunciation of the state of

oor nind wiA regard to the £uiiUy of deri^ of

that species of desire, of which the object is the

aequiremeiit of some particular infbnniitioii^

Did Caesar deserve death is an abbreviation

for the exprendon, I desire to know whether

Caesar deserved death.^^

On accouDt of*these abbreviatiTe forms used

on the occasion of questions, commands, &c*

I should say that propositions are either nmple or

cmpaufui; umpU^ whea the two terms are both

of than n€me$ of entities, single or many-

worded, cQounoA or proper; cmmpoimi^ whev

one of the terms is a proposition, and the other,

egipressed or implied, some <»ie of our psychical

Acuities.

Simple propositions are those whichane deno-

minated by Logicians pure and categorical,

Compomidones includeDr. Whalely's modal'

categorical propositions, as well as commands

and que$ti&n8, the affinity of which to the modal

liiill readUy appear from the an^ysis of the ab-

breviatiye timns of discourse^
,
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Let us take the following examples, extr^M^ted

from Dr. Whately^B Elements:

Did Ceesar deserve death ?

Ah intemperate man will probabfybe sickly.

In diese instauces, the interrogative form in

fte former, the word probably in the latter, are

but abbreviations for propositioiis expressive of

States of omr mind, with rdation to the proposi*

tions C«8ar deserved death/* " An intempe-

rate 'man will be sid^ly and might be thus

translated:
*

I am desirous of knowing whether Cae-

sar deserved death^^—an expression of the state

of my ftculty of *d€8ire, analogous-to the simple

proposition, I am hungry that is, I am

derirous of food:"

I am believing in the probabiUty* that an

intemperate man will be siokly^^—an expression

of the state of my faculty of belief.

As to the proposition, *' Brutus killed Ctcsar

justly,'^ it is an abbreviatiye form for the follow-

ing proposition:

The action erf" Brutus's killing Csesarjrasa

jvst action.

• I know of no verb or participle expressive of that degree

of belief which answers to probability; an intermediate de-

gteebetweea coojeetiire and cettaint^«
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A oommand may, in the sani^ wiay, be called

au expression of the state of the faculty of will.

it might be objected, that every propoaitioii

which 1 have called simple is the expression of

absoliite belief wiA relation to another proposi-

tion, and therefore not simple but compound.

True it is, that absolute belief is generally im»

plied ; but, as it ift not intended to be absolutely

expressed, noreven, in many cases, intended to be

implied, I should prefer considering as simple all

propositions in which neither the state of the

speaker^s mind is exjuressed, nor yet the relation

of the proposition with any other.

I have not mentioned hypothetical proposi*

tious, which, if they be propositions at all, should

be referred to the class of compound ones. But

I should only consider as such those which Dr.

Whately subsequently calls conditional profMsi-

tions, and of which 1 shall give an analysis, in

speaking of the irregular forms of syllogistic ar-

guments, in my next chapter.

Afi| to the other species of propositions which

are included amongst Dr. Whately's hypothetic

cals, alid of which he gives the following exam-

ple: ''Ctesar was either a hero or a villain;'^

it appears to me to be notiiing more than a simple

proposition, of which '^Cm^v'' is the subject,
'
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aiidf the aggregate hero and yilkin'^ the pre-'

dicate.

Simple propofiitioDS are next cLivided by Dr.

Whately into affirmative and negative^ universal

and partial (which word I should prefer to par*

tieular). Before 1 examine into these divisions,

it appears to me necessary to define, more exactly

than he has done, the nature of the sevmd com-

ponent parts of a proposition, reduced, for the .

purpose of deduction, to its most simple and

regular forms.

Every simpleproposition maybe reduced tothe

expression ofa relation between two ideas ; thetwo

ideas are represented by the two terma (subject*

and predicate) : the relation itself by the copula.

Tlie two terms must therefore be expressed

by nouns-substantive, or by substantive locutions^

the copula by the verb-substantive, with or with-

out the addition of other words, according to the

nature of the relation expressed.

The species of relation here referred to are

those of identity and diversity*, and of logical

* The diversity expressed in logical propositions is always

lAsolule, not contingent. Resemblance and difference, and other

modifications of diversity mentioned in tlie classification of

entities, are not taken into consideration in the syllogistic

process. Diversity here signifies non-idetUiiif,
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«ataa)teniatiui. These are the only oties which

are taken into consideration in syllogistic argu-

menii; the ezpranion of etery other relatioa

whatsoever being included in the substantive

names of the teraiB*.

* There is another spedes of reUtioii,—or rather a modifi-

cation of the relation of identity,—of which the expression is

oomiiuiiily indiidfld in the oopuku This la that of times bat

thMfdatioii it not taken into ooDaidtiratioii in the praosii of

lojgical deduction. The only precautions to be taken against

beiqg led into errorby any modifications oftinie ari^eitber that

die identity be the aame^ in respect oftune, in all the proposi-

tions which enter into a syllogism, or that that of the major

luremiss be general and indefinite; in which case* that of the

coodilsioii ranat be the same aa that of Ifte miner pmniai.

For these reasons, the copula is commonly lised in die present

tenscj as referring generally to any indefinite portion of time,

or particolarly to one point, which must always be the same

in all the propositions of a syllogism. If the copulte of all

the propositions be in the past or the future tenses, no

logical deduction can be made, unless the eiact time be fixed

by some such expressions as ''always^* ''at such a time/

*' during such an operation," &c.

'

Thus, in the syllogism, " A robber is a man pernicious to

sociely; every man pernicious to society u a man deaerviqg

pfunifliiment; therefore, a robber it a man deserving punish-

ment,"—the copuUe of all three propositions are in the pre-

sent tensc^ aa ezpresflive of no particular pfirtion of ttme» If

we say, ** Ceeaar mur a tyrant ; tyrants mt mm dmmwm^
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* These term may be either both of them

indiyidual, or one of them individual and. the

other collective, or both of them collective.

I. If both terms are individual, the relation

of identity and diversity is the only one that can

be expressed, as logical subaltemation refers

only to collective entities. Identity is expressed

by the copula m, diversity by the copula is not;

as, for example, " Giovanni is John,*' " John is

not Peter.'' An afflrmative proposition is that

which expresses identity; a negative one, that

which expresses diversity.

II. A common name (that is, the name

collective entity) has already been defined a

name given to the aggregate of an indefinite

numb^of individuals.'^ From this definition

jdeath ; therefore, Caesar was a man deserving deatl),"—the

minor prenuas is in the past time; and^as the major is in the

•pteiaA indeSnite, the oondusion is m the same past time as

the minor premiss. But, If wc say, " Cicsar was a tyrant,"

« Tyiants mil be men deserving death," we cannot* syliogisti-

eaUy, deduce any condusian fbmi diese premisesy in 'which the

two copulae express two different portions of time; nor yet

could we draw any logical conclusion, if the two propositions

were ** Caesar nw a tyrant," " Tyrants were men deserving

death," unless some words were added to indicate that

they both refer to the same portion of past time.
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mkj'he -deduced the rektionn whioh a oolleetive

entity caa bear to another collective entity, or

to an individual; relations which have been

termed relations of subaltemaliou.

There cannot exist any identity between an

individual and a collective entity ; for the one is

alwcti/s definite in number, the other never is so;

but them may or there may not be identic

between the individual entity in question and

some one of the individuals refnresented by the

collective entity. The intimation that it is some

09U mdividvai contained in the collective aggre-

gate, and not the whole aggregate that is spoken

of, is conv^ed, in Latin; by the addition of the

word aliquis to the name of that aggr^ate; as,

for example, AUquii homo est Johannes/' In

£nglish the same relation is ditierently expressed,

according to whether the individual is placed first

or last in the proposition. In the former case,

the word a is prefixed to the common name; as,

for example, John is a man.^^ in the latter

case, it can only be done by prefixing som^ such

many-worded expression as «om€ one; for exam-

ple. Some oneman is John.''

III. In thecase wbere.botbter^of apropo-

ritiou are collective entities, identity and diversity

may have place:
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1. Between any indiYidual referred to. by <nid

term, and any indtvidual referred fo by the otber^

£x« The identity between equiangular and equi<-

lateral triangles.

Between any individual i^eferred to by one
^

term, and any one of a pari only of the individu-

ids referred to by the other. The ideirtity

between men and animals.

d» Between lOiny mu ^ m pmri onfy of the

individual's referred to by the one, and any one of

a /Mire only of the individuals refeited to by the

other term. Ex. The identity between quadru-*

tieds and swimming ammafek *

' Wherever a term is intended to be applied to

miy individual referred to by a commOB iiam^

that term is called universal. Wherever it is

intended to be applied to any mu of a paH'6n\f

loS such individuals^ the term is called partial.

In affirmative propositioiis, umneMUiy is

ascribed, to the first term by Uie prefi^ng to the

common name the words every or dny^ to Ae
second term by the word any; but, in the. latter

€Me, it seens necessary to express identity more

distinctly than by the simple copula ie; by some

such expression as is ^Ae same as. In the same

propositions, parHaliiy is ascribed to the first
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term by the words some or some one (in Latin, ^

atiqms); to the last term by the same words

when the first term is partial
; by the word a

when the first is unhreraal. Ex..

Everj^ horse (universal) is a quadruped (par-

tial).

Some quadrupeds (partial) are some"^ flyingf

animals (partial).

Every equiangular triangle (universal) is the

same as any equilateral triangle (univarsal).

In negative propositions, universality is

ascribed in the same manner; as also partiality

to the first term ; but, in the case of the fii*st

tenn being oniversal, the negative sign (in the

English language) must be combined with the

sign fif extent of the second, in order to aTood

ambiguity. Ex. gr,

. Every horse (uniyerBal) is no cow (partial or

universal).

Some qdadrupeds (partial) are not flying ani-

mals (partial).

• ... ...

'

• The idea h asnany oonveyed fay pnttnig ithe tenn

•jn the pliindj HfithoitC any prefix; bot then partiality i$ rather

implied llian expressed ; and, on Bome occasions, fiar the par*

pose of logical accuracy, it may be found necessary to express,

as above, the prefix some,. '

«
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Every equiangular triangle (univereal) is the

sameas no isosceles triangle (universal or partial).

If we were to say, Every hor&e is not a cow, it

might also imply that time horses are cows.

Every individual entity being incapable of

logical division, and therefore of being expressed

partially^ is logically considered as an universal

term.

Simple propositions, considered in reg-ard

to the above relations, may therefore be either

affirmative or negative ; and each term may be

either muyersal or partial. These propoaitioDS

are therefore reducible to the eight following

forms, in which, in order to abstract every idea

not connected with the substance of each species,

I have expressed the two terms by the letters X
and Y, their identity by the mathematical sig^i =,

diversity by the sign II , universality by the words

in toio^ and partiality by the words ex partef or,

for tlie sake of still farther brevity, by prefixing

the liters t and p, as signs of umversality and

partiality . These forms are,

1. X in toto = Y ez parte or tX = p Y
. 8. Xintoto || Yexpvte, or tX' I1 pY

• S. X in toto iz Y in toto or t X =: tY
4. X in toto il Y in toto or tX \\ %Y



or pX II pY
or pX =: tY
orpX \\ tY

^ X ffspttlts. Y CKpane

6» Xfisparte || Y expnte

7. Xezpaite=: Y mtolo

8. X exparte II Y intoto.

Butt 89 i^ all eqiiatioii9i^ it matters aot which

ijaember is expressed first, the two last of these

^nos are identical with the two first, and may

therefore be omitted; it being luore common, as

well as more convaiient, to express the univeisal

term before the partial one. The second form

may also be suppressed, as the fourth expressea

the same idea in a manner more convenient for

the deductive process. For, if all the individuals

represented by X be different from any portion of

those represented by Y, they must be different

from all of those represented by Y.

We diall therefore reduce these forms to five.

1. Xintoto sYintoto or tX = tY
* 9p X mtolo S Y czptfto- or tX = pY

S. Xintoto II y\^^ or tX || ^^Y

4* X CK parte = Y es parte or p X = p Y
5. Xcxperte II Ycx parte or pX U pY

Logicians in general make no mention ofthe

first form^ which they consider as useless, and

ihey say li^ the predicate (or seomd term of
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a proposMm) b never 4isinbuied ^ (that is, itm-

verml). I should think however; that this

assertion can scarcelybe logical. Many iallaieies

arii^ from the considering terms as synonymous

which are not so in reality ; and it may be

found as advantageous to reduce perfect identity

to a logical form ; as partial identity , or perfect or

partial diversity.

The other four of the above forms of propo-

sid^taia are usually designated by the four letters,

A, £, I, and O, and are called universal orpartial^

according to the extent of the first term, which

rule is expressed by the following verses,

Asserit A, negat E, sed universaliter ambas.
.

Atterit I, n^gat O, aed particulariter ambo.

But as the dependence of propositions upon

one another, when reduced to the above forms, will

always be self-evident,, i should consider that the

science would be much more simple, and at the

same time less liable to fallacy, ifthe wholesystem

framed by means of the changes rung upon

these four letters were entirely omitted. I shall

not therefore enter into any further details on

a

* Elcraenti, p. 4ft.
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the subject, but proceed to examine into the

other species of propositions mentioned by Dr.

Whately.

I perfectly agree with him that indefinite pro-

positioiM should not be considered as a class in

respect of quantity; but 1 should go still £Eurther,

and say that they are neither more nor less than'

a species of ambiguous propositions ; and if we

do not know, in any other manner, the exact

sense in which an indefinite must be construed,

that proposition in itself cannot clear up the am-

biguity.

As to thedivision of the matter ofpropositions

into necessaiy^ impossAle^ and contingent^ it

might be as well to suppress it altogether, both

as useless and, in the present instance, ill ex-

pressed. By employing these words in a sense

so difierentfrom that which is usually attached to

them, an appearance of something very learned

and intricate is given to two propositions or rules,

whichwe are told to bear in mind, butwhich really

convey no information at all ; and as to any other

practical result that may be afforded by this

diviiiion of propositions, I cannot find any exem-

plification ofit in the work before me.
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The two aboYMaentioned rules are as fol-

lows: .

" In necessary matter all affirmatives are

true and n^gatiTes &lfle ; in impossible matter,

vice versa ; in contingent matter, all universals

fidse, and particulars true.'' p. 81.

** In necessary and in impossible matter, an

indefinite is undentood a» an universal

.

« • « in

contingent matter, (t. e. where the ta*ms partly

({. sometimes) agree and partly not) an indefi-

nite is understood as a particular.'' pp. 78, 79.

These rules may be thus translated into plain

£nglish, by the application of the author's

own definitions to the technical' terms he makes

use of.

^* When two terms ofa proposition agree essen-

tially and invariably *y . the assertion that they do

agree t is a true one ; and the assertion that they

disagreed is a false one; when the two terms

* Neee§9ary nutter of a pvoiMMituiii—js tbe eiientul or

invsiiable agreement of its terms." Elements^ Index, p. SS7i

t " AffimuUive—denotes the quality of a proposition which

asserts the agreement of the predicate with the subject." Id.

p* sss*

+ " Negative categorical proposition—is one wliich asserts

the.disagreement of its term." ElementSj index^ p. 337*
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allogether disagree vice versa. When one term

agrees only partially f with the other, the aener-

tidn that it agrees wholly t with that other, is a

ftbeme, aiid the asBertioii that it agrees pat*

tially § with that other is a true one,**

When it is not expressed whether it be

wholly or partially^ that two terms agree or disa-

gree, yoa are to understand these pnqpositiom

according to their meaning. If it is meant that

th^ should be uniyersal, you are to understand,

them so, if it is meant that they should be partial,

you are to understand theni as sueh.'*

' These rules might thus be still further sim-

plified, What is Inie, is true ; and what is false

is felse and If the meaning of a proposition

is not expressed, you must guess at it.** Is it

worth while, for the sake ofthese simple truisms,

to perplex the learner^s mind with the above ab-

^ '* Impossible~~the matter of a proposition is so called

when the terms altogether disagree." Id. p. 336.

t " Contingent—^the matter of a proposition is so called

vJiDP. tfa^ tmnt of it in part snd in put diiagm*"

Id, p* SS4.

X " IMsentd Ptoposition—is one whose predicate it

affirmed or denied of the whole of the subject." Id. p. 340.

§ " Particular Proposition—-is one in which the predicate

is affirmed or denied of some part only of the subject." Id*

p. 8SS.
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ttrufle and <x>]ii^liGiiled nile^ wd unusual defim-

Dr. Whately speaks next of singular propo-

•itionsy—^those whose subject is a proper name

(for a cominou name with a singular sign is

nothiog but a proper name), and which, as I

have already said, may, logically speaking, be

reckoned as univmal. • Yet, it is here asserted

that " some may fairly be reckoaed as particu-

lar (that is partial) ; and in support of this asser-

tion, the three following examples are given:

Cfesar was not wholly a tyrant,'^ this man is

occaaionaUy intemperate/^ and non omnia

moriar.'^ In the first of these examples, the

i((lea that the term Cmar was a partial term, was

probaUy suggested by the apparentresemblance

between the words whole and wholly ; but tbj^

resemblance \& physical^ not logicaL The aboTe

proposition does not mean that a part of Caesar

was a tyrant and Aat a part was not, but that

CsBsar was sometimes (or in some of his actions)

a tyrant, and sometimes not. Not wholly in this

proposition, like occasionally in the next, are

expressive of modifications in titne, a species of

relation totally Unconnected with those of logical

subalternation, which the words universal and
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particular or partial refer to^ on the present

occasion. As to the third example, non omniS"

moriar,^^ the non omnis^ forms logically one en^

tire indiyidual, viz. my soul or the immortal

part ofme,—^in the same manner as, in the pro-

position ** my head aches/ ^ the term ** my
head/' though it be but a part of me/' forms,

logically, one entire individual.

Ifmy reduction of propositions to the above-

mentioned five formulae, be adopted, the several

rules of distribution, given in page 80 of the

Elements," become useless.

The subject-matter of the two r^naining sec-

tions ofthis Part II, viz. the dependence of pro-

propositions one upon another, may be more

properly referred to .the next chapter. I shall

now, therefore, close my observations on propo-

sitions, taken singly, by the following synoptical

table of their several species, as characterized

and classed for the purpose of deductive argu-

ment.
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A
Propoa

either

simple

either <

univenal

cither

affirmatiTe

l.tX= tY«

PY

D^ativeas 3.tXllfV

V ll.tX=

lJl.tX=:]
or

or

partial

or

affinnatiTe ai 4wpX=:pY
or

negative as 5*pX|)pY

compound, as I ask, command, hope, fear, &c.
that (this or tbat propoaltiont>

* In the three first of these species ofpropositions, if X be

an individual, the proposition is smgnUur ; ifX be a collective

entily, the propiMition is general

The first proposition may be said to be expressive of ab-

solute identity ; the third, of absolute diversity; Nos. 4>,

and 5, of partial identity and diveruty.

t Ifthese propositions were completed by a iobstantive

tenn,not by a proposition, they would be simple, not com.m

pomkL Thuij, Ibr ex. ''I fear death/' is a simple prqpoa

ntion, whidi maybe ihua rednoed to its syllogistic fim, I

am a person-fearing-death.** But " Come here" is a com-

pound proposition, which may be thus paraphrase, ** I com«

mand that you come here." The latter part of this expfea-

Mn beii^ an entile proposition, not a subftantiTe Idcvtioii.
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CHAPTER IX.

DEDUCTION,

OE 8TLL061R10 EAflioenrjinov.

(Whately*8 Elements, Ch. II. Part III. Of Argumentfl^ p. 86.)

Thb third operation of tite miod,^^ «ay6

Dr. Whately, "wr^ reasoningj (or disooid^)

expressed in words, is argument.-* p* 86. An
argument is an expression in which, from some*

thing laid down and granted as Irue (i. e, the Pre-

mises) somethiug- else (i. e. the Conclusion)

b^ond this must be admitted to be true, at ^

following necessarily (or resulting) from tlie

other.'* p. 88.

An argument stated dXfull lengthy and in

its regular form^ is called a eyUogism** (p. 86.)

:

^' a syllogism^^ is an argument so expressed,

that the conclusiveness of it is manifest frouLihe

mere force of the expremotiy i. e. without con-
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^tdering- the meaning of the termfj* p. 48«

From these detinitioiis, it is evident that the words

reaeeningy discourse^ and argument are not only

oouiSaed to the deductive {irocess, but that they

only differfrom single syllogisms by the loose and

irregular Hiode ofexpression.

The vai ious senses attached to the word rea-

eaning have beenspoken of in a former chapter of

the present Outline ; I have also adverted to the

uselessness and inconyenience of considering the

word discourse as a synonym to reasoning. It is

only upon these two occasions (pp. 54 and 86)

that Dr. Whately preserves this Aristotelian ap-

plicatioii of the word; for^ in the rest of his

work, he employs it in its ordinary English sense

;

as, for. instance, in p. 87, ^^as is often done

in common discourse^^^ a few lines after having

said, Discourse expressed in words is argu-

ment.^'

As to the words argument and syllogisniy

i^hich are more particularly the enil^yect of the

* In the Elements, this definition, with tliat of an argu«

ment, are combined in the form of an arguineiit of which one

of th^ premutt ''einoe ii mhoU$ conoenied in the -

me of LangiMgcfc* If thie propoeitum had been enturely

ftee firom obscurity end embigraty» the readermighl have had

«tme ttie bmfit «f ttoample endadefinkioiu
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dboTe definitions, the distinction which Dr.

Whatdy here establishes between them is, that

the one, the argument, may be expressed in any

words whatever; the other, the syllogism, is

an argument reduced to a certain regular form of

expression. Thus the ^ense ofthe word argument

is much further restricted than he himself pro-

bably intended ; for it cannot include the Sorites,

for instance, which he afterwards classes amongst

all aiguments besides pure and categmiGal syl-

logisms/*

It might be more conyoiient, howerer, to

make use of this word argument in its more ordi-

nary and &r more extended sense ; applying it to

any ratiocinative operation, however complicated.

The leading definitions which relate to the pr^

sent subject might then be expressed as follows:
'

Every process of ratiocination, when ex-

pressed in language, is an argument,

A syllogism is a name given to every portion of

an argument, which, without altering the sense,

is redubed to that simple and regular form in

which the absolute truth of a simple proposition

follows neoesBiBurily from the exhibition of one

or two other simple propositions, fdso regarded as

absolutely true.
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• Every argument which is reducible to oneor

more syllogisms is a syllogistic arguments When-

ever it contains doubtful propositions, or when

the absolute truth of one proposition does not

follow from the exhibition of the others, it is

called ^inducliv^ argument.

" Every argument consists of two parts ; that

which is^proved; and that by means of which it is

proved; the former is called, it is proved,

the question; when proved^ the conclusion (or tn-

ference*) ; that which is used to prove it, if stated

last (as is often done in common discourse)^ is

called the reason^ and is introduced by ' because^*

or some other causal conjunction («. ^ Caesar

deserved death, because he was a tyrant, and

all tyrants deserve death'). If the conclusion be

stated last (which is the strict logical fornty to

which all reasoning may be reduced), then that

which is employed to prove it is called the pre^

mises; and the conclusion is then introduced by

some illative conjunction, as ^ therefore e. g*

* All tyrants desenre de«th;

Oesar was a tyrant

;

. tker^fi/nff

He deaeryed death.' " Elements/ pp. 8$, 87.

* See hereafter, Ch. XI, on Induction, the disttnctioii be*

tween m^BreDce smd proof, &c.

L
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The theory of Logic, in as far as it relates to

deduction, consists in the reducing syllogistic ar-

guments to the simple and regular form of syllo*

gisms. This operation is generally considered as-

tiie only immediate object and practical result

of the whole study of Logic : to this it is that Dr.

Whately, through the whole course of his work^

labours to restrict the field of that branch of art-

and-science ; and it is the apparent futility of this

operation, as compared with the abstruse and

complicated system invented by Aristotle for the

effecting the purpose, that has brought so much

discredit upon the name, as well as upon the

study, of Logic in general.

I need not to repeat, upon this occasion, what

1 have so frequently said of the greater extension

which I have given to the field of the science;

but 1 must devote a few words to the refutation of
» •

. the alleged inutility ofthe operation, which forms

the subject-matter of the present chapter.

Few persons would probably consider flie

pursuit of so dithcult a science as satisfactory,

if convinced that it weffe of no other use than as

an exercise to the mind ; tliough,in the established

course of education, much time and kdbonr be

devoted to no better purpose^ TBfir exercise
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may be an advantage, attending upon this study^

as well as upon any other; but it cannot be

one of great weiglit in the scale of comparison of

the various human scienoes^ If I had thought

the importance of the tlieory of deduction had

been derived- ftoni no otfa^ source, if I had even

attached so much weight to suqh a consideratiQQ

as appiears to have been done by Dr. Whately*, I

might perhaps hav^ (Continued to followAristotle^s

ingfenious oonMvwces so well suited for that pur-

pose. But the exercise required of the ment^

ibcalties, in the pursuit of science in general, 19

already so great, that the ot^y^t of the instructiNr

must be rather to diminish that which is neces-

sary, than to add to that which is otherivise use-

less. The utilky therefore of the theory of

dedui^n oau pply, tbo present ma^/^m^

be deriyed from the means it affords fi>r delectiijig

• ** Ev€n supposing that no practical improvement in ar»

^neatatioa resulted froni the attu^y of hogic, it wouid not

by any means follow that it is unworthy of attentioii. Th«

puTsuit of knowledge on curious and interesting subjects, for

its own sake, is usually reckoned no misemployment of time^

snd tt comriderod as, inddentaUy, if notdkectly, useft^

indBVidiMily by Oie e«praset]m««llbDM4|» tfa0iiMiitadAeiib

ties." Elements, Proface, p. xi.

1

2
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fallacies. Many are the occasions when an argu*

ment, by its lengthy and complicated foim, ex-»

bibits apparent proof, and thereby produces con-

Tidioii of a question which may be rephete with

error; when, if the argument were strictly ana-

lyzed, and if, at every step the proof were redu<^

to its simplest fcHrm, the various obscurities, ambi-

guities, and other devices made use <if by the

artful argumentator, would be detected, and the

delusions he had created would at once disappear!

This effect of the reduction of argument may

have already been exemplified in the course of the

preceding pages, upon one or two occarions

where I ha^ e so lig ht to point out the errors ofsome

of Dr* Whately^s arguments; and the general

theory of the detection of fallacies will be more

particularly thesubject-matter of a fbture cfaap^

ter. For the present, having stated this as the

general object of the theory of deductimi, I must

now proceed to the details of that theory, and

first to the analysis of a syllogism when reduced

to its simplest form.

•.A syllogism consists of one or two simple

propositions called premises^ and of the conclu^

diofij consisting' in another simple proposition;

The premises are stated first, and are connected
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with the conclusion by means of the illative con-

janction therefore. The. conclusion is said to be

proved by or deduced from the premis^. The
exhibition of the premises from which a ooncla-

sion is deduced is said to be the proof of that

conclusion.

These several propositions mxji^t^^ each cf

them, be reduced to some one of the five simple

forms which are exhibited in the preceding Chap,

ter VIII ; that is, they must consist of " two sub-

stantive terms with their i:espectiye signs of ex-

tent, and of a copula, expressive of the identity

or diversity of those terms/' .

When there is but one premiss, the sjllogism

may be termed a conversive syllogism. -In .this

case the terms of the conclusion are the same

as those of the premiss : the difference consists in

their transposition, as, for ex.

Some boosten an cowaidsi, or pX = p Y,

therefore, therefore,

Someooirazd»ai»boasteE9* pY=pX«

* Forthe better comparisonofmyqrstemwithpnWhately's»

lhave every wtoe selectedmy examples of syllqgisiiM from

his Elements. I hate also added the simple abstract fbrms to

which they are reducible, expressiog always the mean term
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In transpofiing the terms, care must be taken

not to change their mgn of extent ; and it is in

order to avoid this defect .that the extent should
•

idways be distuMstly expressed. If left to be

understood, it is apt to be mistaken, and tiiereby

to produce erroneous deduction ; as, for ex.

it might appear that if cowards are men,

men must be coNimrdS;'^ but if the tmderito&d

signsof extent heesppressed^ this argument stands

Atts:

Jill cowards are wme men, or t X = p
AX«»fl^MMl&^Mh .

^

AB men ere mtm cowiidB. t-Y ;z p X.

which is evidently no syllogism.

It might be objected that this rule has not

been observed in the following syllogisttis, where

a term which is partial in the premiss is univer-

sal in the Conclusion, visE.

Novirtaimsmaiilsarebd^or tX || pY,

therefore, therefore.

No rebel is a virtuous man. t Y U p X.

But it has already been proved that, in a simple

logical proposttion, wliere two terms are sepa-

by the letter Y, the-exCiemes by the letters XandZ, X
being the minor^ Z the m^or^ i/vherever this distinction has
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rated by the sign of divermty, if the one be uni^

"
versal, the aeose i& the same whether the other

be uni'versal or partial.'' Tbe first terms being

uoiverssd in both thesQ propositions, we may
' consider the last terms as universal also ; in which

case we have tbe self-evidentsyllogism : tX il.t

therefore t Y 1 1 t X.

This species of syllogism is» by LogtciaiMii

termed conversion^ and is treated of by Dr.

Whately under the head of Propoedtioiis, <Ch. IL

Part 11. § 4). Yet, from liis own deiiniUon, as

compared with that which he gives of an argur

ment, it cannot but be considered as a^^i^ci^ of

;argument. No conversion/' he says, p. 83^

is employed for any logical purpo^, unless.^
be illaiive, L t. when the truth of the converse

/oliowsfrom the truth of the e^posita, (or prppor

i^tion giv^.)'' The only difi^'ence between -

^is definition of conversion and that yof argu-

ment, p. 88, is, that in the foimer case ^
premiss is called the expfmta^ and the eomclutif^

the converse.

The exposition whait constitiKtes iUaiipe

conversion, and conversion hi/ limitalionl or per

jooddens^ which occupies the whole ofp. 84, is so

rejplete >v itii techijiad plnaseulvgy, as to r,euder
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itdifficult to discover its real object, whichappears,

bowever, to be no othertban the following' simple

rule, that in transposing the terms, their respeo

tive signs of extent must not be changed/'

Conversion by negation, or contraposition

(p. 85), is no syllogism, but merely one step

taken in the reduction of a proposition to its

simple form ; it is merely the substitution of an

affirmative instead oftwo negatives, or vice vers4,

as, for ex. " every man is'* for no man is not/'

If this be considered a conversion*, we may say

Hiat the whole operation of reduction of argu-

m^ts is a series of conTersions; and in this case

every syllogism also must be considered as a step

in the process of reduction. But this is not the

sense which I should thiuk it most convenient to

attribute to these words on the present occasion.

The reduction of an argument, 1 should say, is

ike successive substitution of strictly synonymous

locutions, till each proposition be reduced to some

one of the five simple logical forms. The syllo*

gism (including the conversive syllogism) is the

deduction of one such proposition from one or

from two others.

When a syllogism consists of three proposi-

tions, there are two premises and a conclusion.
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Every syllogism has three, aod only three

terms, viz. the two terms of the conclusion'' one

of which is contained in each of the premises,

and which are called the two extremes ; and the

mean* term, which ^ tlie other term of each of
*

the premises, as, for ex. tX = pY, tY=:pZ,

therefore t X = p Z.

Where the mean term is universal in one

premiss and partial in. the other, the former

premiss is called the major premiss ; the latter,

the minor premiss ; and the two extremes are

also termed major and minor, according to the

premiss in which they are placed. Thus, in the

foregoing example, "tXrrpY" is the minor

preniiss, tY = p Z^' is the msypr premiss, X
the minor term, Z the mm'or term, and Y the

mean.

Logicians usually say that all syllogisms

have a msgor and minor premiss ; but in the fol-

lowing example

:

. .

-

• I have preferred the word mean to that of middle, as being

.
more fiuniliar In an analogous sense in mathematical raiiof,

as well as toft the sake of avoiding sack expressions as am«

biguoits middle, undhi? ibufed middle, wl^ch occur so frequently

in Dr. Whatdy's Elements.
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Alt Witt mdraidfld, or tY= pX,

Some who are admired are dreaded. pZ = pX.

which is the nuyor and which the minor pre*

Observe, that in every syllogism the terms

must be so arranged that, where their e^c^en^ is

diflbnent, the uniyersal is mentioned ^r«l, the

partial last.

The five species of simple propositions, as

given in the'table at the end of my last chapter,

may be combined three by three in a variety of

ways by transposing the tarms, and by changing

the signs of extent, or those of identity or diver-

sity* Nineteen of these craibinations have been

separately designated by Logicians by a set of

appellations thus collected into five Latin verses

:

Baiban, Ceiarent^ Dadi^ Ferioque ptioru,

Ceaare, Cameetree, Feettno^ Baroko secunda.

Tenia Darapti, Disamis, Datisi, Fdapton,

Bokaxdi^ Feriao^ babet. Quarta intuper addit

firamanftqii^ Cameneiiy Dimarii!, Fesapo^ Fienaan.

and a variety of rules, more or less complicated

or. incomprehensible, have been invented, to

shew iu what cases each of tliese combixiatioa^

All wiU are admired,

theref<ve«

miss?
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produces a legitimate syllogism. Dr. Whately

has in some measure amplified llus ffijnrtem, and

rendered it more intelligible to the student; atiU

faowev^ preserying the greater part of it. But,

if every legitimate syllc^sm must, by the dehui-

lion of the word, be aelf«irideiit without the help

of these rules, might we not suppress altogether

a system which requires so mnch labour to uti-

derstand it, somuch strain on the memory tokeq^

it in mind, and which, aftarall, rathertakes away

from, than adds to, this self-evideaoe ? Might

not we substitute a few plain and simple axioms,

the .truth of-which cannot be denied, and whidi

may be found to contain, in general terms, every

pinciple upon which a syilogistic condusion

can be founded ? Such may, perhaps, be found

the €our following

:

1. Things which are equal to the same, are

equid to one another.

2. When of two things, one only is equal to

a third, and the other is not equal to that tiurd,

these two things are not equd to one another.

3. Parts of a part are parts of the^thole of

that part (that is, of the whole of which that

part is a part).

4. When the whole (tf a class is said to be
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equal to, or different from, the whole or any

part of another class, it is meant that everi^ indir

Vidual referred to by the first class, is the same

as, or difEerent from, any individual referred to

by such whole or part of such other class.

The first two of these four axioms are given

by Dr. Whately as " axioms or canons, by whidi

^ die validity^ of all pure categorical syllogisms

are to be proved,*'—in Ihe following words:

1. If two terms agree with one and the same

third, they agree with each other.** 2. " If one

term agrees, and another disagrees with one and

the same third, these two disagree with each

other.**

But these tw o axioms, thus expressed, are only

applicable to those syllogisms .in.which the mean

term is universal in both premises; for it is

then only that the two extremes are precisely

equal to the same mean. Take, for instance,

the qrllogism Every X is a Y, every Y i^ a Z,

therefore, every X is Z,** If we prove ,it J>y th^

first of the above axioms, and say, that the two

terms X and Z agree both with the term Y,

therefore they agree with one another, and do

not take into account the signs of extent, we

tdioold iBaisa be obliged to admit the truth of the
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syllogism—an X is a Y, a Z is a therefore an

X i» a Z, which is evidently fabe, though strictly

conformable to Dr. Whately^s canons, of which

be 8ays no categorical syllogism can be.&ulty,

>vhich does not violate these canons/^

It is true that, in page 92, he attempts to

explain away this difficulty by saying that, in

the case of the mean term being universal in one

premiss and partial in the other, if one extreme

has been compared toa pari of Ae middle term,

and another to the whole of it, they must have

been both compared to the same.'* But what is

meant by the word mmef to what substantive is

this adjective understood to be applied? Cer-

tainly not to thesame substantive, which is under-

stood in the axiom. There it is a term. Here it

cannot but be some particular portion of the

collective entity designated by the mean term^^—

which is a very different thing. There he says,

When two terms agree with the same third*'

(understand <€rm). Hete he says, ^Mf one ex-

treme be compared to a jtart of the middle term,

and another to the whoU of it, they must have

been compared to the same^^ (understand part of

the middle term).

It is in order to obviate all these difficulties of
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expresrion widi reg;ard to the eoneordaiH^e dnd

duagreemeiit of collective entities, that 1 have

thought it necessary to modify the expression

of Dr. Whatdy^ft two aJdoms, and to add two

• otiiei^, the laiit 4>f w hich may perhai>s be coiisi-

dmd i«ther as aa explanation of the relations of

collective entities to one another, than, strictly

speaking, aa an axi<Mn.

In order toshow the all-comprelieiisiveness of

these rules or axioms, in as fiur as th^ relate

^ to syllogisms, it might not appear irrelevant, if 1

were to execni^ify them in theeaseofsomeofthe

syllogii^ns given by Dr. Whately in his § 4and 5^

as examples of the Barbara^'- formd. I shall«

therefore, after quoting each of these syllogisuis

in the form in which it is exhibited in Ibe Ele-

mi^ts, reduce it to the simple forms above de-

scribed, suh^ning, on each oeoasion, the tknple

g^eral expressions of the several propositions of

which it is composed.

1. Barbara* ^\ Ue who possesses ^ndence^

possesses all virtue ; He who possesses one viitue,

must possess prudence^ iher^w^ He who pos-

sesses one, possesses all*.^^ p. 99.

^ This example appears to b6 rather nnferlutiatelyduiMny ^

lu^ by the natiuse ui tiie preoiia^s^ prudeoce is assumed to be
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Every man-possessing-prudence is a
man-possessuig-all-virttie

;

or tY r: |iZ

man-poflflesing-prttdence; |
ia. » p

tfaereibre, HbtanSare,

iSveiy iDan-po88es8mf«e»T]TClie isal tX — nZ'
maiiP-poflsesring-aU-virtae* f

— p^

2. Darapti. Allwifeare dr^ed; Allwits

are adiiiired; therefore^ Some who are adoiired

are dreaded/^ p.l01>

Every wit is a person-admired; or tY = pX
Bvery wit is a person-dreaded ; tY = pZ

therefore, therefore.

Some persons>admired are persons-dreaded. p Z =: pX

3. Darii. All wits are dreaded ; Somewho

are admired are wits; therdbre, Some who are

admired are dreaded/^ p. 102.

Every wit is a person-dreaded ; or t Y n p ^
Some pcrsQOS-admired are wits^ p X =: py

therefore, therefore.

Some persons-admired are persona-dreaded. p X := p Z

4. Cameslres. All trae philosophers ac-

count virtue a good in itself; The advocates of

pfeaaure do not account virtue a good in itself;

therefore, They are not true philosophers/^ p.

perfectly synonymous to virtoe, which is seldom or never the

GUte^ at least in the English language.
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Bvocy true-pbilbBopher is a pcMOtv^l or tX = pY
oountmg-Tiitae-aFflood-m-itself; f
Every •dvocate-af-pleasure is no penon- 1 t Z 1

1 P Y
aoooon&g-vlrtue-a.good-ui-itself; f " t

therefore, iherefiire.

Every adTooHte^pleasuKe b no trae* >
t X il

^ Z
phfliMopher. j ^

5. BoToko. Every true pi^triot is a friend

to religion ; Some great statesmen are not friends

to religion; therefore, Some great statesmen are

not true patriots.^' p. 102.

Every true-patriot is a friend-to-religion; or tX = pY
Some great-stateamen are no fnends-to-) » n P Y

religion; 3 *

therefore, therefore.

Some great-statesmen are no true-pa^- } » 2 U
triots. J ^

6, Bokardo, ** Some slaves are not discon-

tented; All slaves are wronged; therefore, Some,

who are wronged are not discontented/' p. 103.

Somedamarenodisooiitented-peiBons; or pY i| ^Z

AU slaves are wronged-persons; tY — pX
therefore, therefore.

Some wrongedppersons are no disoon-) v
ii Pz

tented-persons.
, f

P t

These samples will probably suffice to show

the uselessnesB of thus distinguishing syllogisms

into so many moods and Jigures^ as these Bar-

bara'* species are called. The operation of re-
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duction, which is the same in all cases, is all dMit

is neicesBaiy; as, when thus reduced, all syllct-

gisms are equally self-evident. It might be ob-

jected, that so complete a reductton is a compli-

cated and tedious operation ; but is not this ope-

itttion equally necessary in the Barfoara^' sys-

tem ? Dr. Whately, it is true, does not always

ediilrit his syllogisms in this reduced state; his

terms are sometimes in the verbal form (beingcom-

binedwiththe copula), sometimes inthe adjective,

&c. ; but does he not suppose them to be menr

tatty reduced to the substantive form? Is not

this regularity of form the character he gives of

a syllogism? Thus, when he has given as a

premiss, All wits are admired,^^ and has occa-

sion to introduce the same term admired^' iiitb

the conclusion, he is obliged to express it sub-

staqtively, transforming it to "Some who are

admired,^' and leaving to his readers the task

of verifying the exact identity of the two terms.

The syllogism would have been niuch clearer,

and certainly not more complicated, if so much

so; if this term YaA been, firom tiM first, ex-

pressed substantively.

• As to the six or seven rules for trying sylld^

gisms, the theory of moods and figures, the

M
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.Md indkattons conveyed by the consoiiaiitB

cttiployed ih the Barbant'' Tflficn^ coiilai«>edl

.in sections 2 to 7 of ibis part of Dr. Wbately's

Ekraeiita^ asweH'astibe tibeofy of oppOMtioRes-

^pk^ned in ^ of Part 1I»—all these are, 90

doubt, T€ry ingeoieiui^oiitrivVMMM^ and indieaie

:great f&wexs of muckd on the part of the Grec^ai

PUloaapber wko* lnvenled dMsf. But, if mege

rediiietioa, with the help of the abow ^our

axioms, be fomd to answer the purpose, and

4o be sufficieatly elear aod comipreheBaible, thia

whole Aristotelian system might henceforth be

TOiy pn^^ly consigaed ta obiiyioii» as teiidii^

ratlier to conceal than to expose fallacies, to in^

,pede, lathfir than taamst, fair kitatte(tittd«i^g^

ment. There only remains now therefore to

OTamine into the mode of reductioa-of thevsrioiia

iffi^nlar arguments which are treated of in the
«

Supplement to PartHI of Dr. WlMildy'a l^mtber

tic^ Compendium.

Ai^unemta, ^m coamon diacourae, ave fra^

quently eji^hihited at full kng4h ; that is to

aay, that the premises, as wall aa 4iie condusko,

areM expressed : in this case, all that remains to

bc^ done for tteir reduction is to place the several
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fUieie pixip««itiQt»itbeiiiaeiYe8 to their resjpeetke

fattgfKig^, wmdly CKproMcd wtbahmtiydy, md
is what is called the mmintUive^ai a aeuteiifie;

tdie inAoiiliYet 4if a Teib hm^g dm ioduded

.amoQig^it sHtotmativ:^ eitpreswiisu la $bi^

Aeoofy m ia <he sign of extent, whicli

^ivihicih, in.a l<igfical argument, Boaist be diatinctly

•The pr«diQ»|£ of a projKi^itiaa Aequ^t^

^prea^ed by adjectives^ Tecbi^ -or other pacts

of speech, complicated iafaei^ithciHghabrktged

The ac^ecti^ i^>^g ^pressive id a cb^i^

Jeristic property of tbe subject, must be reduced

rjto 'the sjabstaiKtive by the. add-on of the

-^p^rprdiu^ genus qf tbe.sulij^t, ^ith the sigp

tin propodtloDf of whidi llie sulwtaiitive is the subject; the

^HifuddtBmJpmiiia^ nd'diedbM?albiiiiin-

pUes the copula, wfaicii it tMdSerffood

t See Whatdy's^JSlemeqtB, p. 58*

M 2
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of partiality.' Thus, in the proposition' Crassiis

is ric}i/' the adjective predicate ricft may be

traiisformed into the equivalent substantive ex-

pression a rich man by the addition of man;

name of a superordioale genus of Ctasmu^

; with the sign of partiality a.

The verb is generally a combination of the

•copula with the whole or part of the predicate.

By substituting the corresponding participle with

the ordinary copula, the predicate is separated,

and converted to the adjective form, from whence

it is reducible to the substantive by the foriegoing

rule; as, for eAiimple, " He preaches,'^ reduced

first to He is preaching,^' and lastly to He
is a mah.preaching " lie possesses virtue'^ to

He is a man-possessing-virtue.''

As a verb generally expresses some modifica-

tion of time^ particular attention must bepaid, in

this reduction, not to alter the sense in this re-

spect. Thus, if the proposition ^^He spoke

to me^^ were to be reduced to "He was speaking

to me,'' the particular modification of time

would be altered, unless it were limited by some

HNich ^^NnessiQin as ** at th«t jparticular time,

* S«e above^ note, p. 128.
*
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Whmver negattves occur in a proposition,

they must be reduced to the single sign of nega-

tion attached the eopubty or eke they must be

included in the substantive term, not attached to

it; for, in that case, they would render it adjec^

tive. Thus, in the proposition Plants are not

aninials,'' not must be considered as attached to

the copula; for, if we were, by what is called

oonVersio per accidens (see Elements, p. 84),

to attach- the not to animah^ the term not'-animtds

becomes adjective, the superordinate genus must

be added, and the proposition thus reduced be-

comes " Every plant is a being-not-animal.**

All negative propositions might thus be reduced

to affirmatives; but it appears to be a useless

complication. Where two negatives, hOw^ever,

occur in a proposition, the corresponding affirma^

tive should be substituted; as No man is not an

animal," reduced to " Every man is an animal.^*

With regard to such arguments as are not, in

common discourse, expressed at full length,—

that is to say, those of which one or m<M*e propo-

sitions are omitted, or combined with others,

in the several syllogisms of which thes^e argu-

ments may consist,—they form the subject-matter

of Dr. Whately's Supplement to Part III, entitled
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Of Modd SyUagtMM, moA «rf Asguni^
besides regular and pure Categorical Syllo-

gbmJ^ Under Hub hoA be oempiieheBdfr—1»

Modals; 2, Hypotbeticals, includit^ Condition-

ab, DisjoodiTeBi and die DtlemiM; atd 8» £0-

thymeme) Sorites, &c«

ikslo nwdris, be apealoi only of modal jfH^

positions^ altbongb he thus classes them under

Am) bead of t^Uogmu. These propoeilioiiB

bare been analyzed in a fonuer chapter.

Wifli regard to hypolbetieals, propositions

and syllogisms are also, in some measure, con-

firanded together in the Elements. A hypo-

theticai proposition is. there defined ''two or

more categoricab nnited by a copula (or conjumv

tion)/' Amongst these coiyunctions are the

causal. In page 86 we learn that a syllogism

consists of three categorical propositions, united

by a causal conjunction. Might w e not, from

these premises, draw the oondosion, thatasyl-

logism is a hypothetical proposiition ?

Aocofding to my view of the subject, the do*

nomination of hypothetical proposition shoul4

be restricted to those which Dr. Wbalely terms

conditional. The hypothetical proposition may

Aerffbre be considered as a ^^Conqpound propo-
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4lim« in ii4ikk botb terais we ^thftitod in the

form of jH^€{>osilioii6, and in which doubt is ex-

pffOflged»-^^>iwt «ft to the rdifliljoft of the tenuB,

—

but m to the existence of one of the tenns,—-or

Mdier, in whicb k w intended to assert the reh^

tioQ alone, and not to express any judgflient upoft

the truth of the existoioe ofthesahjecl. •

Thus, for example, in the hypothetical pro-

position, IfA is B, C is D,»»—thus reduced to

the form o[ a cat^orical propoMtion, The ease

of A being B, is a easeofC being D^'—the rela-

tion of . dependence is expressed between the

drcumstanceof ** A being- B/' and that of »• C
being D but it is not asserted either thai A m

. B,orthatC tsD.

A hypothetical syllogiam is that in whieh one

of the propositions is hypothetical, as, " If A is.

B, € isD, but A is B» therefore C is J>/^ Am
reduciWe to the ordinary form

:

The case-of-A-being-B is a case of.C-beii]g-I>jj or t Y zz p Z
This case is a case of-A-being-JB, " t X p Y

'

therefore
. thecefflro

Thia case is a caae of-C.l)eiiig.Q tX^p Z

The di^unctiTe proposiiira, V £ither A is B
or C is D,^* contains two hypothetical prop©- .

sitions: ««)fAisB, Cisiiot]>,^' and ^'ifCia
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P, A is not only one of which is necessary^

for the syllogism ofwhich it forms a praniss.

.. The complex hypothetical alignment, the di«'

l^mma, and the hypothetical soiites, are all re*

ducible to ^veral hypothetical syllogisms, and

thence to the ordinary forms, as explained by Dr.

Whately, ]^ut inthe case of all these oombinationa

of hypothetical syllogisms, their validity being

umch mpr^ evident in these abridged forms than,

in any other, their reduction, in practice, would

be entirely iisdess,. What has here, been said

on the subject, has only been for the purpose

of distixiguishing them from aueh. as require re-

diction.

The enthymeme, when exhibited as an ar-«

gument, should always be completed for the

purpose of ascertaining what is the suppressed

premisSr Arguing from a premiss which is left to

be understood by every hearer as he pleases, will,

of course, and frequently does, lead to fallacious

. conception, the avoiding of which is the object

of the theory ofdeduction.

An enthymone expresses nothing but one

premiss, and a conclusion which does not follow

from that premiss alme. It therefore does not

express a syllogism, but merely a compound pro-.
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poBitioii, of which both terms are single proposes

tionsy and which differs from thehypothesis by the

ttsertioD it contains of the truth of these elemen-

tary propositions; that is, of the truth of the ex-

istence ofthe terms which they constitute. When

we say, Cieaar was a tyrant, therefore he de-

served death/' one of these propositions does

not follow from the other, and therefore it is

no argument, but merely a compound propo-

sition.

But if we suppose a tyrant to have been de-

fined a person deservii^ death,^' which is the

same as if we suppose there to be another pre-

miss. All tyrants deserve death,'' thus reduced,

" Every tyrant is a person deserving death," the

entfaymeme becomes a syllogism of which this

premiss is understood.

The use of thescf distinctions is to avoid a very,

frequent fallacy arising from the use of the en-

thymeme. By this form an appearance of argu-

mentation is often given to a single assertion

;

the conclusion may appear to be the result ofthe

expressed premiss, the truth of which may be in^

controvertible ; but when you come to examine

what mmt be the understood premiss, in order to

form such a conclusion, you will often find that



'
1

- eft. 9>.
•

if tBmeoTiriiicktfietriiftlB verjrdovMM, boI

to say absolutely impossible.

' The sariiea (Elements, p.l92) might be'ettrily
reduced to a regular series of syllogisms, were

thereanyusein the op^i^tiori. The enihymemaHc

sentence (p. 124} is one in whicha pronoun is used

for a noan ; at least in the author's example %

for I cannot conceive that, in the proposition.

All useful studies deserve encouragement.

Logic is suchj^^ mch is any thing but a pronoun-

referring to useful studies ; nor can I conceive

that any such proposition as since it helps us

to reason accurately is implied or understood.

Jndudiian (Elements, p«12d) foims the subjeet-

matter ofmy next clmpter.

The syllogisms apparenifyinearrectyWhkhcoDi'

elude this sectionof the Elements, relate only tothe

^*Barbara'' system, ifasyllogismhasbeen defined

an argument of which tlie validity is evident

from the mere foroe of the terms,'' it is difficult

to conceive a syllogism apparently incorrect.

In concludingthe present chapter,Dr.Whately

reverts once more to the great extension of the

field of Logic, of which he accuses logidans in

general ; a topic which has been too often dis-

cussed to be again entered into at present. His
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mentkm of It is on tfie oocaeion of introducing

the chapter on Fallacies : an important one in

the ratiodnatiTe part of Logic. But this is a

subject of which I must defer the consideration

tQl after having treated of Induction ; as fallacy

in argument appUes to the inductive as well as

to the deductive operation.
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CHAPTER X.

4

INDUCTION.

(Whately** Eaemeots, Prorince of Reaaoning, Ch. I. Induction,

p. 807.)

The next mental operation, which, according

to the general view 1 have taken of the field of

this science, comes nnder the head of Logic, is

that of Induction^ which may he thus character-

ized :
" From the existence ofa fact, or from the

occurrence ofa phenomenon, certain or prohahle»

in any one case or in several similar cases, the in-

ferring that a sunilar fact or phenomenon has

place in some other analogous case.^' Whatso-

ever general rules can be given, as to the degree

of probability of the data or premises, as well as

to that of the conclusion or &ct inferred,—-such

rules form the subject-matter of the theory of in-

duction.

Tliis operation is, by Dr. Whately, excluded

from the province of Logic, and only treated of
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. incidentally, in his Elements, as a subject con-

nected wHh Logic. He therefore has notthought

it necessary to give a regular definition of the

' word inducHim ; but the meu|ing he attadies to

it (when diflferent in sense from deduction or

syllogistic ratiocination) may be gathered from

the following passage

:

^Whethertheinduction (in this last tense^) has

been sufficiently ample, i. e. takes in a sufficient

number of individual caae8,<^whether thecharao-

'ter of those cases has been correctly ascertained

—

-^-and how ftr the individnab we have examined

are li/celtf to resemble^ in this or that circumstance,

the rest of the class,- ^rc. ^c, are points that re-

quire indeed great judgment and caution; but

this judgment and caution are not to be aided by

Logic, because they are, in reality, employed in

deciding whether or not it is fidr and allowable

to /ay down Ifourpremues ; u e, whether you are

authorised or not, to assert, that what is true of

the individuals you have examined, is true of the

whole class, and that this or that i$ true of those

individuals.^^ p. 210. >

• Tbat if, when h camuit be jtatid lyUagitticsUy.
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*

sitioH of the operatioa of iaductioQ ; and, true it

AatiiiMapayaikin«Hiwtte of any fraolioAl

me without applying k to same particular 3ub-

tion cannot be decided without a competent

Imowledgeof the nature «fibeiiifc»fecl/' Siil:it

juay be useful, in a .general .point of vieir, to

3amm \m ndbadt 4hBl€nBii|MAeiit knoviMl^e eon-

-Mtta^—in what iigbt tfae ae^eral isul^^t-nt^t^

^JMiMBiaoBiiMtliei^^ Aepurpwe

ifif Ibat joposatioiiy JH;id|r-iafiinductiiEui/caiiiiat-(aB

.kaB twen-alread^r tMift) flraiiMei«iDsiiiHct^

^baaliitefceiteiiify.y .but only lof ppobabililiy to ft

tiS^Maut CThm ii^^ best means

of awiffrtaaBinglhityQbafai^ .Aodtthas&aQw-

ml in^estigatiaiia lif the proc^ ef enquiry^ »<pr

gKeat impropriety, be eojuj»idtJietl a portiQU of

Aad if it Jias been shown that syUog^tic dfi^

iteoliM Jibo flaafiot-teHrfni^ pmoliciri iM«viiQ^

out applying it to some particular ^Jyieot,^—if,

moreover, it has been proved that it cannot be

performed with accuracyjaniegs the. ternus «hall
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he fim fineitt tmAkgrntfor mbmarik^^ and lUl
be exactly defined in point of extent,

—

wad it

tfme qtiaMfieatioin otMMl be^mtoflMfenw
without a conpetent imowiedge of the nature of

Ac «ubject,<-«4]M& it aiay probdUj be adniltad

Ibat dedtictMB, as weil as iuductioii, cmnatH anijr

in gencMfl itdts forAe naitadmili|f«oai^

plication of a mental ciieratifin^ wfaateyer may -be

die nalUfe^Ae tabjecl to ^irfaidi it is applM^^^

Ami in ancb'Oaae, it may notappear^te csiaar,

^hy dM dadoctiiire fiMraw fiboold, in prdeMce

to the indttctive, claain AeJMk fight to the.Qomp

mon denomination of Logic.

Dr.Whatriy insiito aanch upon the erroneoua*

ness of the prevailing idea, that there are two

kinds of msming; Amt he conceiveB ttiat that

portion of the inductive operation which may be

called veaaoBUBg ia in tend syUogiatic.; that ia,

that if two premises are granted m ti'ue, the con«>

elusion mmi betme. But hovr maifycaBaiare

there not where the absolute truth of the.pre-

mises is- not granted, where IkgA oi tbe ooik

ckisioo4oe8 not certainly follow horn such pr&>

Ittisai, and jF)at.^ereiar4)tfftafai'de^ee df mamk
ing has. place ? Nf> one &ct,.no occurrence, nor
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erai the existence of any iMng which docB not

oome immediatdy under our own observation^

can be proved* by syllogism alone, though

founded on observation, without the help of in-

duction. Suppose A tdb me that a certain

event has occurred, ifI havealways found thatA
has told the truth whenever I have had opportanii-

ties of verifying his assertions, if there is nothing

in the event in question in contradiction to what

I myself have observed in.analogoii8 cases, may

I not infer that that event has in fact occurred ?

Is not this reatonimg? Is it not an aigument }

And can it be reduced to a syllogism ? Are there

here >^ two *(and only two) premises from-which

Ae truth of the conclusion follows bif the msre

force €fexpremm P^ If these questions be an-

swered iu the negative, it can scarcely be possi-

Ue to agreewith the author, who asserts that

there are not two species of reasoning, the in-

ductive and the syllogistic..

. This assertion is attempted to be explained

by saying that when inductum is reatianing, it is

a syllogism in which the msyor premiss is not

^ipmsed but undentood. Thus, he wouM
probably convert the above example to the fol-

lowing sylloginn

:
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A teUt me that a cerlnn mirt hasMCiintdt

A dhoojfs tells the truth*,

. theiefore,

Hiat event has occuned.

But this is nothing to the purpose. I do not

intend to assert that A always tells the truth, so

that I cannot absolutely prove that tlie event he

tells me of has really occurred ; yet I wish to'

infer the very great prohahility of it, and this I

do by the above-mentioned indueUm^ not by any

syllogism.

In the general survey I had taken of the field

of Logic with a view to my Treatise, I purposed

devoting a chapter ofthatwork to the exposition

of the considerations upon which the validity of

an induction appear to depend. I shall^ now at-

tempt to give an outline of these several con-

siderations, but without any pretensions to com-

pleteness. The subject appears tome to be new

:

it had not even been treated of in Mr. Bentham's

* In this exemplification of Dr« Whateljr's system, I have

eonndered the assampdoii of this premise as wanrantable ; it

appearing to me to be strictly analogous to the assumption of

the premiss " Nature is uniform in her operations," in the

analogous inijtanoes he gives in his Elements, p. 843.

N
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MSS.;aiid it is on account of the diffidence I feel

with regard to my own view of it, that I must,

for the present, refrain from entering into minute

. details.

Induction appears to consist in the resolution
«

of the following problem

:

A fact or phenomenon having probably taken

place in ft certain number of cases, how fer is its

occurrence probable in a certain other case ?
*

The answer appears to depend on the combi-

nation of the following considerations

:

• • •

I. Ascertainment of thed^^ of probaMlity

of the data.

n. Generalization of the data.

III. Application of the general rule to the

case in question.

I. Ascertainment the degree of probability

of the data ; that is, of the facts or phenomena

which have been observed to have taken place in

a certain number of cases.

This operation, (the judgment pronounced

on the occasion as to the belief in those data),

may be founded on personal observation^ on

testimony^ or on previom induction; three ele-

ments, which by some writers are collectively

designated by the denomination of Evidence;
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taking ibis word in the most extensive seiiBe of

wbich it is su0€q>tible.

1. Personal observation of a fact, that is, the

perception of it by means of the senses, is that

which in most cases produces the highest degree

of belief in the mind of the obserrer. The pro-

bability in these coses is so nearly equivalent to

•cotainty, that it requires a strong combina-

tion of other sources of inference to produce any

doubt ; and scarcely any thing but contradictory

observation, or indu^ctive proof founded on per-

sonal observation, will destroy the probability.

Thus, when a spherical body, placed in a glass

of water, appears to me to be OTal, if I had

never observed myself that the body was in (act

spherical, had never infierred it from analogous

observations of my own (such as that other bo-

dies placed in a glass of wafer alter their appa-

rent form, I should not, perhaps, believe

any one who were to tdl me that the body which

I perceived to be oval was in fact spherical.

** CanH you believe your own eyes is gene-

rally supposed to be a conclusive aigument, .and

is in reality such, whenever there is not very

strong contradictory evidence*

2. The credibility of testimmy is ^ vast and

N 2
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complicated question, which has been often con-

sidered in its several bearings by a multitude of

wntei*s
; by Mr. Bentham amongst others, who

has examined the question with much detail,

in a judicial point of view, in the work edited

* by M. Doihont, under the title of Traiii des

Freuves Judiciaires*^ and in another work of

five volumes, now in the press. Considering

the subject at present in a logical, and Hierefore

more general, point of view, the credibility of

testimony may be said to depend upon the foK

low iiig circumstances :

—

1st. Upon the moral disposition ofthe witness

or witnesses. These moral dispositions, may be

comprised under two heads, veracity and atten-

tion* The veracity of the witness depends upon

the motives which he may have on the particular

occasion in question, for giving true or false

testimony ; and upon his general hahiis of sin.

cerity or insincerity. Under the head of atten-

tion, may be classed in like manner that degree

of attention with which he may be supposed to

• This work has been translateil into English, under the

title of" A Treatise on Judicial Evidence." What I here de-

nominate U^xmontf corresponds to Mr. Bentham 's persomd

emdence, my fyersonal observation relates to his real ev'uietwe, my
frmamt MdMction forms part of his eatwnUmiial emdmee.
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have applied to the observation of the particular

het ia question, and the general habit of accu-

rate or careless observation which lie may have

contracted.

2dly. Upon the m<e//£c/ ofthe witness. Upon

the perfection or imperfection (or the sanity or

insanity, taking* these words in their most ex-

tended sense) of the several simple mental facul-

ties which are called into action by the observa-

tive faculty^. It has already been stated, that these

simple Unities are chiefly those of perception,

conception, attention, memory, judgment, and

perhaps comparison and abstraction. Aiiy one

of tiiese faculties may be, and is frequently found

to be, impaired either by want of intensity or

by erroneous operation, whiJst the others may

be perfectly sound and possessed of great inten-

sity. Want of intensity may be exemplified in

the case of the states of mind generally termed

stupidilyi^ carelessness of mind or inattention,

forgetfulness, &c. By erroneoumess of opera*

tion of a faculty, I mean that which has place,

when, by disease or otherwise, the operation pro-

duces a different result from what it would have

done in thi^ natural and healthy state of the facul-

ty; as when, by a defect in the sight, things
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appear smaller, or of a diflferent colour, firom

what they are in reality. Under this head may

also be classed misrecollcctions and the substitu-

tion, by the retentive fiau^ulty^ of the produce of

the imagination, for the results of perception or

conception ; as, for ex. when we believe that a

thing has really happened which we have only

Imagined in ourdreams. Erroneousoess ofopera-

tion of the mental faculties has been frequently

termed insanifi/ of mind^ and should aho com-

prehend what is occasionally called unreasonable^

nesi^ taking this word in the sense in which

it signifies the not being convinced by absolute

proof.

3dly . Upon the tramniiMiM of the testimony.

Under this head must be considered—1st, the

number of persons through whom the testimony

has been transmitted since it was founded on per-

sonal observation; to each of which transmitlx»n

the consideration of the several sources of cre-

dibility must be applied: 2d, (he mode of truuk

mission in eacli particular case,—whether or not

such as likely or not likely to have given place to

misexjjression on the part of the transmittor, or to

fnisconception on the part of the receiver of the

testimony. The several modes of misexpressioo
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and species of mifMSonception wOl be adverted to

in the next cbapteri on Fallacies.

3. When a &ct is inferred from premaus in"

ducUany its degree, of probability is neceBssirily

founded on the combination of thevai iuus consi-

derations I am now detailing.

IL Generalization of the data, Generahza-

tion has been defined, in a former chapter, the

iujaginiug a class or iiidetiiiite number of indivi-

duals endowed with certain proporties abttracted

from all the otliers possessed l>y the particular

individaals observed.^' Such is the definition of

the.term, when taken in its general logical sense;

upon the present occasion, this sense will be

found to be j^omeyvhat modified. The particular

species of generalization which is subsenrient

to induction may be characterized as follows:

'.^ the supposing that certain facts are likely to oc-

cur in a certain class of cases. in logical gene-

ralization, the property generalized is essential to'

the class formed ; that is, it is the one which con-

i^tutes that class. In inductiye generalization,

it is an accidental pi^operty to which a greater

or less degree of universality is ascribed, with

reference to the individuals belonging to a class

already formed.
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This disttncdoQ may be illustraied by the ex-

ample of a magnet, extracted from Dr. Whately's

Elements.

A nmuber of iudividual substaaoes were ob-

served to attract iron ; by logical genemlhaiim

a class was formed, of which this circumstance

was made the characteristic property or connect

ing tie, and to which class was given the common

name magnet*.

Subsequently to this, a number of these indi-

vidual magnets were observed to {>ossess also that

property wfaich^is denominated polarity; and,

by inductive generalization^ universality was

ascribed to diat property, and it was supposed*

that all magnets are endowed with polarity.

This example leads me to advert to a slight

incorrectness which may be observed in the Ele-

ments, where logical generalization appears to

have been confounded, not only with inductive

generalization, but with the whole operation

of induction. ''In Natural Philosophy,^' it is

said, p. 210, " a single instance is often accounted

a sufficient induction; tf. g. having once ascer-

tained that an individual magnet will attract

* See Elements, p. 64.
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iron, we aie authorized to conclude that this pro-

perly is uniyerBal.'^ fiut, in this example, the

operation is logical generalization, not induction.

Ha?iiigf obfienred that an individual substance

attracts iron, we form a class of which "the

attracting iron'' is the. characteristic property

(see Elements, p. 65) ; and, when we give to this

class the name of magnet^ we merely substitute a

single-worded denomination to the compound

appellation ^substancesattracting iron/' There-

fore, in the example above quoted, the concluding

that this property is universal" is merely

the concluding that magnets are magnets.

The validity of inductive generalization, or

the degree of universality to be ascribed to a cer*

tain fact with reference to a certain class of cases,

appears to depend—1st, on the constancy of the

feet in the cases observed ; that is, on the number

of individual cases in which this feet has been ob»

served to exist or not to exist: 2d, on the nature

< of the connection betwean the feet and the cases in

question ; that is, on the nature of the relation be-

tween the property of which the universality is

supposed, and that which constitutes the class to

which this property is applied.

1. The constancy of occurrence of the same
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buted to what iti termed the stabiiity of the laws

of nature upon which occasion it may be well

to quote Dr. Whately^s words

:

* The stability ofthe laws ofNature,^ which

is our constant assumption in inquiries relating

to Natural Philosophy, assumes many different

shapes, and in some of them does not appear to

possess the same absolute certainty as in others :

€. g* when, from having always observed a cer-

tain slieep rumiuatiug, we infer, that this indi-

vidual sheep will continue to ruminate, we assume

that ' the property which has hitherto belonged

tn this sheq> will remain unchanged when we

infer the same property of all sheep, we assume

that ^ the property which belongs to this indi- ^

vidual belongs to the whole species if, ou com-

paring sheep with some other kinds of horned

animals, and finding that all agree in ruminating,

we infer that ^ all homed animals ruminate,' we

assume that ' the whole of a genus or class .are

likely to agree in any point wherein man} species

q£ that genus agree or in other words ' that if

one of two properties, 6fc, has often been found

accompanied by another, and never without iV

the former will be unwersalii/ accompi^ed by
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the latter:' now all these are merely different

forms of the maxim that ^ nature is unitbrm in

her operatious,' which, it is evident, varies in

expression in almost every different case where

it is apphed, and admits of every degree of evi-

dence, firom ahsolate moral certainty* to mere

conjecture/* pp. 242, 243.

1 have made this long extract for the purpose

of exemplifying the different degrees of con-

stancy ofa fact in a class of cases* At the same

time the above passage has suggested some ob>

servations^ whiah may not be found out of

place,

Dr.Whately having constantly in view the re*

ducing inductive arguments to syllogisms, con-

siders inductive generalization as the assumption

of a major premiss ; which m^jor premiss, in

Natural Philosophy, he says, is always some form

of the maxim : Nature is uniform in her ope*

rations.** Thus, in the three inductive operations

contained in the above passage, the following

major premises are respectively assumed :
" A

Aeep which has ruminated will ruminate a» long

as it lives ;**—^" all sheep rumiiiate ;**—and " all

homed animak ruminate.^'

Now all thesje general propositions can on^
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be assumed when the supposed universality is at-

tended with that d^^ree of probability, which is,

for every practical purpose, equivalent to abso-

lute certainty, and which is usually termed moral

certainty. But this certainty is never in itself

absolute^ an expression which should, logically,

be reserved to the result of the mathematical or

syllogistic proof ; or at farthest to that greatest

degree of probability which; as has beea said» is

produced by pei-sonal observation. And how

many are the cases when the ^' operations of na-

ture cannot be reduced to any ^ rule of unifor-

mity ! How many are the aberrations^ daily ob-

served, from those general rules, which have been

r^farded as the most constant! Thus it is that

more or less of doubt is thrown upon all induc-

tive conclusions ; and it is this want ofuniformity

that is so much in the way of regular classifica-

tions of physical entities.

These variations in the stability of the laws of

nature are observable with relation to ethical

sciences as well as in Natural Philosophy. In

the general propositions that '* men who have

long associated with those who consider robbery

as ameritorious act, will themselves acquirea dis-

r^ard for the right of property,** that " white
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men are more generally intelligent than ne-

groes,'^ that gravity is general in EDgliahmen,

levity in Frenchmen/^ &c, ; there is the same gra-

dation in the umveraality of these several ftcts,

as that which is observable in physical cases.

The d^^ree of^ constancy of a 6ct is ascer-

tained by the number of cases where this fact

has place, as cmnpared with the number of cases

of the same class where it has not place. If the

occurrence or non-occurrence of fiicts could be

ascertained at all times with absolute certainty,

inductive generalization, founded on the degree

of constancy, would be reduced to a mere ma-

thematical calculation of chances. But as it has

been diown that this is not the case, in the calcu-

lation of the degree of constancy, we must also

take into consideration the relative degree of

probabUUy of the facts which militate in favour

or against the universal proposition in question,

and their relative proportion as to number^ that

is, the numbOT of the facts recorded on each side

of the question, as compared with the total sup-

posed number of cases of the sariie class.

Thus, in the inductions brought forward by

Phrenologists, all the cases which they observe

to be in &vour of their system, are carefully ex-
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liibited and recorded, whilst their oppoueiits, \em

interested in the controverqr^ allow innumerable

instances, which they might have adduced in

idulalioD, to be neglected and fiMTgottra. If a so-

ciety of Anti-phreuoioigists had been institiuled at

tbefl^onetimeaadist of the partisans oC that sys-

teni) and ii they had pursued their object with the

same zeal, pmeverance; and taknl;, they might

probably have discovered, that, if, in the cases acr

tually recorded, so great a number appear to give

aome ccdoor to their advensaries' doctrine, those

cases which have been neg lected are equally coa-

dnsive on the other side of the question. But

there are always but few who devote their life to

the relating an emxaeous system, as compared

with those whose sole object is the support of one

which is so flattering* to the mind by its apparent

ingenuity and importance. In no case does any

one exammeskiilk with so mudi perseverance as

a professed phrenologist, who, like all those who

apply their ^vhole faculties to any particular

branch of study, is generally ardent in support

of this his favourite pursuit. Is it then to be

wondered, that he should endeavour to conceal,

even from himself, those cases where he had been

led to pronounce an enrdneoua judgment ; and
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that he should cai-eiuUy treasure up and publish

tliOBe where he had applied his theory with siio

cess?

2. The second'consideration upon which the

validity of inductive generalization appears to

depend, has been stated to be the natareof the

ocMinection between the &ct generalized, and the

cases in which it is supposed to have place.

For the purpose of induction, these connections

may be generally divided into coexistence* and

dependence. Two &cts may be said to be

merely coexisting^ when we suppose that the

non-exiisrtence of the one would neither influence

nor modify in any way the existence,of the other

;

and to be dependent on one another, when we

suppose that the existence of the one would not

have place in the same manner, if the other did

* Coexistence in this case is with reference to plaee, not

to time, ot, at tmy rste, not constantly and absolutely so. Thtis»

coexistence should in this case include those relations upon

which u founds the fitvnat\}, " Buisfortcmea never €om
alone," applicable to the case where several nislbrtmies occur

siu cLssiveli/, though with no intervals of any length. So in

the case of the general assertion, that " nations generally rise

gradually till they reach a maximum of prosperity, and then

eommcnoe to dedine tin their ultimate fall."
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not exist. The importance of this distinctiqn

will appear fri>m Ae great difference of the va-

lidity of inductive generalization in the two

cases.

In the example above given, all horned

animals ruminate/' the relation between the two

properties is merely .that of coexistence, without

any probability of dependence, either of rumi-

nation upon horns, or of the existence of horns

upon the power of ruminating. But as this co-

existence has been obsmed in all cases,and as the

contrary has not been observed, ngr even sus-

pected, we are fully authorised to come to the

above conclusion. And yet there is so little cer-

tainly in it, that, were we to hear of the existence

ofan animal that had one of the above properties

without the other, however small the degree of

credibility we attached to the information, we

should not, on account ofthe general proposition

we had formed, deduct from the value of that

evidence, but rather modify our generalization

in consequence ofsuch infonnatiom

With regard to ethical science, amongst the

examples above given, inductive generalization

is founded on mere coexistence ; in the instance

of the assertion, gravity isgenml in English-
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men, lerity in Frenchmen^ &c. ; for no percep-

tible dependence hasJ^n observed between thxm^

general moral dispositions and the being bom in

one or the other country. Such coexistence is,

for the purpose of indnction, reckoned of still

less value than that which relates to physical

science ; and this is so much the case, that, when-

ever a general coexistence of two ethical proper-

ties has been perceived, it is always supposed

that there must exist some dependence, although

hitherto unobserved, of one property upon the

other. Thus, if levity has been observed to be

' a distinguishing feature in a Frenchman's cha-

racter, it has been attributed to the climate, to

the common mode of education, &rc. of that

country.

Coexistence of facts or phenomena is the

only ground upon which the theories of unlucky

days, of many astrological predictions (as in Ger-

man almanacks), &c. &c, are founded. The

arguments adduced in support of these theories

are at best mere calculations of chances, and in

general these calculations are far from being iiur,

as every evidence of any moderate degree of pro-

bability is brought forward if it tend to favour

the theory
;
and, ou the other hand, no evidence

o
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of an opposite tetideiicy is admitted, but that

which produces all but certainty, and which

cannot be in any manner set aside.

Relations of d^eiidence are of far 'greater

importance, and in a number of cases give a

degree of probability to the induction which may

amount to moral certainty, though, in many

otbeiB, a Tariety of circumstances may cast over

it a considerable degree of doubt.

These relaliopsofdependence are those ofcau9e

and effecL An inductive generalization, founded

upon these relations, may be reduced to one of

the fi>llowing general forms

:

1. Similar * causes produce similar efiects.

2. Similar efiects itre produced by similar

causes.

But these two propositions are very tiifferent

in the constancy of their application. The first

has been so universally observed, that it produces

in most minds absolute certainty, and an indue-

• fiy thft «rotd similar is hen mesnt aimilar in every re-

.qacct, ezoefit as to the mimdiml ease to whidi it is applied.

The idea is generally conveyed by the word same; but, in strict

logical language^ the latter word appiara to indicate the aaikie

ladSmAMilcauses not die same jpectev ofcauses.
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Hon founds upon it seldom tails to coavey proof

^suppoBing the operation to be valid in other re-

spects). Uppn this is founded every act of our

- fife. Ifwe eat, it is because we have expierienced

ihat food satisfi^ hunger, and infer that &od

will again produce the same effect. . If we punish

« man, with a view lo prevent his committing a

second time a crime that he has been guilty of,

it is because we have observed, or heard, that a

similar effect has been produced by punishment

in other instances.

The investigatipn of the cause of an e&ct is

by no means so certain in its results. The same

efiect is often observed to be produced, sometimes

by one cause, sometimes by another ; and in those

cases the chance is generally equal, as to which

is the efficient cause m the instance in question,

provided, howevor, that there is no ground £nr

inference of the cause other than the knowledge

Df the eflect. And y^et how often do we not fonn

inductions, in which we are obliged to content

-oursdves with thc^e uncertain grounds of in-

ference.

In physical mmce we are continually re-

ferring to this secQnd of the two above-meup

tioiied genml rules. Amongst Hie fufcgect-

o2
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matters of this science, many etTects come under

our observation without their cause l>eing in any

way perceptible. In these cases, the method bj

which we explain those facts or phenomena (that

is, assign causes or reasons for th^} is, by an in*

ductiou founded upon the analogy between those

iacts and similar ones of which the causes are

known to us, to which analogy we apply the above

proposition, that ^^similar effects are produced by

similar causes/' It is in this way only that we

explain the nature of heat and light, &c.

The degree of reliance that may be placed

upon this species of induction may be illusitrated

by the following example. Suppose a mechanist

had never heard of any such thing as a spring,

that the nrtatory motion of clocks and similar

instruments had never been observed by him to

have been produced otherwise than by weights

;

if a clock set in motion by a spring be so pre-

sented to his Tiew that he cannot see the clock-

work (supi>osing him to know that the primum

mobile is not directly applied to it, but only for

the purpose of winding it up)^ would be ever

imagine that the motion was immediately pro-

duced otherwise than by a weight ?

Thus, heat and light are supposed by some
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to be mbsiances^ by others to be eibratious^ and

it is said that die eflfects produced can only be

accounted for in one these tvro ways ; what is

iiitant is merely thatsuch are theonly causes which,

in ludalogous cases, have been observed to pro-

duce analogous effects. Such is the tendency of

the obserfiratioiis and experiments on which are

feunded the Inductions adduced, by the partisans

ofeach of these theories, in support of their own

cause ; and, as a further proof of his own system,

each one endeavours to shew the impossibility of

the other ; but why may we not be in this respect

in a similar ease to that of the above-mentioned

mechanist? why may there not be sopie other

cause, totally unknown to us, which produces

light and heat ? Nothing shews tliat there is

such a one, nor does it appear probable that there

.should be; but nothing shews positively that

there is not—nothing but a general uawilliug-

aess on our part to admit that there be one which

we can neither know nor guess at,-^^, feeling of

rfmme at the thought of the number of in-

stances where the causes of the physical phe-

nomena we observe are aatirely hidden from

us.

In the case of generalization founded on re-
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lationa of dependeace, there is aaother difficult

dnd important oomideration ta be taken into

account, which is, whether such relations have

or have not place, and what degree of influ- •

enoe each particular cause may have on the

effect produced. :

In ethical science, it is often very doubt*

ful whether a general proposition be founded

on mere observed coexistence of Acts, or upon*

the relations of cause and effect. Thus when,

from having observed that A told the troth

on all the many occasions when we have been

enabled to verify his assertions, we conclude dmt

A always tells the truth; this conclusion may

be in some measure founded on mere obser--

vation of the hitherto coexisting &cts of A's*

speaking, and of his telling the truth, which,

by a calculation of chances, produces a pro-

bability of his telling truth on all occasions.

But we may also suppose a slight dependence

of the fact of A's telling truth, upon a cause

{nz. a habit acqiured of telling truth) resolt-^

ing from the data.

In the above example, the degree of in*

fluence of the cause, or supposed cause, is but

small—very sttiall if compared to that which is
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cttepiplified. by the propositioa A hungry mail

will eat the food which is placed before him,

whm there is no more powerful mqtive tending

to restrain him from doing so/*

With reference to th^ degree of reciprocal in-

jQueuce of cause and effect, these relations may

be generally divided into immediate and rfmoie^

into direct and incidentaL

Thus, the immediate efiect ofattraction ofgn^

yitation is to make ail bodies approach the centre

of the earth, as long as no obstacle prevents their

so doing ; yet a body may be so placed (a^ for

sample, on one ei|d ofa lever) as that attractipp

of gravitation may cause it to riee; that isb to

remove ferther from the centre of the parth. In

this case, the attraction of gravitatioa is the more

remote cause of the effect produced.

The . i/irec^ effect of a shower of rain is to.>

make the ground wet, an incidental effect is to

promote vegetation, which produces a fery <li£-

fereut degree of universality in the two geuieral

proposdtions, ^* All showers dT rain wet the

ground on which they fall,^' smd AU showers

ofrain promote vegetation.''

From the above sever^ examples, some idea

may, it is hoped^ be formed of the various cir-»
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oumstaiices which influeuce the validity of the

universality of an inductively general propo-

flttion. I shall now proceed to examine into the

ladt of the three considerations, upon the comhi-

nadon of which I have said that the validity of

an inductive operation depends.

' III. Application of the general rule to the

case in question. Having ascertained the degree

of probability of the data, and thence of the

general proposition founded upon these data,

there remuns to be examined how iar such

general proposition is applicable to the case to

'

which the induction refers; whether there may

not be othep modificative or contradictory gene-

ral propositions applicable to tlie same case ;
and,

if there may, to which of these general rules the

preference is to be given in regard to credibiUty

or to connection with the case in question.

In many instances, a general proposition ap-

pears at first to be applicable to a particular case,

when, in fact, there may be a number of circum-

stances attending npon this case, which may

take away its analogy with those upon which the

generalization was founded. For ex. "A tells

the truth upon this occasion, because he has al«

ways been found to sptak truth.^'' But he may
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be at present in some degree ininne, or he may

himself entertain an erroneous idea on the sub-

ject in question, &c«, which is supposed not to

have been the case upon the occasions on which

WBS founded the genaral rule of his veracitjr,

and thus the analogy is entirely destroyed.

With r^ard to the comparison ofthe sereral

conflicting general propositions, more or less ap-

plicable to the case in question, it may be exem-

plified in the following ai^maits

:

Suppose that A asserts a fact and B denies it,

Aat A has always been found to speak the truth,

and that B lias been frequently detected in false-

hoods. If these be the only data which can be

obtained, the probability of the truth of the fact

in question will, by most persons, be reckoned

as considerable. But if it be added that A has

on this occasion a strong motive for concealini^

the truth, and B an equally strong one for de-

claring it, and ifit be ascertained from other data,

not only that men will in general depart from

their usual habits when actuated by a strong

motive, but also that they will naturally speak

the trutii when uninfluenced by any particular

motive either one way or another, these proposi-

tions, in contradiction to the former ones, will
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induce a much greater belief in the falsity of the

bet awertod by A and denied by than waa

formerly entertained of its truth. And this be-

oaiMy on a comparison of the reaaona for iti

truth with those against it, it will be seen, that

the formier were founded upon mere ohaerved co-

existence of facts ; whilst the latter, resulting from

a supposed depaidence of canse and efiect, are

tberdbre attended with amuch greater decree of

credibility.

It is owing sometimes to the inability, some-

* times to the unwillingness, of the human mind to

take into ccmsideration, and to weigh the com- .'

parative value of the several reasons or general

propositions which militate in fiivour or against,

a particular theory, that so many ejects are prac-

tically produced $o different from fliose which

«

were intended or e:i;:pected. It is to this same,

cause that must be ascribed the origin of the fid-

ladous proposition, that a thing may be good in*

flieory and bad in practice; for, insuchacase, the

theory is incomplete from not having taken into

considaration the obstacles to its application ; that

is, Ae contradictory general propositions. I£

the famous steam-engine which, two years ago,

waa, in the belief of many eminent aigineero, af
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well a9 in that of its inventor^ to have produced

such eKtrftordinary efkct w io sapereede all

eustingsteam-eogiiieSy has, on the coutrary, been

found capable of producing no effect at all, or

next to none, it is because, in the tbeoiy on

which it was founded, the waste of heat and other

obitecles were not taken into account* If

tain philosophers have imagined that they have

discovered a mode of establishing amongst men

absolute equality and commonalty of rights and

goods, attended with absolute and lasting bar-
^

mony, if their reasonings have appeared to be

conyindng to their followers, it is because they

have contrived to overlook such general (and by

no means improbable) propositions as that " men

are not and cannot be made, either perfectly free

from prejudices and passions, or perfectly equal

in natural capacity or many other such ob-

jections which might be opposed to them.

Such is the analysis of the process of indue*

tion according to the view which I should be

disposed to take of the subject, and winch in-

duces me to differ in opinion from the author of

the Elements, and to consider that there is a pro-

cess of reasoning different from syllogism, which

process I call induction. And having thus ex-
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plained the nature of the operation of the ratioci-

native faculties, there remains only to exhibit

what are the occasions upon which the operation

of these faculties is likely to produce an erro-

neous effect ; a subject which will form the mat-

ter of the ensuing chapter on Fallacies ; but,

before I conclude the present one, I must pass a

hasty glance over the remainder of Dr. Whately^s

Dissertation on the Proyince of Reasoning ; the

greater part of which will be found to bear some

relation to the present subject.

Next to the chapter on Induction, is a long

one on the Discovery of Truth," in which we

have a great variety of matter ; much which had

already been said in former chapters; some

which is now first brought to view^ and may

require some comment.

- First comes the dmonstration of liiis propo-

sition :
" It is not by a process of Reasoning that

new truths are brought to light,'^ which is de-

duced from the following premises

:

All reasoning may be resolved into syllo-

gisms/^ and

A syllogism proves nothing but what i^

virtually asserted in the premises.'^

In order to facilitate the comprehension of
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this demonstration, he premises three things;

tliat is, he requires that three things be granted,

on which he founds his demonstration.

The first of these three premises or po»>

tuiates, is an explanation of the proposition to

be proved. When he says that It is not by a

process of reasoning that new truths are brought

to light/' he does not mean to say that " any kind

of truth can be elicited without reasoning,^' but

that '* no new truth can be elicited by reasoning

alone,'* It is very fortunate that he has giyen

us this explanation ; for I confess that the omis-

sion of the word alone^ in the first enunciation

of the proposition, was leading me far astray as

to his meaning.

By the second postulate, the word reoMning

is again restricted to syllogistic argument, to

the ekclusioa of inducjdon ; thus shewing that,

in tbe conclusion, the word reasoning is taken

in the same sense as that wliich it has in the first

(or major) premiss.

The ai*gument now stands thus

:

Syllogisms prove nodiing but what is Turtually asserted

ill their resp^^ctive premises ;

Reasoning eonsists entirely in sjlkgisms ;

. therelbrey
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in the promiaes it contains

;

from which he passes to the conclusion, thiit " by

Beasonii^ no new truth can be elicited/' hi vir-

tue of the tiiird postulate, viz. that a new truth

is mmt which is not virtually implied and ia-

volved in any thing already known/*

With the hdp of all theae «splaaatioii«, we

learn that we are to understand his argument as

No atw ti>ii<b«ni be didted by i^lk^giina alone j

T^tmmnng emiitB mAnlj in s^Uog^sms

;

therefore.

No new truth can be dioited by reiwming atae.

Unfortunately for myself^ not only can I not

see any use in this argument, supposing it to he

* correct, hut I cannot eren admit either of the

premises, i have cAen enough said why I do

not consider reasoning as consisting- entheltj in

fifyllogisms ; I shall now shew why i believe that

new truths can bey and actually are, elicited by

syllogistic reasoning.

Suppose I do not know, or that nobody

knows, that ** *all equilateral triangles are equi-

angular and suppose I discover this by a pro-

cess of mathematical (a species of syllogistic)
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reasoning, and by (hat alone, (which was pro-

bably the case with the mathematician who did

discover it) ; is not this discovery of mine the

discovery of a iruihf and is not that trath nem

to all mankind ?—as new as the first discovery

of any unknown real ol^ect ? Both trodis ex-

isted beiore, as is implied by the word discover

but neither were Amown. I do not dcaiy, that if

new be defined that which is not known, nor

can be deducedfrom any thing which is known/*

the author may be right ; but 1 cannot see any

reason for distorting, in so great a degree, the

meaning of a word, when that meaning hsM

been established on so firm a basis, by long and

uniTersal use ; a use adopted by Dr. Whately

himself, upon all other occasions but the present

> one*.

With regard to the several bearings of a pro-

position, and to the ten categories (pp. 217, 21B),

I must refer to what I have already said of pro-

perties, in Ch. V ; of descripticm^ in Oh. Vl ; and

* See p. ft39, m», that is, unpennioed and wUim^
ef.** The falkcy exhibited on the occasion of the above

ari^ument of Dr. Whately appears to urise from something

more t&an mere obecurily of expression, and to be lefenibie

to the head of Ftdhunes oferroneous ejEproaskKL"
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to ihe claasiflcatioii of Entatiasy at the end of

Ch. III.

In the next pages ofthe Elonents (218 et seq.)

the author appears to repent ofhaving limited the

application ofthe word new to that which cannot

be deduced from, what is abeady known,V and

considei's it, perhaps with more propriety, as a

relative term, appUcable to whatever is not yet

known ;

—

relative^ both as to person—for a thing

which is new to one man may be old to another

—and as to time—for a new thing, when once

exhibited, becomes an old one, with regard to

the person to whom it is exhibited.

The discovery ofa new truth, therefore, now

stancls defined, the elicitation. of any thing

which is not yet known and, as this discovery

may be made, either with or without the ioune-

diate aid of observation and testimony, two spe-

cie,ormodes are here mentioned, which are cer-

tainly perfectly distinct, and which Dr. Whately

calls ^ information and instruction;— should

rather say, elicitation by observation^ and elicit

iation by ratiocinfttion ; including, under ob-

servation in general, both personal observation

and testimony ; and under ratiocination, both

induction and deduction. The sense of these
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several words has been so frequently detailed,

that I do not think it hecesBary to enlarge any

more upon this part of Dr. Whately^s Elements,

which appears to be generally rather confused

in.it8 style, and by no means rendered clearer by

the above-mentioned alterations in the meaning

of the words new truih^ in the course of so few^

pages.

In the second section of the same chapter

(p. 226), discoveries are divided into physical

and ii^icaL This division corresponds, in a

certain degree, to the preceding one, into infor-

mation and instruction : the difference is, that

induction is now coupled with observation in

the characteristic operations of physical disco-

very, and deduction alone constitutes logical

discovery. I do not perfectly comi»rehend the

use of this double division ; nor can I form to my-

.

self any clear idea of the particular object the

author had in view in writing this section : I

inust, therefore, request him to excuse any of my

remarks which may be found to be incorrect, in

consequence of having mistaken that object.

In all cases,'' it is said, p. 227, of the es-

tablishment of SLgeneral fact from Induction, that

gentfol &ct i& tdlimaUly established by
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.iUasbiiing; e,g. Bakewell, .... observed &c.

'
• •« • these frcte ware his'dafo froiti which torn'

rbining tbem^ with the general principle that Nft-

*tiire is steady and uniform in her prooeediii^,

he logically drew the conclusion that &c. • . • •

biit then his chief merit was in making die <ob-

smations, in so combining them, as to abstract

fcc. • • . also in conjecturing &c. . . .The making

of such ohservationaand still more the combtnO'

tioTiy abstfactioQ and judgment employed are

what ihen commonly mean when they apeak of

Induction, and these operations ai'e certainly dis^

'timet from Reasoning.'?

Reasoning is the drawing a logical conclu^

-mn, • 1 ; • BakjBwtli drew a logieai enfiuiunm by

combining observations^ • • • , This combination of

oberaalion^ is distinctfiram Reasonings I really

-mk greatly at a loss where io class this mode of

retmmng, dnd am only the tnare inclined to

apply that same word reasoning to induction

as well as to deduction. I should very much

doiiht that Bakewell ever thought of.the uni-

formity of the proceedings of Nature he pro-

bacy' had onlyfound that &ets were of such and

such a nature wherever he bad attended to them,

and that lie bsui ' never heard .of imy instancy
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Inhere they were not so ; accordingly, by indue-

five ^generalization, be supposed these facts to

have place in all similar instances. I see veaiw

"ing in this operation, but no syllogism.

One word more as to 'matUr qf fact. Dr.

Whately applies the term to such facts only which

lidit -upon the authority of observation or induc-

tion, not to those which are mathematically or

^syllogistically proved. Is this in conformity to

the ordinary senses of the locution ? When it

has been proved Aat ^* all equilateral* triangles

are equiangular,^^ is not this coincidence a matter

offact?
*' Section 3 (p. 231) relates to Definition^.

Having already spoken of the identity of fhe

meaning of the term and the nature of the things

I have now to advert only to the distinction made

between a maAemaiieal and a logicai definition

;

for there appears to me to be none. A mathe-

inatical definition: "of a square is strictly analog

gous to a logical definition of an animal, a man,

6r'any other common term,—an enumeration of

the essential properties of the collective entity so

designated, abstracted from all accidental pro^ -

j[kirties which any individual square body, ani-

iua],' man, -&c. may poesess. If the definition of

p2
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a square may be given in the form of the postu-

late, let a foursided figure, of equal aides and

. rightangles, be calleda square'^(Elemeuts, p.233),

so may any other logical definition ; as, for in-

stance, that of a ma^ man is a rational animal")

may be thnaexpreised : 'Met a rational anim^

be called a m^n.^^ Sqiutre (as above defined) is

the name ofa collective entity formed of the pro*

perties which constitute the superordinate genus

$wrfac€^ with the addition of tiiat of being

bounded i^y foursid^ equal in length, and placed

at r^ht angles to one another,^' and is aj>plicar

ble to every individual object endowed with thos^

propertifes, whatever others such object may

luore, Maa^ in .like manner, is the name of a

collective entity formed of the properties, which

conatitttte the superordinate genus animal^ with

the addition of that of rationality^ and is appli^*

cable to every indiridual object endowed with

those properties^ whatever others such object

may have.

' In the fourth section of this same chapter

(p. 234), after two or three more »pages on the

lestrictioa of the word reasoning to syllogistiiQ

argument, are a few lines upon obmvation and

exprnimmt. A d^nition of the latter term mighf
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Aot have been useless on this occasion^ but ba»

liieen negleded by the author* By expenmini far

oommonly understood any physical operation

which is performed with a view to assist obser-

tation; a8,forex. placing two «ul»tence. in^
tact, with a view to observe their reciprocal che-

mical action, or thehang^ng a weight (oa bar of .

iron, with a view to observe the quantity that it

caii support without breaking, &c. Experience

m passive ; observation is active, but purely

mental ; experimtni is a pht^ncal operation.

* Chapter III, on Inference and Proof, Elements^

Upon this occasion! should again ^tiffin*, in

some measure, from the author, inmy idea of the

sense commonly attached to the words he defines.

Proving,^' he says, is the assigning ofa reasbh

or argument for the support ofagiven proposition,

and inferring thededuction of a conclusion fitMn

given premises.^^ They " ai*e not two different

things, but the same thing rq^arded in two dif*

ferent points of view, ... he who infers, proves ;

and he who proves, infers.'' Now suppose

asserts that heat is a substance, B objects that it

cannot be proved to be so. Tnle/' saysT A,

we cannot prove it, but we may infer it iirom

such and. such well-attested observaticiliB.'' is-
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fhill an mcorreetmode ofipcddag Imiy H^it^M

not infiTMce, be^t applicable to iaduetioa whi<^

produces mere probability; proof' t» d&inn^mty

Of to. such i^dudive (q>eralioiift oiily, wbicb^ by/

the moral certainty of the coiiclusieD, arfr l»»

garded as equiyaleDt to daduclimi ?

True it is that " the word infer fixes the miud

first op the premiss, and- then on the* eondo^

sioa ; the wojnd proves on the contrary, leads the-

mind firom Ihe oonclosion to the pramss bot^

this appears to be an incid^tal circumstance

which has arisen ftom Ihe nature of the two

guments, not a characteristic difference, or, at

any rate, not the sole essential distinctien^ b^:

tween the two^ operations. In deduction, the

conclusion is equally certain with the premises,

and is lisnally stated first, as being consideced)

the most impoiiant. In inductiop, th^ premises

are^r«l held to view, as being more certain than;

the conclusion. But in neither case is this ne-.

cessarily so ; and the qnestions, Ibm d9 youv

and What do you. . • / might without impropriety

N be respectively completed by the woidli ptmt or.

infer^ It may not be.very good EngUsh to sayy

" What do you prove from tliat but I do not

think that the most rigid grammarian would
1 •
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«ftjMl.to At expressions, Wbat&> you prove

% iMtttu. Jo/.^tV^ How do jou m&r.thu^

fronpi that?''

li might, be Qtyeoled to me, the wofd

proof is also fiequeatly applied to inductive ar-

gument ; but tfaia is only the ease when it is ion

tended to show tliat the value of the inference*

amonntB to moral certainly, and then indnqtioa*

is considered as equivalent to, and spoken of as

betng the aameas, deduction: And I should not

think that the word mfer oould ever be^aptly ap«

plied to mathematical demonstration.

it appears to me also, that the words it^erencei

and proofcannot strictly be opposed to each other^

ICthcL/iroo^and the coneituim are t^ie two por-.

tious of a tleUuctive argument, the reason and

the n^erence may be considered as this qixa^

sponding portion of arguments in general, or ot

the.inductive q)ecies in particular.

The next sectioi;i ofthis third chapter is headed,

Investigator and Advocate,^' apd the distinc-;

tion between the two is founded upon that which,

had been established between, inferring and»

proving ; but it appears to, me that both these

operations may be necessary both to the investi-

gator and the advocate. Au investigator^ 1.
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fliMMikl aaj, k he who oombiiiet escpoteettt,*

observation, and ratiocination, with a view to

dearing up any doubt he may entertain- npoa

any subject, or to the adding to the stodi of

Miformatton which he may possem with regard

to it.' An advoeaU is he wtio. endeavours to.

prove to anotlier person a proposition (true or

&be) of whieh.he himselfhas no doubt, orafiects

to have no doubt. An advocate may be an in-

Testigator ; the investigator ceases to be such

when he puts oq the advocate.

The word investigator, however, is only

given in the marginal title of the section in

question. In the text the word pMhsapker is

substituted ; a word which cannot Mi to throw

more or less of obscnrity over every topie in

which it is suffered to intrude. The termji^-

lo9ophy has ever been strangely ill used from

its first coining by the ancient Greeks to the

present day : scarcely may there be found two

anthora who agree upon its meaning. It has

sometimes been extended to the designation of

the pursuit of science in the aggregate, and often

restricted to that of particular branchea; it haa

been exclusively applied to various ethical,^

noological, or physical studies; and here the
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philosopher's field is confined to the ^> combin-

ing and adecliiig knomk fiicts. • • .Ibr giving. «

•

conclusionsi. . . , implied in the premises to the

«« making' logical discoraries Off in a wiQidy

to mere syllc^istic reasoning.

In Hm'msxt page, howerar, our pUhsophet^^

duties are again enlarged: the whole field of

observation and experiment is now allotled to

him for exercise ; he is restricted only as to the

mode in which he is to make use of his ratiocina-

tive fiiculties ; he is to draw ccMiclosions from bier

observations ; but he must not seek for argu-

ments in support of any fact ; for this is the

advocate's or rhetorician's province. Are these

two functions as distinctasDr.Whately conceives

them to be > and might we not, from the data

before us, draw up the following syllogism ?

The philosopher infers^ the advocate proves (p. 247)

;

He who infers, proves^ and he wboproves, infers (p. i

therefoiej

* Tlw pbSosophef it an advocate ; dial ii^ liie twa wofdiaie

synonymous* - .

Rhetorician^ a term incidentally introduced,

upon this occasion as a sort of synonym to advo»

cate^ appears to call for a few words in explana-

tion of its import. A rhetorician^ according to
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tp. jcpfloriaoe, not by. iagicai argumeal^ tml; hyi

iiiiuttidfig fhei aflfaetboft and/paanonk. The

i^ttftiiCLaaaka.to c^yeg'are.momigfaimU^J^

tba&tnie; hiaarguioeDls. raomfinequentlyM
qteui tbaa iagkal. Rhaten^ k aft art oC iduch

tbe practice is useful, wheu a truth is to be iiu*

jmB^mA upon- iateUeaifttoa iiarrow..for the, ready

conception of logical argument^—:wheQ the dif-

fiiaionof ft&lae idea may lM^pea.to be iieceaaary.

&r aay purpose of general utility,—or for the

purpose of giving amuaemenl, wken the anbject

ii».af so little importance that its truth or &lsity

maltera not. Beyond this, rhetoric is ever a

baneful art, and the grand object of the logician

is to guard against its influence, and to counter-^

act ita evil efi^acts.

The remaining chapter of this Dissertation

on tl^ Ptovince of Reasoning relates to verbal

and real questions. Its chief object appears to

be to shew the importance of definitioii (orfather

exposition in general), without which it is shewn

t^s^t np logical ai^ument can be carried on.

Tliifi importance o^ exposition might have been,

st^U more generalized, and might perhaps be

^eu^plihed« were it wprth the labou^r, in nior^
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than one instance, where a certain degree of ob-

scurity prevaib oTer this very chapter ofthe£1^

ments, over the whole of the Appendix, and the

greater nnmber of'tlM^proflGSBed definitioBB in

the Index. But it would probably exhaust the

reader's patience, and.th^t to little purpose, were

i to pursue this investigation any further. 1 shall

therefore proceed immediately to the theory of

fallacies.
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CUAPT£R XL

ON FALLACIES.

(Wliately's Elements, Gh. IIL p. 181.)

Dr. Whatbly's chapter on Fallacies is

iatroduced by the following exposition of tiie

subject

:

By a fiadlacy is commpnly understood any

unsound mode of arguing, which appears to

demand our conviction, and to be decisiye of

the question in hand when in fairness it is

not.''

This definition may be fully applicable to

all apparent arguments, in which an erroneous

conclusion is deduced from the premises by a

mere play upon words ; as, for ex. No cat has

two tails, one cat has a tail more than no cat,

therefore, one cat has three tails and of which

the very absurdity of the conclusion is enough
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ta shew the error. But is the above defimtioa

equally applicable to that most dangerous of all

classes .of fallacies, to that which most of all

needs detection and exposure; namely, to that

which, without producing any direct eonviciion^

.tends to throw confusion in the way of concep-

tion, and to give to a false and pernicious argu-

mdot a degree of probability fiur more difficult

to destroy- than any fact which, though appa-

rently proved, is, primAfiausie, absurd?

A much more general and comprehensive ex-

position is given by the editor ofMr* Bentham's

Book of Fallacies ; which exposition I shall here

transcribe, in order that the reader may judge

whether his or Dn Whately's is the most appli-

cable to the term fallacy^ in its most ordinary

and most useful sense.

By the nam^ 6(fallacy, it is most common

to designate any argument employed or topic

suggested, for the purpose, or with the proba-

bility of producing the efiect of deception,r-<»f

causing some erroneous opinion to be enter-

tained by any person, to whose mjud such

argument may have been presented.'^ Book of

Fallacies, p. 1. .
^

t « A •

I
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- vMte^l '"^iixktnim tlie logical triew « ^Mfli

Dr. Wh^tely here professes his intentioiv of tak-

*liig''of'f!tfe subj^t, I must attempt the classiBca-

^dn^and ' lexposition of the prindpU fidlactes,

•according to my own ideas. In this operation I

'ihkll be» iif'Mme'inieasiiire^ giii^ bjrthe above^

Totiehtioned Book of Fallacies ; but the method

ibere'tfiopted most^-'fortii^praeiit purpose,^ be

considerably modified. Only one part of the

^ fidd, that bf pofitieal' fillaci^, thefre At-

tended to, and that with a view to political and

plfirticbhCriy ' to pflArtismeiitary argnmlitit. '^The

bbfject being 'different on the present occasion,

'fhcr^urce of division will also be differetit.

lUllusies iiidst 'hmv be a more

general poiht of view : the whole field should be
»

»

referring the different fallacies to .tlie most convenient head8>

an4 fdy'fng a seientific anaiiyaa of the . procedure which takes

pilace in eiwii**' ISkmeaU, p. 1SI* Either. Iam miidlimiatakei^

or, by a logical view, is here meant methodization, expo-

sition, and analysis. Without any, or, at any rate, without

i>Hi>iiWiliiirt-;^ hetew^UaM^.WUMfii view^gtM

be carried, notwithstanding the restricted limits . he bay

hitherto been repeatedly assigning to it.
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'embmoi^, and the division carried on as far as

it is applicable to arguments in general, without

reference to any particular subject. This is an

undertaking for which I certainly do not feel that

competency which would be desirable ; but as,

without it, a great blank wohld be left in the

sdieace of Logic, I shall endeavour to exhibit

generally my tiews, leaving ulterior details for

the more comprehensive work I am preparing.

Before I pr(>ceed 'to the'division'ofthe genus

fallacies^ I must observe that there may be a

number of assertiohs of which the fidsity is so

very evident, that it is useless to exhibit them in'

the character of fallacies, there being no possi-

bility of any persons being led astray by them

;

as, for ex. ifwe were to assert that a thing which

isy is not. And one great error of Logidalis ap-

pears to be, that, after defining a fallacy an

argomait which appears to prote a ^nesfioii

which is not fair or true," they give as examples

of fallacies, arguments (or rather puns) which

can never, in this sense, appear to be earreei i

Attt is, can never convey to any mind vxf diegvee

of belief of the fidse assertion adduced. Who
will ever believe, for instance, that a river has
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^feet because it ruus,^^ or that a constellalioii

barks because it is a dog ^V*

Fallacies may iu general be referred to oue of

the two following classes

:

1. Fallades arising fix>m the Dianiier in wbicb

^ the ideas are communicated, or fallacies of ex-

presnan.

2. Fallacies arising from the nature of the

^ ideas themselTes, orfallacious ideas.

This first division of fallacies answers, in some

measure, to the common one, into fallacia in

dictione and extra dictionem ; but 1 have given a

somewhat greater extent to the former class

than that which is usually ascribed to it, as I in-

clude in it nearly the whole of Dr. Whately^s

semilogical fallacies, &c« as will presently be •

seen ill my examination of his system. '
*

Fallacies of expression have i^ace when the

learner fails to entertain a clear, correct, and com-

plete idea of the aigmnents or propositions com-

....1. eMN didio tmiUa princU

paliier ngnijlcal : \xt, si probetur aliquod coeleste sidus esse

mmu^ vd lalrare, quia otl caois. mm diah warn firo-

pni iigni/tcaru, per dnalogiatn, mU Meiaphonm ad aSm ttmu^

JiBtiur : uty si probetur aquam pedes habere^ quia currit ; aut

pnitam o^, quia ridet &c. SaundeiMn's hofpc, p. 155.
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municated to him by the teacher. That defect

in the operation of communication which is the

cause of these fallacies, is termed misexpresnon

when tlie fault is considered as lying on the part

of the teacher, and misconception when on that

of the ledruer *.

Defective expression may be generally re-

ferred to one of the three heads of ambiguity^

obscurity^ and error of expression.

L Ambiguity ofexpression has place when a

word may be uuderstood by the learner in either

of two or more different senses. Such ambi-

g uity becomes a source of fallacy, when, amongst

these several meanings, the learner is induced,

by chance or from any other cause, to adopt

a different one from that which the teacher had

in view.

This definition of ambiguity will be found to

be much more limited than that which is usually

given by l<^cians. All homonymous terms,

that is, all those which imy happen, in the same

or in different circumstances, to designate two or
•

* It ahould be Tememb«ied that by the word teacher is

here to be understood he who makes the conunanicatioa^

who utters the proposition or argument ; by the word learner,

he to whom it is addressed.

Q
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more dip^rent objet^, are by . thepoi, ip,clu4e4

amon!^^t ambigipous terms*; but I shQ]i44

make use of tbe latter denomination only in the.

cases where there is roooi for he8ita,tiQ]i, on the

learner's part, a» to which,sense he should adopt

;

and there are a great number of instances where

it is impossible be should be mistaken as to the

intended import of a homonymous term. Thjo^

in the example already quoted fron^ Saunderson,

of a river runnings though runpiing'' has ano-

ther sense than that of "flowing'^ in which.it is

here used, yet, to no ope would the . idea occur

that it was that other sense which was here
fc . . . . .. .

...
n^eant,—to .no one would this homonymous word,

appear in the smallest, degree amhigupus^^

Ambiguity may. be seated in worda alone, or

in sentences. When it is in the words alone, the-

fallacies arisiiig from this source may be termed

fallacies of equivocation; when it is the sentence:

that is ambiguous, the .correspcmdiii^ fallacies^

are thoai^ of .amj)hiboi^

1. As examples of ambiguous^ terms pro-

ducing iallacious ccmception, we may refer to the

• F^Hacia Mquivocaiipms sive Hon^omfwia eit, quando
,

vox aliqua simplex aliter atque aliter ac^pitur in argument»*

tibne." Saundenon'a Lcgic, p.
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observations 1 have made ia precedmg chapters,

with regard to fbe ^tkble nUteiiings of the'words

•^distributed/' "necessary/* " particular/' "dis-

couni^'' "niiw ttoA/' ftc. a§ used by Dr.

Wfaately and other log^ians^ In my aboye-

mentioned "E^ai suir 1^ Nomenclature et la

Claasification/' &c., 1 ^iklted out the anibigruity

<rf the words " physic'* "physics," &c. in seve-

ral of their viiricMis conjugates in French and

English—applied as they are, sometimes to me-

dicinal sciende, sbm^mesr to Somatoldgy in

g^eral, sometimes to technological science:

in the same w(n4c may be seen* Several other in-

stances of attibiguous and obscure general deno-

minations of arts and scieiices.

Another cause of ambiguity in terms is de»

rived fVom the diversity of import which custom

has often ascribed to paranifmom* words. A
conjugate is naturally supposed to correspond in

import to its root; and when this is not the case,

it will always take some time for the learner to

diUfiiss tte ori^nal'ttieaning from his midd.

Ambiguity in conjunctions and other words

by which terms and propositions are connected,

is
,
strikingly exemplified in the instance of the

* Swhewiftttr ttlUtd<i of paronymhy;

Q 2
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word or. In almost all European languag es tbii

coiijuuctiou may express either synop.ymit^ or

I alternation^ and often in a manner in which the

learner is much puzzled as to which of the two

is to be understood. The word ei/Aer becomes

in some degree ambiguous, from its occasional

modern use as a synoniyn to both or to each.

The ambiguity of some causal conjunctions has

been exemplified by Dr. Whately. (See above, p.

24, and Elements, p* 2&)« The present tense of

the verb is in many cases ambiguous, iis it is .

sometimes used indefinitefyj that is, to denote the

action without any regard to time, as animals live

and eat ; sometimes it is definitely applied to the

present time, as, He is in London,

2. Ambiguity in sentences, or Amphibology^

may arise from miscollocation^ or from the double

'

meanings of grammatical inflections*.

Ambiguity from miscoUocation has place

when, by a defect in the order in which the
'

* Infledums are the modifications in words by which are •

expressed certain grammatical relations, (such as time, mood,

number, gender, case^ &c.) ; as, for ex. " rego» rexi," " write^

nrole/* &c. Languages are said to be more or less it^kdei

according to the proportion of such relations expressed by

modifications' in the words themselves, as compared to those

which are.expressed by separate auxiliary , words*
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component parts of a portion of discourse are ex-

hibited, it reinaiiifei uncertain to which oi two

terms or propositions a clause^ a parenthesis, or

a relative proiioun, or other term, should be re-

ferred. Various examples of this !S[)ecies of ani-

pliibqlogy may be seen in Dr. Whately's Ele-

ments, p. 165, note.

Grammatical amphibology will, of course, be

* found much more common in the more iiillected

languc^es than in the English. . The following

example, however, is given by Dr. VVhately

:

* The duke yet lives that Henry shall depose.

V

This, as well as other species of ambi<>^uity, was

much practised by ancient priests, to save the

credit of tlieir oracles ; as in the instance of the

celebrated Oracle <;i\ en to Pyrrhus at Delphi

;

Aio teiEacide Romanes vincere posse.'' Here

either of the terms "te'' and "Romanos" may

be taken either as ageni or patient^ both of these

gTummatical relations being expressed by the

accusative case.

' Anotlier exduiple of amphibology is that

of negative propositions in which the word'

not is the sign of negation ; as, for ex. / shall not

\ speak because he desires it^ may signify either

that It is not because he dtsires it that J shall
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speak
f

that His dmring me io spefilet is mjf

reasonfar not doit^g so.

II. Obscurity of e^jpi'essiou ^ p|iice where

the t^her^B propc»itioi|9 or ar^umeiits fail, in

auy ^ convey posiUm? ^^f^U ^ distinct

-ideas to flie learner's mind. It is productive of

fidlacy when the learner (ascrihiog, 6^bapfi^> hift

defective conception to his own want of ability

or of appUc^tiojn) adopts the teacber^s propor-

tions and conclubious, taking for graiUed tlieir

respective connections and depepdenee, or what- ,

ever else there may th^t he cannof clearly

1^
* iE

of obscurity, he has oxily to open the Gj^s/l

Genaan metaphysical treatise, ancient or mo-

dem, which he may lay hi$ hands upoi) ; aud h£

will probably not have perused many pages

before he finds them replete with oba^^rity ip

every shape : and theirpower of producing fallacy

iaamplyproved bythees^traod^^inaryfapult^

enables these same Germans, after having be-

wildered their senses duryi^ th/e pi^niSQl of two

or three octavos, to come to isucli a couciuaiou as

the following : In aU plants tberc^ is but qn^,

organ ; the root, leaver, pjet^l^, ^ds, &c. &c.,

are ajl thj? swne t]ung--::or were all originayy
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«dctly mmiliur, but have only beeb nto^ified in

order to perform their different fuuctiotis an

aissertion which 1 have often heard seriously ar-

gued by botanists of the German school, other-

#i8e ctever and intelligent.

An obscure expression is either vague or con-

fMtd. Ifi the fenner case it is chiefly the nature

of the import of the words that is productive of

dbscurity
; confusedneU usually arises from their

collocation*

1. Vague nomenclaturemay be exemplified in

the instance of the words philosophy^ reasoningf

&c. and in that of a great number of general

ethicGil terins, {virtue^ vice^ ckarity^faithy &c.).

On these occasions, the teacher may perhaps en-

tertain, in his owii mind, exact and distinct cor-

respondent ideas ; yet, to the learner, they will

alwayiTappearmoreor less vague, unless accom-

panied by precise and repeated exposition. Thus

if is that these words, by their obscurity, must

produce more or less of fallacy in all arguments

i^i which they are introduced,

2. Confusedness ofexpression is often observed

in the writings of certain authors, whose long-

winded arguments grow, as it were, one out

of the other, in one never-ending sentQ^ce, and

«
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are accompanied and intersected with so many

incideutal and often irreievaut clauses, that,

before the reader has reached a full stop, he

has completel}^ forgotten the point whence be

started and the ol^ject of the discourse, as

well as the respective connection of its compo-

nent parts. An over attention to general rhetori*

cal elegance, and the contrary efforts to sacrifice

every thing to the preciseaess of each individual

propositibn, (as, for ex. in our legal andstatutelan-

guage), may be alike productive of general coufu-

sedness. This defect may also originate in a want

of ability, on the autlior^s part, of embracing the

whole of his subject at once, and from his giving

way to that natural propensity of the human miud

to wander in its thoughtsfrom one subject to an-

other, as suggested to his memory by any acciden-

tfd apropos. See hereafter Fallacies of Artful

Diversion.

in. Error of expre^^ion has place whan a

. diiierent idea is conceived by the learner from

that which was intended to have been expressed

by the teacher, thongh at the same time each

may, in his own mind, have attached a clear aud

distinct idea to th^ expression in question.

Error of expression, u ith regai*d to names of
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real entities, seems little worth mentioning as a

source of fidlacy ; as, in such cases, it does not

proceed from inattention on the part o£ the

teacher, but chiefly from mistake or ignorance

;

and in that case the learner's misconception is

owing to his not haying duly weighed the value

of the teacher's testimony ; and the fallacy exem-

plihed is referrible to the head of Defective Evi-

dence. If a man calls a horse a dog, ox a book

a table, tlnough ignorance, his testimony is de<

fiective by the erraneousness ofoperation ofhis m-

iellectualfaculties; if he wilfully misuses any such

names ofreal entities, his moral dispositiomwrede-'

fective—he teils a lie. See, in the precediug chap-

ter, what has been said on the value ofEvidence,

and hereafter the,fallacies of Defective Evidence.

It is then to the misuse of fiction that fella-

cies of erroneous expression nuist he attributed.

Fiction, it has already been shown, is absolutely

necessary in aU discourse, and thatto suchadegree,

that it is scarcely possibleon all occasions to guard

against &llacy from this cause; The connection

betw een a fictitious entity and its t\pe is in most

cases so vague,and uncertain, that, to ensure cor-

rect conception, it >v ould require an exact defi-

nition of the meaning intended to be attached to
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Ae name of efety fictitious entity on the part of

every Mceeedbi^ wsSHft. Thia^ howefer; fHAnM

have place, on account oi the diii'useness which

wmM be the result. Every author, th^-eftire,

seleetafor expeaition mch terms Oidy as he ooo-"
'

siders, at the same time, as the most important

aiid the uiost IkMe to miscmceplk)^ But these

very terms may be such as appear to be the

plainest to his readers ; and there lAay be tnany

others, upon which his whole arguments may

rest, that may be iAea hi an entirely difierent'

sense from that which he had in view, and thus

convert a whole treatise into dbsolute nonsense.

When a reader is puzzled with his author^s ar-

gumentB, hia first stttention idK>iild he dhrecled

to the meaning to be attached to the wards/, and

in Older to laeilflate, on aFl occaaiont, the aseei^

taining the correctness of the ideas conveyed, no

author, whose object is perspicuity and instruc-

tion, should fearthenndt^licattion of expoailions

of tenns.

For die exemplification of fidlacies of fiction

(by which name we may designate such as arise

from erroneous etprasnon, as above liraitedy, v^
may refer to that head the foliowii^ species

:

1. Aseribiiig reaUl^ to a fictiHoW etiStf.
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Ttiis ja.a irery ssmmon aouroe nf ennor, i«id w
much used by rhetoricians. All fallacies ia

ethical aod pfajrakdogieri JURpmvl0> derived

from the persouification of Reasw, Nature, <&cy

WA}r be leiamd ito head*

2. Assuming that ttie collection betireea

fiotiftiptti entities ti 4ie mme as the «MTeu

tpoMding oopnectiou between real entities, tiiat

is, as the reai coimeotioB darigmled by the

same uaise. T^bus when we say that a geRua

eoB^tftsvao many species, we d# not i«p««seiit 4e

ourselves thatagenua is a reeeptaoie which would

still ranain (though empty), if aH these species

weselakeaaway fiNW it, but that it coamts of»

or is divided into, so many species ; and yet, if

it he kept ia osind that figwratiye expresaioos

inuiit not be argued upon in their real sense,

tb^re ajppeara to be m great incettTenieBoe in

adopting the common expression, that a genus

OMtaiittita spedies.''

3. Ascribing reality to a collective entity,

Hunt is, the supposiiig lhat a oamsam name is

the name of some one really existing object,

distinet of comse from every individual object

contamed in the coUectiYe entity m question.

The eneonsiarisiflg fioomthiaswivce are frequently
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mentioned by Dr. Whately (p. 49> p. 269, 6cc.),

and have also been adverted to in the course ofthe

preceding pages of this Outline.

4. Mistaking the extent of the name of a col-

lective entity. When a generic term is made

use of by the teacher to designate one particular

q>ecies of the genus,*-*the only species, perhaps,

which occurs to hiui at the uiomeiit, or, at any

rate, that which appears to him the mostimport»

ant, the species par excellence^—and when the

leamar at the same time applies timt same term

to the whole genus, or tp some other of its spe-

cies, his conception is errmeam,—he is mistaken

as to the extent which the te^^her intended to as«

cribe to the term in question. The example

\ given by Dr. Whately of the word faith, em-

ployed by Cbnstians to denote the Christian

fiuth, by Mussulmen to
,
denote tlie Mahpinetan,

&c. belongs to the present species of fallacy,

(provided the double meaning be considered as

seated in the generic word faith). But I cannot

agree with this author in considering the word

faith as having " not two different senses, but

two different applications.^^ If the Christian

fs^ith^^ and the Mahometan faitli^^ be botli de-

situated .by . the same name, &ese two entities
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being different from oue aaother, that name

which is common to both must surely be con-

sidered as having two different senses. A
word, having a particular sense/' and a name,

being applied to a particular object/^ are, 1

should think, but two modes of expressing the

same idea* • .
^

5. An error, closely allied to the preceding,

is, the mistaking the object to which a relative

^ The elliptical character of ordinaiy discourse causes

many terms to become practically ambiguoiUj whidi yet «ie.

not themselves employed in different but with different

applications, which are understood. Thus, * The Faith* would

be used by a Christian writer to denote the Christian Faith,

and, by a Mussulman^ the Mahometan ; yet the word Faith

has not in these cases, of itself, two different significations.

So iiOm^t, * elect»' or ' chosen/ is sometimes applied to sudi

.

as are ' chosen/ to certain pimlegeM and adwintag^; (as the

Israelites were, though they were overthrown in the wilder-

ness for their disobedience ; and as all Christians are fre-

quently called in the New Testament) sometimes again to

those who are ' diosen/ as fit to receive tL^fintd reward, havings

made aright use of those advantages ; as when our I<ord says,

* many are called, but few chosen/ " Elements, p. 1 64.

In the latter example, the generic term chosen" is em-

ployed, in the first instance, to designate the species " chosen

for certain privil^es and advantages /' afterwards to denote

the spedes'*' chosen for a final reward."
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espraMMBi rofafft ; as,, for ex. if two-irfranBttFSM'

wer^ to diacuflfl tiie merits of my pai^ealar

peraen, fint designated bgr twib parties by sofiie

suck expvessioiias^ the man- who was there,''

8cc. and were eaeb to have in Yi^mmmi^d^erei^

moBm But this enror ia oomparatively imim^^cMt^

ant, as being rarely exemplified, and producing,,

ifrgieiieral^ butanMHattt^ary Miaey.

6. Falladesc^ paronymity—the afisuming tliat

the di&rence in sense of paronymous words

corresponds to< the modifications given by the

Paronymous words, taking the term in its

most general sense, are all those which ar^'

derived firom the same root. Woixls are derived

fjRom a root whM^ an'entity being*- designs^

any nam^^ oth^ word», either namesof entities,

d* abbrevifitive wordi^, are formed by modifica-

tions in thatname or root. The vrords so formed

are said to, be conjugates of their root, or of one

am^er,

hen these modifications in sense, so desi^

nated^are^reducible to regfulST dtaenTf andarie,

moreover, applicable to all words of the same

part of i/^hf the relations between tiie conju-

gates are termed grammakcal rehuiom^^ and the
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conjugatesm mare especiall}^ dfaoiHaaled

fificU^m^ Such aceUme q( «a<^ mmitfr^ wd
gender^ as applied to the noun, substantive or

a4i^^^ ;of degrte^ as aj^ked to thejuiyecliTe.;

i^oici^^ mood, ienseij number, person, aud gender^

as applied to, the vevb, &c In the case of these

grammatical, cpnjugates there is seldom anyaltera-

tion in the sense,of the voot but that which is

d^ignated the ioflectioa: it is seldom, there-^

fpre, that anj; ftUacy is, ta.be apprehended fhiMi

their use.

But in regard to thoee less r^ulac conjugates,

. which are more particularly termed paronymous

wards^ and which belong either to different parts

ofspeech (aSy for ex. aalar^ ioaci, active^ actively^

&c.), or to different classes of words in the same

port of spoeob,' {f^gwermtty ibegauemed, ff^

vemment, &c.), the root often undergoes some

modification in sense besides that which is indi-

cated, by the conjugation. The neglecting to

take these modifications into account is the.

source of tb^ present ^acy of paronymity,

which answers to that one termed by Dn
Whately Fallacia figurse dictionis (Elements,-

p. 157). In the example he gives of the words

project andprqjeclou the former word designates
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the result ofan operation; the latter tlie apparently

corresponding operator : but in feet the word pro^ •

jector implies, moreover, an expression ofvitupe-

ration, whichproject does not. The use which Dr.

Whately appears to have made, in his Introduc-

tion *, ofthe words reasim and reasonings may fur-

nish another example of Uiis species of fallacy f.

7. The fallacies ofetymology areclosely allied*

to the preceding, as shewn by Dr. Whately, p.

161. They appear, indeed, to refer only to those

* See above, Cb. 11, ip, l6.

t The distinction between grammatical and other conju-

gates 18 very vagne^ and may perhaps be said only to consist

'in the greater regularity ofthe former ; that is to . say, that

grammatical conjugates more rarely differ, otherwise than as

expressed by the inflection. Yet this is not always the case

;

as, for ex. in the English Ibtuve tense, ** I shall go** merdj.

indicates fbturity ; '* Yoii shall go" intimates a command

;

so likewise, " You will go" simply expresses futurity ; and

I willgo" implies determination. The distinctive character

given in the text, that grammatical conjagates are applicable

to all words of the same part of speech, is on\y relalivdy

speaking ; for then comes the question, as to what is, and '

wJiat is not, to be considered as a separate verb, Substantive
*

&c. " Regor" is commonly said to be—not a separate verb—but

the passive of " rego and yet, " governor*' a^d " the go-

verned*' are said to be substantives, distinct from " govern-

mentf—not grammatical inflections of this substantive.

\
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of fallacious paronymity where the conju-

gates are the more remote in sense or in form.-*

See, for examples, Whately's Elements, p. 161.

These several fallacies of expression will be

found to be very convenient instammentB in the

hands of the sophist, for the fallacious reduction

oiarguments, that is, for the reduction of a &1-

lacious argument to a form approaching more or

less to the syllogism, at the same time altering

imperceptibly the propositions of which it may

consist, so as to make it produce conviction in

his adversary's mind. In the instance of any of

llie fallacious arguments which 1 have pointed

out as observable in the course of Dr. Whately's

Elements, it might not, perhaps, be found diffi-

cult to reduce them, apparently, to correct syllo-

gisms, by means of a small degree of ingenuity

in profiting ofdouble meanings of terms, of the

Hon-correspondence in sense of paronymous

words, &c.

Returning now to fallacious ideas, the second

general division of &llacies, and which I have

said to be such as arise from the nature of the

ideas themselves they, may be generally re-

ferred to the following heads

:

I. Fictitious argument.

R
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II, Defective argumeat,

IIL Irrdevmt argfumeiit;

These clMica may not, perhaps, be found ta

be so distinct in some of their details as might be

wished ; but, in every deceptive alignment, the

fallacies exemplified are usually so numerous,

and «o intiB»le]y blended togedier, that it be*

comes a very difficult operation to reduce them to

ri^hr and distinct heads. In the following' enn-

meration, my object is chiefly to exhibit the most

important and most common modes, in which

mcH'e or less of erroneous conviction is produced

;

I do not; -therefore, give this list of fUlacies m
complUe\ and, with regard to theif arrangement,

I have merely endeavoured to group together

those which appear to bear the greatest analogy

to one another, in order that fliey may be the

more easily retained in the mind and glanced

over, when it is wished, for the purpose of refu-

tation, to discover what particular fidlacy his

been made use of io aa adversary's argument.

I. A fictitious argument is that which didta

no &ct or assertion, other than such as were-

expressed in the pro^xmtions .from whence the

sophist has started. To this head may be referred

.

the following fallacies

:
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1« PetitioiHincisii, or begging the question,

that is to say, assnming in the premises the very

thing ypu wish to prove. This may be in some

measure productive of fallacy, by tlie mere sub-

stituting in the premises synonymous tems for

those made use of iu the conclusion, as in the

enmiple given in die Book of Falbdes, Why
does opium produce sleep ? Because it is sopo-

riferoiiB or in that given by Dr« Whatdy, to

allow every man an unbounded freedom of

tfieech most always be, oh the whole, advan-.

tageous to the state ; for it is highly conducive,

to the interest of the community, that each in-

dividual should enjoy a liberty, perfectly un-.

limited, of expressing his sentimenis.^^ But

petitio principii is a much more efficient fiiUacy,

when die fact to be proved is indirectly assumed

in the premises, by maam of some term which:

implies it, but does not so openly assert it ; as,

fores, ifit were argued that ^^This action wmt

a most virtuous one, therefore, the ma^ who

pcrfimued it deserver to be highly conmiended

for it.^' Here, viriue^ and that which deservei ta

be e&mmmd^^ 4re in Act two names for one

and. the same thing.

One mode of disguising tlie concluding as*

%2
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sertioQ in the premisesy is by exhibiting it ia the

conditional form, as if it were the intention of

the arguer to prove it ; .and» after more or less

verbiage, by concluding with the same assertion^

given in a positive form, but without its iiaviog

been supported by any thing* bat the original

conditimial assumption^ In this instance petitao

principii is combined with aitful diversion.

' I .do not joomprehmd under the- petitio

principii all tlie fallacies arising from the ques-

tion4fegg{ng appeUaihesxi the Bookof Fallactes

(Part IV, Ch. 1) ; as they appear to me to be

referrible, in some- cases, to am/mum of ideaa,

m others fallacious qmli/kations^

'2. Aiding in a -circle. This &llacy has

place wlien a conclusion is deduced from pre-

mises which have themselves been proved by

means of the assumption of the proposition

lyhich forms the conclusion in question. See

the example relating to gravitation. Sec. in Dr^

\V hately^s Elements, p. 180.

II. Defective argument—referring, ofcourse^

to inductive arguments in particular, as the fal-

lacies pf expression relate radier to the syllogisoh

The different sources of &Uacy exemplified in a

di^ive ioigiimcpt mudt coi^rei^iidv in some
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Hnernxfe, to the difierent oonridenilioiiB upon

which the validity of a sound one has been said

to depend, and may therefore be distributed, in

a manner analogous to that in which these con-

sklerations have been classed, under three gene-

ral heads, i. Defective evidence, ii. Defec-

tivegeneralization. iii. Defective applicatton«

I. Defective evidence—becomes a source ol

fellacy when die sophist induces his opponent to

neglect, to gloss over, or to misconstrue any of

those elements of 'evidence, referred, in the last

ehapter, to the heads of personal observation^

testimony^ and previous induction, I shall not

repeat what I have said in the exposition of these

elements in ray preceding chapter, but shall

merely add a few examples of the most common

&illacies of evidence*
«

1. Fallacies of personal obsmation—are

produced, when physical facts or phenomena

are so exhibited or commented upon as to pro-

duce inattentive, or even directly erroneous ob-

servation. The illusions by which men have,

for some particular purpose, been persuaded to

believe that they actual 1}^^ saw or heard spectres

and phantoms ; . Richard the third's exhibition

of the pretended ejects of witchcraft on his arm-:
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the erroneous observation of inspecting visitors,

fcc. resulting' from the efibrts of prisoa kee|^

ers» accountants, or office liolders in general^

to prepare for their visits, &c., are all exam-

ples of the present species of fallacy. Jugglers'

tricks, theatrical iUfuaons, ftc., not producing^

belief in the reaults exhibited, are not fidlacies,

but bear the same relation to the present class,

which jests and puns bear to fiillacies of ez«

pression.

2. Fallacies of Us^iamxmj—are the effisct,

either of aa artful misrepresentation or colour-

ing of well-attested facts, or of endeavours ta

depreciate or to enhance the moral or.intellec*

tnal credibility of the attesting -witnesses. N<»

example can illustrate this class of &llacies in

a more striking manner than Hmtof the judge,

who, after summing up a case, so as to pro-

duce in the minds of the whole audience a con-

viction of the justice of the plaintiff's demands;,

by clear and incontroveriible proof, apparently

resulting from the testimony, shifted his ground,

and recommencing his expos^, produced, from

the very same e^dence, an equally convincing

statement of the defendant's right. The varia*

tions in the iitfereiutes drawn by' adrarse luu»«

r
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torians from the same series of events^ are ad«

ditioniil pvoo& of the repeated occurrenoe, the

facility in practice, and the difficulty of detection

of fidlacies of testiaiony,

A very common mode of misrepresentiiiy

wdl-altested facts is by the graftnitous appli*

cation of £dlacious epithets; that is, by the

giving, to facts or to objects, epithets expressive

of some qualifications ascribed to them, for the

pwpose of argument—^not because the objects

are really supposed to be possessed of such quali-

fications. This fallacy is chiefly applicable to

elhical subjects, and comprehends most of Mr«

Benthaui's (^ucstion-'begging appellalivts (Book

of Fallacies, p. 213) ; his impostor terms^ p. 221

;

nuLtchless constitution^ p. 236 ; glorious revolu'

liofi, p. 256 ; and perhaps the paradoxical asBif'^

tiom contained in Part iV. Chapter X. of the

same work.

To the head of fiJlacies of testimony belongs

also that which Dr. WhateTy has defined and

exemplified (Elements, p. 185) under the name

of fallacy of references. In France, where it is

the custom to give the authoicity and rationale

[Les Viis et considirants) of local and other acts

of the nurioiis administratioiis andjudicatures, it
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is often found convenient to support an unjust

arrMby reference to hewn and regulations, which

to the vulgar eye may exhibit^ in the title at

least, some distant analogy to the case in point,

but which, upon investigation, are discovered to

be totally irrelevant. Considered in another

point of view, this extonple might also be re-

ferred to the head of irrelevant argument, with

which defective festimony is closely connected.

' With regard totiie undue assumption of

premises^' in general, that is, to the assertion of*

individual facts not sufficiently well attested, no

general rules can be given as to what is or is

not sufficient^ well attested ; this must dq)end,

in each individual case, not only on the general
«

value of the elements of evidence, but upon fhe

nature of the object in view, and on the judg-

ment of the person to whom the argument is

addressed. A fact which may be considered as

highly probable by one person, may be judged

by another person, from the same grounds, to be

equally improbable. If a close investigation of

'

the several observations, testimonies, and induc-

tive processes, upon which the truth of the fact-

has been assumed, cannot settle a dispute on the

correctness of the assumption, neither party can
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bc^ to convince bis adversary by aiiy otber

logical process ; for noindaetiTeargimieiit, as has.

been already sbown, can produce positive incon«

trovertible proof,

II. Defective Generalization. To this bead

may be referred the following classes of fallacies.

1. Undue generalization. Tbis applies to.

inductive geueralization, and has place when,

constan<7 is ascribed to a tenet from insufficienl.

grounds ; as, for ex.when, from one individual act,

a babit or custom is inferred. Thus, if a man,

upon some one occasion, perh^ under some

extraordinary temptation, had approjHiated to

himself some property not belonging to iiim, and

if he were to be set down as an habitual Mef,

and ejected from society without enquiring into

other circumstaiices of his character ; or if a tra-

veller were to give a general account of the cha-

racter, manners, and customs of the nations he

visited, from one or.two individual observations

;

these fallacies would belong to the present head,-

of which other examples may be found in my
last chapter.

From the Book of Fallacies we may refer to

the present species the sweeping classifications ex-*,

emplified by the expressions, M crimes ofkings,'^
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p.- 265, and. cruelties of Catholics,*' p. 266.

Abo theftllacy of popular connptioo, p.

2« Vague generalities— compreheBd a nu-

meroiM class offidlades resorted to those who,

in preference to. the most particular and deter-

miiiate terms and expressions which the nature

of the case ia question admits of, employ others

more general and indeterminate,** Book of Fal-

lacies, p. 230*, Besides the wofda order, eila-

blishment, and balance ofpower^ which are given

in that work as instances of vague generalitiea

with reference to political argument, we may in

physical science refisr to this head the vagueness

of such assertions as Nature has an ol^ect in all

her opemlions, and all her works are adapted to

their intended use/^ a, proposition to which no

one has probably ascribed any definite meaning,

and whichmay bearguedfor or against, acccNrding

* In the fttne of the work hoe quotad we find the

feUowiag dcfimtioB: ^ An exptettton Is vague Md ambi-

guous when it designates, by one and the same appellative^,

an object which may be good or ba4 according to drcmn-*

stances*" The editor has probably not perceived that he ap*

plies here a generic definition to one species of the genus. He

should have said^ One specki €£ vague and aBib%iieiit e»*

futwmm laihst whidh dffiigiMta^ i>e>*
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to the coustructiou put upon it, Malchlew goq«

stitntioii^ and glorious levoliitkMi^' indndtd

in this class by the author of the Book of Faila«

eies, appear to me to be more appropriately re*

ferred tofallacioui epiiktis^

3. Vague distinctions, or sham distinctions of

the Bode of Fallacies, p. 271. I prefer tbe epi*

thet vague in the present instance, as more ap
propriately designatiTe of the ftHacies here men*

tioned by the author of the Book of Fallacies^

Vor it is admitted, for instance, thatthe pressmay

oonvey unjust imputations against the private

eharacter of individiials, and that such imputa-

tions may be productive of very serious injury,

and therefore require repression. A distinctiioti,

Iberrfore, there must exist, between likerty mai,

licentiousness of the press. This distinction is at

present wtgue^ and therdby produces fallacy in aiu

gument, but it does not appear to me to be sham.

The fiedlacies of " good in theory, bad in prac-

tice,'^ Book of Fallacies, p. 303, and "From

the abuse, argue not against the use,'' id. p.

339, arise from the vagueness of the distinc-

tions between theory and practice and between

abuse and use. In physical science^ the vague

distinclionsestaldished betwvmttelisting tenns^*
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baye been pointed out in a former work to which

ihate already referred* ; and, in the course of;

the preceding pages, instances of the same de-

fect have been mentioned, as having been ob-

served in Dr. Wbately^s Elements.

4. Sham distinctions. I baye just said that

1 do not consider as absdutely tAam, the dis-

tinctions so deriuiiiiiiated in tlie Book of Falla-

cies ; yet it must be admitted that many anihors.

have often laboured hard to establish distinctions,^

when really, according to their own definitions,,

there exists none. Such are D^Alembert^s dis-

tinctioas between ^^Histoire naturelle des ani-

^mux, plantes et mineraux/^ and '^Zoologie, Bo-

tanique et Min^ralogiet.'' Sudi are those oC

L(^icians between the meaning of a term, and

the nature of the thing represented by that term

;

* between the sense of a word and its appiicaiim^

5« Fallacies of confusion<^-not confiisioh of

expression, arising from the names only of the

* See Mr. Bentham's Chrestomathia and my Essai anr b
Kdmendatore et la ClassificatioD.

t See hlb Syst&ne Figur4 des Coimolattuioea Hamainesy
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ideas, and of which I have treated under the

head of obscurity of expression,—^but confusion

in the ideas, that is, the eonfwMHaig together en^*

tities wljich are different in their nature. »

*

One of the most common of these idlaciet of

confusion is that which has been called non causa

pro cawa^ or the mistaking, tar ibe cause, thai

which is not the cau^. Thus an obstacle is

mistaken for the cause, when the system of edu<*

cation pursued in our universities is rq>resented

as the cause of useful mtional learning {BoA of

Fallacies, p. 334). So it has frequently been an-

nounced that the destruction of all govarmttenl

would be productive of perfect individual libertgrt

when in fact it is the greatest obstacle to it.

The effect may also be mistaken for tka

cause
;

as, for instance, when the Turks are ex^

cused for their ill<4reatment of the Greeks, by

representing it as the natural effect of the de-

pravity of these their subjects, when if is nHxet

this tyrannical treatment the Greeks meet with

from theur oppressorB that is the icause of theur

depravity.

On the present occasion it may have beev

observed that the denomination,/a//aa€« of con^

fuBioni hflis been taken in a much mole limited*
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Bom than that which is given to it in the Book

of Falkeiai. I have eaimmsmed to chm^ and

conaequeiitly to oaioe, fallacies either accordipg

fo iimr Bubject-Mllier or to their source : Mr.

Bentham^a denomiiiatioiia are occasionally (as

in this instance] derived from the supposed oft-

of the sophist. His fallacies of confusioa are

tboae which produce confusion and perplexity

:

ittae ave diosewhkh arise fin» the cooiouiidii^

together distinct entities.

•4k Post hoe ergo propter hoc,«-*»a my com*

oaoD arguQient, and frequently a fallacious one,

ifi the inirtaiice of a wiety of physical subjects,

la medicine, it is, on many occasions, the only

argument upon ^wfaldi ttie efficacy of raiusdier

can he established ; and when the recurrence of

ihep&a hoe m fioquent^ with comparatirdy few

icistaiaces to the contrary, the inference of the

propter hoc may not be unfair. But when ap-

^ied to kidiridna) instaaccB, it becomes com-

pletely fallacious.

7. Co-euatence implies dependence. It baa

been argued, in the same manner, tbat when two

flungs are conatatttly obacnred to accompany one

another, the one must depend upon the other.

Thwnde^ Ibr et. in nataral ataance, danea have
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beea formed from two properties which .bare

been feund to exist log^tber in oerluli animalt

or plants ; and it has been asserted that one must

depend upon the x>tber, and that therefore every

object possessed of one must have both. Some

tiiiie after, a new being has been diiscovered pos-

«e8sed of one of these properties and not of the

other, and the whole theory falls to the ground.

Nothing has contributed more to the overtlurow

of physiological systems, than the discovery oC

so many anomalous animate and plants in New

Holland.

8. Similar effects must be derived from simi*

]ar causes. The fidlacy arising from the too

general assumption of this rule has already been

fully exposed in the chapter on^ Induction, to

which I must also refer for examples.

III. Defective application—teferring to the

third general class of the elements of induction,

namely, to the application of the general rule

to the individual case in question. From this

aoufoe aie derived the following fidlacies

:

1. Fallacious^ analogy—iiaviug place when a

fiuit is exhibited as being referred lb by a general

proposition which is not fairly applicable to it. .
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2. Neglect of obstacles or ofcontradictory or

modificfttire propositions.^—See the chapter on

Induction for the exposition of these two sources

of iallacy.

3. Fallacy of illustration—^that is, when a

general analogy is argued from a partial resem*"

blance of two individual cases—a fallacy ex-

plained and exemplified by Dr. Whately, under

the name otparaUeUm (Elements, p. 186). The

similes of rhetorical sophists belong to the pre-

sent head*

4. Insufficient argument—-when the ai^gu-

ment does not prove so much as what is asserted

in tlie conclusion: See Whately 's Elements,

Fallacy of proving a part of the question/'

p. 199.

III. Irrelevant argument. Under this deno-

mination, 1 should comprehend any general ar-

guments, not really connected with the subject-

matter of discussion, but adduced by the sophist,

with a view to deterring his opponent from ap-

plying his reasoning ftculties to the drawing a

fair inference from the data set before him. This

class answers in some measure to Dr. Whately's

irrelevant conclusion^ or ignoratio elenchi of
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Other logicians ; it may be subdiTid^d into the

three following species ; i. Fallacious authority;

II. Irrelevant objections ; iii. Artful ^iversi^.

I. Fallacious authority. • Fallacies of autho-

rity consist in the sophist^s adducing, in various

shapes, authority which appears to support a

question different from that which would be

deduced by fidr rea8onii^«~in his causing his

adversary to trust rather to the opinions of

persons inconsidmttdy reckoned in&Uible, than

to his own powers of ratiocination. For the

anait^ of auttiority and of the cases where an

appeal to it may be fallacious, I must refer to the

- Boolk of Fallacies, Part L Chap. where the

subject has been treated of with a .degree of

detail which renders lAeless any further investiga-

tion on the present occasion. Among the species

of fallacious authority .we may ennmenite the

following.

1. Appeal to the wisdom of our ancestors,—*

the aiguing in finvour of the introduction or con-

tinuance of any measure, because it was prac-

tised or approved of by men who, in former

times, inhabited the cuuutry of those who are

discussiag it,—4hese practices and opinions being

collected, either from the expre^ words of some

s
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writer'Hviii^ at iOieperiod oftime in quesfloii, or

from laws and institutions that wei*e then in

existence^ Bee Book of Fallacies, p. 60.

* 2. Appeal to the vices of existing institUf-

tions. The arg^uing, frddi^the supposition that

every pieBsure derived from our ancestors mnat

be badj^—for the entire suppression of existing

institationji, and for the general adc^tjon of new

systems without sufficient practical experiment.

Tim fidlacy is notadmitted in the Book of Fallal

cies ; but it appears to me to be frequently pro-

dnctive of'great evih Under ibe name and dis-

guise ofa zeal for the reform of abuses, what im-

mense havoc and devastation baa there not been

{HTodttced in modem revolutions ? The present

lidlacy tte opposite ikfect to Hie precdditig

one. it maj: not be so generally exemplihed, nor

so peitefeioiiB in *it8 resolts, as the appeal to

the wisdom of our ancestors but there certainly

are inBtances when its influence is '^ery prejudi-

cial. . It appears to arise from the natural sdf-

love which reformers possess as well as other

men, from their blind admiration for all theories

of their own creation. In the case of every new

system, thisre isu probdMlity ofdiere beiBg some

inconvsniences arising from its first atdoption.
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which may have been overlooked bj its author

;

and for the purpose of discoyering and obviating

such defector it may, on many occasions, be ad«

visable not to adopt, on a large scale, many ap-

IMffendy exodlent institutions, till they have been

thus tried on a small scale. Individuals, farmers

and mannfiietufm in particular, are well ac-

quainted with this rule, which may be equally

-appMcable to govenunenfai and other public

bodies.

8* Appeal to ivrevoGable laws and vows,—

•the considering certain laws and vows as irre-

meahhy dwt is to say, as absolutely indissoluble,

^eo by the concurrence of the parties who nmde

«them, wiA those for whose benefit they v^ere

imade,~and iher^ore the rejecting, upon this

ground'only, measures which would otherwise

^receive the consent -of both parties* See Book

-oTFallacies, p. 82.

. 4. laudatory personalities,->-4he arguing in

favour of a measure, an opinion or doctrine on

^account of the alleged good character of those

•who support, profess, or profit by it. See Book

•of Fallaciea^ p% 123. Theulf-oitumed auiharity

•of the same work may be also referred to the

present head. In -this case it is to his own dia-

s2
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racter that the sophist applies the laudatory ex-

preMoiM.

II. Irrelevant objections. Tliis term may be

j^iplied to the derignation of those fidlacies which

consist in the arguing for the rejection of pro-

posed practical measures or scientific doctrinea»

^ by the adducing general irrelevant objections for

the purpose of preventing fair discussion. These

objections are exemplified in the following fal-

lacies.

1. Vituperative personalities. The pbject

of irituperative personalities is to effect the rejec-

tion of a measure, on account of the alleged -bad

character of those who promote it.^' Book of

FaUades, p. 123. The fallacies that belong to

this cluster may be denominated—1. Imputation

-of bad design. 2. ImputatioQ of bad character.

3, Imputation of bad motive. 4. Imputation of

inconsistency. 5. Imputation of suspicious con-

nections. 6. Imputation founded on idenjtity of

denomination.'^ Id. p. 127.

2. lnaovation,~rtbe objecting to a proposed

measure or doctrine on account of its being an

innovation^ that is a change.^ and thereby sup-

. posing that every change must be. a bad change.

,$ee Pook of Fallaciea, p. 143.
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3. No precedent,—^the objecting to a pro-

posed measure or doctrine, on the plea of its

being novel and unexampled^— of its liaving

iMTer before been put in practice or adopted. Id.

p. 113. This fallacy is scarcely distinguishable

from thepreceding one.

4. Rejection from partial objections,—the

ai^ingfor the rejection ofa measure or doctrine

because there are objections against some part of

it, without considering whether there be not pre-

ponderant reasons in fiiYour of it, or objections to

the alternative^ that is to the measure Mhich

must be adopted if this be rejected ; or whether

in the adoption of the measure in question these

objiections cannot be obviated. The fallacy of

objections of Dr. Whately (Elements, p. 197)

refers to the present species which is denomi-

nated rejection instead of amendment in the

Book of Fallacies (p. 349).

' 5. Dangerous consequences. This fallacy is

exemplified when,—^'^an arrangement or set of

arrangements being proposed, so plainly bene-

ficial, and at the same time so manifestly in-

noxious, that no prospect presents itself of bring-

ing to bear upon them, with any effect, the cry

of no innovation,^'—"the objector argues oh the
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supposiiioB . of ibere bdng iome buw nmofte

and hiddea eyil ixitentknis on the part of the pro*-

poeer, and frighteiui the supporters with the idea

of some daogerous and undefiiied cooBequences

wluch may ensue. Thii k the fallacy of diih

trust of the Book of FaUaciea, p. 154 ; aad we

might, perhaps, refer to it also the official male^

faUwrU 9cr$m of the foUowing chapter of Ih^

same work (p. 158).

III. Artful diFernoD. In employing this

class of fallacies, the sophist endeavours to di-

vert the attention of his audience to some tofde

nnconnected with the question in discussion,

and thereby to procure a tM)it aasent to his

measures, or admission of his doctrines, or 9

fortiearanoe firom, or delay in, ahering or reject-

ing such as he is desirous of preserving. The

fidlowing are the principal specici Inefenrible to

this head.

1. Diversion by the form of argument used.

Snch are the faUades of eambati$ig th€ two pre*

mises alternatelif (Whately's Elements, p. 196)^

the nqey^rmeii eonebuim (id. p. 901), &c.

2. Fallacies of excitation—consisting in the

exciting the passions or affections (the indignft*

tion, admiratioui wonder, curiosity, shame, &c«)
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of the audience, and thereby inducing them

a4oi4 a ^cyQd^l^p^ which ia inconsisteqt witl^

1^ ratiocination. Such are, for ex. the argu:-

9mlK9i ad pm^tdum (What^j'a E^em^la, p>

191), the excitation of shanie and wopder men-

ttoKied by the author, p. 184» ^c.

3, Comparative insignificance. The deter-

ring your adveiBaries from the consideratioii of

4 proposed measure by the exhibition of sod^i^

tofm important cpe, to which it is asB^rted th^t

the prefarence ^ould be giyen, when tl)^, (wp.

are not meampaiible with one another. The de^

nQqfunation of arfful divenipn, |s explH^j^fl3f^
served to this species in the Boc^E 9lf

(p. 209).

- 4. Fallacies of delay,—consisting in the

sideration of a piiopot»ed measure, by means of

some expriessipns tending tp induce ^ ^
for ex« " This is not the time,^^ " Not too fast,

one thing at a time,^' &c« {Boo|l of Fallacies,^

Part III, Ch. 1,2,3,4.)

Having thus given a general quiline of ^

system of classification of these instruments of

depeplion, | must refer tp Mr. Benfham's Book

of ]^^9f:ie^ fof any further inv^tig^^ioi^ which
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may be required of fallacies in general, of their

causes and mischiels, of the use of their exposure,

and of the different degrees of fallacy of which

die same argtaDent is susceptible, accordiug to

the cases to which it is applied. 1 have only to

observe, on the presentoccasion, that many of the

propositions quoted in the course of the preced-

ing pages, as examples of Mlacious arguments,

may in some instances become perfectly fair and

conclnsiTC. If, for example, the blind observ-

ance of the laws and opinions of our ancestors,

and a universal confidence in their wisdom, are

practically pernicious, and therrfore theoreti-
'

cally fallacious
;
yet there are certainly instances

of our ancestors having known better than our-

selves on particular points. The fallacy lies in

the general aasdmption of the proposition ; and

the contradictory assertion, if taken univei-sally,

would also be &llacious, though in a much

smaller degree.

Referring now to ibe view Dr. Whately has

taken of the subject, we perceive that he first

distributes fallacies into three classes, the purely

logical^ the semi'logical^ and the non^logical.

Purely logical fellacies are defined to be

those which are exhibited in the form only of the
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expression, without any regard to the meaning

of the terms; these terms being supposed to be

exactly defined, and free from any ambiguity or

obscurity. In tbe-same manner, as no regaa^d is

to,be had to the sense, the argument ipust be

supposed to have been also previously reduced

to a syllogistic form; as this operation, caanot be

perftHrmed ^* without any regard to the sense.^^

But, when the argument is thus reduced, will

not any defect in form be so very apjMirent to

any one whose mind is at all capable of any de-

duction, as to render it useless to speak of such

deteetB as/aiiacies ^ that is, as such as cause the

argument to be apparently decisive of a false

conclusion. Take, for instance, the example,-

*' Whatever is universally believed must be true,

tlie exkUsDce ofa Godk not univeiwUy beUered,

therefore it is not true/^ (Elemeats, p. 155).

This iallacious argument is certainly not yet re-

duced to a syllogistic form ; forwe have iu one pre-

nussasubstantive term, whatever ie univenaifybe'

lieved^ and an acyective one, true; in the second

a different snbstantiye and atiyectiye, existence

ofa God^^' and universally believed'^ ; and, in

the conclusion, a pronoun and the adjectiTe tenn
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of die &lt ivpeoilflB—in ail,Jh$ Utttm, and ltar&-

fo^ «a ^UqgiiuBL** Tbepramuoy it Uk tx^^

iBightbefeckoiiedasikeaaiaeaetkeMiEii which

i4jtiq|Nr««^ta; but ev^ theawe have oo^tem

too many ; for I do not see how a& adjective ex-

jffmkm cao ha convartad inta an eqiuvalent

suh^tantive one, without ani/ regard to the seme,

-HQKvr oaa it) perhaps, be done without^

close attention to the meaning, as may be see^ in

Br. Whatdy'a examples of the Fidhicia figum

dicUonia, p. 168.

Let ufi now auppoie all thcae nm-logical'^*

operations performed, and th^ above argument

reduced to a ^ pure syllcgiim cantainhig tmlj

three ternas aad tp be move certain o| disfje^

garding the sense of the terms, let qs siihstitate

unmyeanii^ ^mbols ; we b^ve GyeryX a Y,

Z is not an X, therefore Z is not a V.^^ Who is

th^e whp lyould a4mit of such rfssoniny I Hpw
cad this " unsound mode of arguing'^ " appear

to demand oimt conviction, and to be dmsive of

the question in band, when in fairne^ it is

* not'' )

^ " Every syUogiaa bas three and three terms.- ' £le«
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It may be objt^ted. tUat when this argument

» iavolved in a oomj^catod Jabjrvmth of^woid^

it may amount to a fallacy ; but then that &llacy

d<M noi rest in the/mn, tot in iiub amhiguity

or oh^mrity^ and particular]^ in the canfusednea

0t the eatpr€99um^ and dienoecif the Mweoon*

Yeyed in tiiat expression ; and in so far as tbif

ia ttie case, the ftllacy bdosga to other heads.

1>r. Wbately admits tba^ this first division is not

Astinet, that fillaeies may frequently bereftmd

to either of its condivident meu\bei'Sy a defeol

Ti^hich must be more or less observable in any

chMsification of these con^iAiGated ioslvumenls of

deception ;
but, in the present instaace, the dis«

tinetion wiU be found to be ^nently vague,

and» moreover^ useless, if it be considered that

any defect in aptir6 aylloginn is so obvious as not

to be worth designating a fallacy ; and that when

the argument is not in its simplest form, the ftd-

lacy is always referribie to the same author^s s&*

milogical, or to his non-logical fidlaciesS*

* I have thought it necessary to verify these observatiopfl^ »

in the fxample of that species only vhioh Dr* Whutely hm^

tenned flUdt ptooew; but they wOl be ibim4 to be mapuSLj

applicable to any of his other p«rc/y logical fallacies, as it will

appear evident by reducing them to tbefityUogis^^ fofV^ Ttasb

m

\
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It is finr these reasons that, in my classifica-

tion of .fidlacics, I have entirely omitted those

which Dr. Whately calls *' purely logical.'* Let

us now proceed to Imsemi-hgical fallacies,which

he defines to be " all the cases of ambiguous

middle except its non-distribution*'' Elements,

p. 138.

. In die next page he gives as a reason for call-

ing these Miacies ^^mt-logical, that here Logic

teaches us not haw io find the fUlacy, but only

where to search for it, and on what principles to

condenm it. But, take the' example : Every

X is a Y, every Y is a Z, therefore every X is a

Z." ' If Logic is nothing more than syllogistic

reasoning, it can detect no fallacy in this argu*

ment, which answers perfectly to the rules of

syUogism. Now, suppose we are told that thare

is here a concealed fallacy, docs such " Logic'*

iell us that it must rest in the ambiguity of the

mean Y ? may it not be in the obscurity ofX or

ibrexample, die ftn^SstrSbuded middle (rather a nngukir expres-

• sion in the English language] : Every X is a F, some Y's are

Z^s, (her^fiire every Xisa or the syllogisnu which have

palpably more than three' terms," every A'h a B, every C ita

D, iherefore, every A is a D, would scarcely produce belief in

their leapective cooditaioiia.
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of Z ? or in the ambiguity of either X or Z

;

these ternqs meaaing one thing in the premiss,

aliother*iii the conclusion ? or in the fabily of

either of the assertions P If therefore Dr.

Whately's limitation of the field of Logic be

adopted, that science does not appear to be en-

titled even to the share here ascribed to it in the

detection of ^\ ambiguous middle it has been

. shewn that the fallacies called purely logical, are

no ^dlacies at all ; the ccHisequence is that Logic,

thus restricted, is totally unoonneded with the

exposure ofany &llacies.

However, the author himself now departs a

little from the system of rigorous exclusion he

has hitherto pursued. 1 have already observed

that in p. 131 be calls dassification and analysis

" the taking a Logical view again in p. 153 -

he speaks of Logical analysts; and on the present

occasion (p. 139) he positively admits that gene-

ral rules for definition belong to Logic. Let him

but admit that the science includes also general

rules for induction, and we are perfectly agreed

as to the extent of its field.

The passage 1 have just alluded to is too

strongly in support of my opinion, for me to re-

frain fit>m quoting it.
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*^iHm been made a billet fialyecll ot isau^

plaint against Logic, that it presupposes the most

diffilffilt point to be already acoomplished, friz.

the sense of the Terms to be ascertained. • * .Tiie

'<A>jeGtion ispecidiarly absnrd when urged against

liogic, because the object which it is blamed for

not accomplishing cannot possibly be williki the

pMfmce ofany ime ^ti whatever, is it indeed

•possible or conceivable that there should be any

methed^ science, >dr systeiii, that should enable

'one to know the full and exact meaning of every

Term in existence* i The utmost that can be

done is to give some general rules that may assist

m in^this work.*' '

- ' The giving g^aul rules is all I require of

€s0gie. Mi here 1 agree with Ihe'aiithor ef the

IBlements ; but I leave it for the reader to judge

• I certainly admit Uiafc aU thil it not ilie'p^^
•glcj Wt I AoM be'tem^ t6 iaik, In reply, whether it be

not the professed object of a diciimary 9 This object is not

ia gonarAl attalMd so weUa^

easy to conceive a good expositive dictionary as a good scien*

tific treatise or theory. In order to Jtnow the full and exact

meaning of a term, there is no occasion to treat ofaU the di£*

Iblent propettiAs ofthd fdea k re|^ie8tot8» nor ofthe relatidns

_ ofthigidea with others.
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how far heis right when he adds, " which is done

in the two-first parts of Logic/' nieenin^ {HTOtMir

bly in his Elements ; where the section on defi-

inlioiiyfor inrtatioe, tnajr perbapshove beenshowA,

in a preceding chapter, to be somewhat inade-

qoaite fcnr purpose.

But to return to ambiguous middle^ on the

Docasioii of which'tiiis digression hss been mig-

gested : this Miacy, or rather^source of £iUacy^

which might be more appropristtely denomhiiGited

ambiguity in the mean term^ belongs to the head

of ambiguity in terms of my arrangement ;
.

.

and I see no reason for making a s^parnte^lass

of those cases where the ambiguity rests iu the

mean tmn, not in the extremes ; much less fi)r

attaching more importance to ambiguity in this

case than in any other, as itmay, if any thing, be,

generally speaking, easier of detection than that

of theextrones*

Under the head of ambiguous middle are

ctassed"-^

1. Fallacy of equivocation (p. 167), not here

deteed nor exemplified, but meaning, I pre.

sume, that which has place when a word is taken

inone sensein onepronissand repeatedin liUothelr

sense in the other. I have, as above, adopted this
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name ; but I have applied it to all cases where a

word, fonmng part of an argmnent, mayibe udf

derstood in more than one sense. It is, in general,

pf all fidlacies the easiest to detecti and therefore

the least important.

2. Fallacia figursB dictionis (p. 157), where

paronymous words are erroneously supposed to

have a oonrest>ondent meaning. This I have re-

ferred, under tlie name oifallacy ofparonymity^

to the head of fdUadet of fiction^ to which it

appears to me to belong, rather than to the bead

pffallacies arisingfrom ambiguity.
'

3. Fallacia figurse dictionis, when resting in

other terms than the mean (p. 158). 4. Am-

biguity in other terms than the mean (p. 159),

Do these two fallacies belong to ambiguous mid-

dle ? and if nof, is there any use in thus classing

fallacious expression according to the terms in

which it rests?

5. Fallacy of etymology (p. 161). I have said

that thisisa modification of&llacious paronymity,

differing only inasmuch as the coiyugates in ,the

present instance are moreremotefromone another

in sense and in form. The fallacy is therebymore

apparent, and therefore lees important.

6. Fallacy of interrogations 9, p. 162).
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This does not appear to me to differ from the

ordinary fallacy of equivocation, otherwise than

by the form in which the argument is expressed,

and by the slight degree of obscurity which is

tliereby added to it. The proposition to be proved

is, in the present instance, given as an interroga-

tion, and the fallacy lies in the supposed answer,

not in the question itself. Dr. Whately's first ex-

ample, taken from Cicero, turns upon the ambi-

guity of the term *' anything expedient the

second on that of the sign of extent attached to

the term " motive.^^

Fallacy ofapplication (§ 10, p. 161). This

is a case of error of expression where two per-

sons ascribe a different extent to the name of a

collective entity. See above, fallacies offiction

No. 4i " mistaking the extent of the name of a

collective entity.^'

8. Fallacy of double construction (p. 165,

note). See above ambiguity in sentences, under

the head offallacious expression.

8^ Dr. Whately next gives some instances of

ambiguity in terms, which he refers to the fol-

lowing heads

:

L Accidental ambiguity—arising from words

being accidentally homonymous,—an ambiguity
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of very small importance, as it does not appear

that,* to any ooe acquainted with die language

spoken, the misuse of them would be productive

ofany thing but evident nonsei»e.

II. Ambiguity in the first and second intcai*

tion of a word. This has been applied to the

case where a wcnrd, originally obscure or vague,

has been precisely defined, and is subsequently

used both in its original and in its newly-acquhred

sense. This species of negligent homonymity,

though it may not often be the immediate source

of fallacy, is frequently productive of much con-

fusion, and is therefore important. I do' not

however, consider the two significations of such

words as being very happily denonunated JirH

and second itUentioHB* The precise scientific

sense of a word often comes nearer to that of the

root whence it is derived than the more vague

and popular sense, and occasionally precedes it in

formation ; as, for ex. the word gas^ which was

coined ^y chemists for the designation of any

substance when in that particular state ; by the

vulgar it has subsequently been vaguely attached

to combustible g asses in general.

iii; Ambiguity from resemblance or analogy.

Tbi^ homonymity is scarcely distiujguishable, for
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the present purpoBe, from accidental homoiiymity

whenever the analogy k real : the leg of a taUe

or the foot of a mountain can hardly be con-

founded with the leg or foot ofa man. But when

the analogy is Jiciitious (or /(mciful^ as Dr.

Whately has it), the ambiguiiif is &r more im-

portant or rather the error of expression—for it is

under the latter head that I have considered this

source of &llacy as being more appropriately

classed. This subject is scarcely mentioned by

Dr* Whately ; I shall therefore refar the reader to

what I have said in a former chapter on fictitious

entities in general^ and to my head of fidlaciea

of fiction in the present chapter.

IT. Ambiguity from ideas being connected

by vicinity of time and place. 1 should rather

designate this source of fallacy by the denomina-

tion, homonymitif ofparonymQus wordsn Amongst

the examples given in the Elements on the present

. occasion, tlie homonymity ofoperation and their

results had been frequently remarked by Mr.

Bentham as a great source of confusion in dis-

course, and thence of error. The double mean-

ing ai the word $hoi can icairoely be referrible

to the present head, but approaches very near

to accidental homonymity.

T 2
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I0«. Fallacy of division and composition (Ele-

ments, § 11, p. 173). In the section thus headed,

several examples ane given of fallacies which ap-

pear to me to be somewhat heterogeneous in their

nature. The two first contain no fiedlacy,bat mere

jests, which turn upon the double meaning of the

words ali and and* In the third, ^*Hewho necessa-

rily goes or stays is not a free agent ; you must ne-

cessarily go or stay, therefore you are not a iree

agent^^ (p. 174), the fallacy arises from the am-

bigiiity ofthe conjunction or. In the next, ** the

gaining of a high price, &c/^ there is a combi-

nation ofobscurity of expression and error in the

extent of collective entities. The latter source

of fallacy is that which may be observed in the

remuning examjries, and appears to be the one

which Dr.Whately had more particularly in view

in applying to these cases the denomination of

fallacies of division and composition*

11. The fidlacia accidentisand oAm, men-

tioned in § 12 (p. 177), appear to be among those

which are founded on obscurity in expression.

^ So it is, at any rate, in Uie case of Protestant

ascendancy^' (p. 178). As to the phrase, " what

is4M>ught in the market is eaten Scc.'^ tbe fidlacy

or rather the jest or quibble, rests in the aqibi-
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whatever or some thing.

We now ocnae to the material or nonJogieal

fallacies, which lie in the sense either of the

premises or of the condusion, not in the con-

nection between them. Such, at least, is the

d^nition which may be gathered from what is

said in p. 141. Whether this denomination is

an appropriate designation of the group of fidla*

ciea to which it is applied, is a question which

may best be answered by a short examination of

die several species it contains.

These species are arranged by the author

under the. three following heads: i. Begging

the q^uestion. ii. Undue assumption, iii. Irrele-

vant conclusion.

I . Begging the question or petitio priucipii,

—

which 1 have referred, under the same name, to

the head of fictitious argument. I'he argument

in a cirde (abo a species of fictitious argument)

. is here reckoned as a petitio principii ; but 1 have

' thought it more convenient to restrict the latter

denomination to that species of fictitious argu-

ment in which the; question to Ix^ proved is an-

nounced in the premises^ though it be in dis«

^guise, as in the example given by Dr. VVhately
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in p. 181, where the conclusion is a repetition, io

other words, of the proposition exhibited in the

premiss. In an ai^ument in a circle, of which

an example is given in p. 180 of the Elements,

each separate reasoning process may be such a»

to exhibit no other fallacy than that of defective

eridence ; but the whole chain ofreasoning,when

connected together, shews that no one proposi-

tion can be adduced in support of the othars, as

the validity of each one rests only upon that of

those others. This sort of reasoning may be il-

lustrated by the theory of the ancients, who sup-

posed the sky did not Ml because it was sup-

ported by pillars resting on the earth ; the earth,

. HI the same manner, did not fall because.it was

suspended from the sky by chains. In the state

of knowledge at that time, there \\ as no reason to

deny that either of these causes separately might

be followed by such their respective effects ; but,

put the two arguments together and the question

is immediately suggested : Why do not both earth -

and sky fall down together ?

II. Undue assumption (§ 14, p. 181). That

of the minor premiss may in general be refared

to my defective evidence : the undue assumption,

or mther supposed assumption of a major pre-
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miss, is what 1 have termed undue geuerali«

zation.

But the ''coutrivauces by which men may

deceive themselTes or others, in assuming pre-*

mises unduly/^ are most of them fallacies of a

different nature. Dr. Wliately's examples way

be distributed as follows

:

*

1. Ill Home Tooke^s induction (Elements,

p. 188), relating to nouns and verbs, the fallacy

is that which I liaye termed fallacy of etymology^

applied, in the preset instance, to an universal

proposition.

2. When men are shamed into admitting a

. false fact by being assured that it would argue

weakness to doubt it (p. 184), the fallacy is on«

of irrelevant argument, and contains a mixture

of vituperative personalities and of fallacies of

excitation.

3. When the truth of a fact is caused to be

admitted by the assotion that it is curious or

remarkable (p. 1S4), the iailacy is one of excita-

tion, referrible to the head of artful diversion.

4* The iailacy of references (p. 185) has above

been classed with the fidlacies of testimony.

5. The fallacious parallelism (p. 186) is that

which 1 have denominated fallacy of illustration*
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III. Irrelevant conclusiou or ignoratio elenchi

(f 15, p. 187). This genus is defined the

comiDg to $1 conclusion which is not the one re-

quired/' and contains a variety of&llacies which

I should distribute in the following manner

:

1. If a sopAust has to defend one who has

been guilty of some serious offence^ which he

wishes to extenuate, though he is unable dis-

tinctly to prove that it is not such, yet if he can

succeed iu snaking the audience laugh at some

casual matter^ he has gained practically the same

point/^ p. 187. Here there appears to be no ir-

relevant conduftion—nor indeed any ooncl^sion

at all. The fallacy is that which i have termed

artful diversion.

2* Let it be a case of peculation, and that

many mitigating circumstanceshavebeen brought

forward which cannot be denied, the sophistical

opponent will reply, ' well, but after all, the

m man is a mywe, and there is an end of it,' p.

188. This belongjji to fallacious epithets, which

1 have classed under defective testimony.

3. The fallacy quoted (p. 189) from Tliucy-

dides, where Cleon proved the justice of a

niieasure, when its expediency was the question,

IS a case of artful diveiaion.
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4. When in a discussion one party vin-

dicates, on a gromid of general expediency, a

particular instance of resistance to government

in a case of infoierable oppresiion, the oppo-

nent may gravely maintain, that we ought not

lo do evil that good may come." p. 100. In

this answer there is both obscurity in the terms

good and evil^ and defective application of the

geneial propositioa contained in the answer, to

the particular case in question.

5. Argamentttm ad hominem (p. 191) ia

referrible either to vituperative or to laudatory

personalities.

6. Argumentum ad verecundiam (p. 191)

to fidlacies of authority.

7* Argumentum ad populum (p. 191) to fid-

lacies ofexcitstion.

8..The shifting the burden of proof to the

advmary, as in the case of the sportsman who,

when accused of barbarity in sacrificiiig iin» ^

offending hares to his amusement, answers,

why do you feed on the flesh of animals

(p. 192, note) belongs to the head of artful di«

rersion.

9. In the example relating to the efficacy of
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faith (p. 193) tlie fallacy is in the expression, aud

belongs to the head of error in extent of a col-

lective eutiij

»

10. The note to p. 194 refers, in the first

place, to fiillacies of excitation. . With regard to

the other observations contained in the same note,

1 may presently have occasion to return to them.

11. The example relating to the neglect of

the study of mathematics in one of om* univer-

sities (p. 195) is one of artful diversion.

12. The &llacy of combating the two premi-

ses alternately (p. 196) is artful diversion by

the form of expression-

Id. The fallacious substitutions of the partial

for the universal, the possible for the probable,

the probable tor the necessary, &c. (p. 196) are

frllaeies of insufficient argument.

14. Fallacy of objections 17, p. 197). . This

answers, in some measure, to the rejection in-

stead ofamendment of the Book of Fallacies. It

is one of the fallacies most^ commonly exempli-

fied in the arguments both oi innovators and

anti-innovators. I have designated it by. the

name of rejection fipom partial objections, an4

classed it as a species of irrelevant objections.
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16. Fallacy of proving part of the question

(§ 18, p. 199). This is again tlie&llacy of insuf-

ficient argument,

16. Suppressed conclusion
(J 19, p. 201) is

another instance of artful diversion by means of

the form of expression.

After a chapter so long as the one I am
now speaking- of, devoted to the exposure of

fallacies, it would be rather unfortunate for the

author to terminate by affording au example of

fiiUacy in his own discoiirse. Any one, it is true,

is liable to fall into error; it is much easier

to detect fallacies than to avoid them ; the reader

may, perhaps, have observed tliem in unlimited

number in the precediiig pages, in the same

manner in which I have pointed out occasional

ones in Dr. Wliately^s Elements, and, so far, the

one which I now speak ofmay be excused. What

I allude to is in section 20 of tliis chapter on

fallacies of that work, where the author speaks of

the and ingenious remark, that jests are

fidlacies/^ A &llacy has been stated by hini to

be an unsound mode of argument, which ap-

pears to demand our conviction, and to be deci-

sive of the question in hand, when in £aiirness it

is not/' After this definition, I do not think it
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too much to assume tliat, to be fallacious, au ar-

gnincnt must be so fornied as to ptodfaoe smie

degree ofdeception ; otherwise it M^ould be either

so fiilbey , or no aif^m^t at all, or apparent.

A jest, he now tells us, is a £idlacy so palpa*

ble as not to be likely to deeeme any one,'' and

tb^efore no fitllacy. Here is, if 1 mistake not,

amlHgfuity, obscurity, or error. That a jest is in

some points analogom to a fallacy, that it bears

that resemblance of argument which is calcu-^

lated to amuse by the ccmtrast,'' are points which

I do not deny ; but that u jest is a fallacy, that it

produces deception, can surely not be admitted.

An imitation is not a species^ a picture of a man

is not a man.

Before 1 conclude, I must say a few words

respecting a note to p. 194, in which Dr.

Whately mentions the Book of ir'allacies to which

I have so often referred. The few obserratims

be makes on the character of this work must

be admitted to be generally fair and moderate

;

but there is one feUaey which he accuses

the author of falling iiito perpetually^ which

I cannot discover in any of Mr. Bentham's

writings: I mean that of peiitio pmicipii^ as

thus distittguisbed from the use of vituperatiye
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